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Abstract

There exist many approaches to agent-based conflict resolution. Of particular interest is on

approaches that adopt argumentation as their underlying conflict resolution machinery. One

such approach is to view the argumentation process as an approach to attack, persuade an

opponent or to defend one’s belief. This dissertation proposes an abstract accrual argumen-

tation framework that re-evaluates the treatment and utilisation of preference values within

argumentation. We firstly present an incremental improvement on existing work to capture

accrual of arguments within an abstract argumentation framework. Drawing from the in-

cremental improvement, this dissertation highlights the importance of information source

in argumentation and the effect on agent’s decision making during argumentation. In most

argumentation systems, the argument source plays a minimal role. We feel that ignoring

this important attribute of human argumentation process reduces the capabilities of current

argumentation systems. Secondly, this dissertation identifies the need for justification man-

agement in a setting where multi-agent performs negotiation or argumentation. An outcome-

driven justification management framework is proposed in which traditional approaches in

argumentation are modified to assist in the elicitation and management of justifications hence

permitting the novel conception of mixed-initiative argumentation. Finally, the framework is

also evaluated in the context of a clinical group decision support in medicine.
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1
Introduction And Motivation

“The aim of argument, or of discussion,

should not be victory, but progress.”

– Joseph Joubert

1.1 Introduction

The underlying theme of this dissertation is on the theory of defeasible argumentation. As

argued by Pollock in [110] and for the purpose of this discussion, the concepts behind de-

feasible reasoning as studied in Philosophy and non-monotonic reasoning in Artificial Intel-

ligence are fundamentally equivalent. This dissertation develops upon and extends on these

formalisation, therefore in this dissertation the terms used from both models are interchange-

able.

In this chapter, we will begin with a brief discussion on the general concept of argumenta-

tion utilised throughout this dissertation. We put forward our perspective on the distinction

2
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between multi-agent1 argumentation and negotiation. Furthermore, we stipulate that the rea-

soning and justification properties of argumentation in multi-agent environments warrants

further investigation. We will draw upon a series of examples to provide motivation for this

research. The introductory chapter concludes with the research goals, contributions and an

outline of the dissertation.

The study of arguments and argumentation is traditional to many disciplines. Although the

notion of argumentation is common to most of these disciplines, there is still no consensus

as to the “correct” meaning to the term [64]. The following highlights that the acceptability

criteria within argumentation is subjective and is prone to persuasion. Hence, meeting an

acceptability criteria is an accumulation of propositions justifying a standpoint.

Argumentation is a verbal and social activity of reason aimed at increasing (or

decreasing) the acceptability of a controversial standpoint for the listener or

reader, by putting forward a constellation of propositions intended to justify (or

refute) the standpoint before a rational judge. (van Eemeren et al. 1996 p5) [142]

Hence forth, it is our view that the focus of argumentation theory is not about parties or

agents coming to an agreement through some concession by one or more parties. This notion

is captured within the realm of negotiation. Negotiation is about collaboration where indi-

vidual parties or agents trade positions on a given topic of discussion with the aim of coming

to an agreement. These exchanges maybe achieved by deploying an underlying argument-

theoretic procedure, such as those proposed by Jennings et al. in [76, 107, 136] where the

focus is on the validity of communication protocol and negotiation procedures. Further-

more, negotiation works best when constraints (usually time or resources) exist, where par-

ties participating in the negotiation are forced to compromise so that an agreement is reached

within the given constraints. Parties participating in argumentation are not faced with such a

dilemma.

Our venture into argumentation research is motivated by the fact that argumentation provides

methods and techniques for addressing problems that have no definitive “correct” answers or

solutions. It is our view that this phenomenon is due primarily to the subjective nature of an

individual’s acceptability criteria. Furthermore, we believe that an individual’s acceptability

criteria is a non-static measure, constantly changing during an argumentation process. In a

multi-agent argumentation scenario, these acceptability criteria take on an even greater role,

not only in the generation of solutions but also in justifying a selected or accepted solution.

1We will take the most general definition for the term “agent”, hence do not specifically distinguish between

human agents and software agents.
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In the literature, there exists two distinct flavours to the theory of argumentation. One ap-

proach views arguments as logical proof and the argumentation process as a search for find-

ing suitable logical statements. Another approach views the argumentation process as an

approach to attack, persuade an opponent or to defend one’s belief. Although, these two

approaches are not mutually exclusive, in this dissertation, we have adopted the latter view

in which argumentation theory is about persuasion. Argumentation theory is hence defined

as the science of effective civil debate or dialogue, using rules of inference and logic, as ap-

plied in a real world setting. Therefore, argumentation theory in such a situation is not only

concerned primarily with reaching “correct” conclusions through logical reasoning, starting

with certain premises but also with the persuasive force of an argument. Given the flexibility

resulting from the combination of individual acceptability criteria for the truth or falsity for

any given assertion, sentence or argument, argumentation allows us to persuade others of

our views on multiple facets. However, argumentation theory is not about logical truth, al-

though logical truth maybe the resulting artefact of an argumentation process. As previously

mentioned, the acceptability criteria of individuals participating in an argumentation process

may vary and so does the perceived truth or falsity of an assertion, sentence or argument.

Arguments may also be constructed from a logical representation language. The availability

of well formed logical sentences is considered the fundamental to the construction of argu-

ments, hence argumentation is not concerned with the complexity that maybe involved when

constructing these logical sentences. Although not concerned with the construction and con-

sistencies of the underlying logical sentences, at a meta-level, argumentation is aimed at

reasoning about the semantics captured within these sentences. This allows argumentation

the freedom to provide its own notion of consistency or meta-consistency, captured in the

forms of conflict, attack or defeat relations. These notions of consistencies can be and are, in

many situations, evidently weaker than that enforced in the logical language. Argumentation

theory is therefore concerned with acceptability, and not necessarily any notion of truth or

agreement. Given that this is the case, it is then inevitable that some notions of preference

are required when dealing with individual acceptability criteria. Ultimately, this acceptability

criteria is a reflection of an individual’s preference on a set of arguments.

Studies on formal argumentation such as [5, 8, 28, 34] tend to focus on the representation

of arguments, the structure of arguments and their interactions. The notion of preference

is generally implicitly captured within either the attack or defeat relations. It is generally

recognised ( [6–11, 13, 22, 25, 49, 50, 77, 78, 100]) that this approach will not suffice. Recent

studies such as [22, 49, 50, 77, 78] recognised that the acceptability of arguments is subjec-

tive, and is subjected to agreements between the participants of the argumentation exchange.

Their notion of acceptability is derived from social values obtained from the participants and
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audience.

Our approach differs from these approaches, in that we explicitly represent preferences as

a set of abstract values. These values are not specifically embedded as part of the argu-

ments and are utilised only as a tie-breaking mechanism. In effect, we have taken a modular

approach in the utilisation of preference values to enhance the underlying argumentation sys-

tem. This approach provides a greater degree of freedom, allowing us to capture interactions

between arguments not possible in current abstract argumentation frameworks. Furthermore,

the uniqueness of this dissertation is not only how the preferences are formulated or encoded

but also how they are utilised for decision making and decision support. Firstly, we propose

the use of these preference values to capture the notion of strength embedded within the ac-

crual of arguments in an abstract argumentation framework. Secondly, we propose the use

of this abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework in argumentation-based

evolution in a mixed-initiative fashion.

Research in this area of defeasible argumentation can be characterised by the studies of

Pollock, Prakken & Sartor and Veheij. Most of these argumentation systems generalise to

that of Dung [52]. The acceptability notion captured by Dung [52] is an implicit approach

to the accrual of arguments, however this approach does not allow for the ranking of sets

of acceptable arguments. One might argue that these rankings are outside the scope of an

argumentation framework and reside with the selection function of the reasoner. However,

we believe that when argumentation is deployed for group decision support, the ranking

forms an intricate component of the decision making machinery. Furthermore, the ranking

permits the arguments to play a more significant role as well as informing the reasoner as to

which is the better choice.

Within argumentation, “accrual” generally refers to the grouping of arguments to support or

refute a particular position. The grouping of arguments could, in some cases, strengthen a

position and in others weaken them. Such a grouping of argument should be interpreted as:

in the presence of argument X and argument Y, the position Z is supported. As highlighted by

Vreeswijk [151], the accrual of reasons, or accrual of arguments is a phenomenon that is less

well mastered or understood in argumentation. Vreeswijk posses the question of whether, or

under what conditions, reasons should accrue, and if there are general principles behind the

accrual of reasons. Prakken [122] highlighted that within the literature of argumentation, two

distinct approaches have been proposed in the formalisation of accrual. The first approach,

taken by Pollock [116] and Prakken & Sartor [123, 124] encodes the accrual by hand as a

conditional with a conjunction of the accruing reasons in the antecedent. This approach is

considered as a knowledge representation (KR) approach. The second approach, considered
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as an inference approach, instead, regards accrual as a step in the inference process. In

this approach, some form of aggregation is performed after all relevant arguments based

on individual reasons have been constructed. A mechanism such as that taken by Krause

et al. in [87], by Hage et al. [65, 149] and Verheij in [145, 147], is then used to decide

between the conflicting sets of reasons. Research into accrual of arguments within an abstract

argumentation framework such as that proposed by Dung [52] is limited. We believe that this

warrants further and in depth study.

In [122], Prakken proposed three basic principles for accrual argumentation: accrual may

decrease the strength of the arguments involved; arguments involved in an accrual cannot

be considered individually; flawed arguments may not be accrued. We will take these as

guiding principles when dealing with “accrual” of arguments. However, our argumentation

framework will be rely heavily on preference values, and so must necessarily utilise different

structures to those proposed by Prakken. We will instead develop on the framework used by

Bench-Capon et al. [22, 49, 50] in their investigations into the effect of “social values” on

argumentation, Kaci et al. [77] and Bourguet et al. [25] in their investigations into capturing

multiple contexts or values within a preference-based argumentation framework. Bench-

Capon et al. argued that the social values represent the norms of the society or community,

and hence have greater importance. Although we will not make direct use of arguments pro-

moting the concept of “social values” in this dissertation, we believe that the fundamental

structure of the framework, with minor modifications, can potentially be utilised to handle

accrual of arguments. Although the notion of accrual of arguments and the use of preference

values within argumentation is not new, we believe that our approach is unique in that it is

the first instance where these two concepts of accrual and preference values are united. Such

a unification allows for the proposition of an abstract formalisation to accrual in argumenta-

tion. As we utilise Dung’s argumentation framework, in which most existing argumentation

systems and framework generalises to, our approach can be perceived as an initial attempt to

unify existing approaches to accrual in argumentation.

Situated in a dynamic environment such as in the ‘real-world’, it is generally accepted that

any knowledge-base will require revision, such that the reasoning machinery continues to

generate output that is socially acceptable with respect to changes in the environment. An

argumentation-base2 is no different. Note that in the argumentation literature [125], revi-

sion on arguments are never performed. New arguments are constructed and added into the

argumentation-base. Our approach is aligned with such views. Let us now consider two

instances in which we believe revision of an argumentation-base is required.

2We coined the term argumentation-base to represent an encapsulation of all the assertions and associated

relation required to perform argumentation-based reasoning.
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Firstly, when constructing an argumentation system, it is conceivably a time-consuming and

in most cases, an impractical exercise to extract from a domain expert all relevant knowl-

edge. In fact, the simplest exercise of determining what is the relevant knowledge, and to

what granularity or specificity should such knowledge be represented in the argumentation-

base can be a challenging issue to address. Hence, given the effort required to perform this

task, it is inadvisable to reconstruct an argumentation-base from first principles whenever

the environment changes. Recent studies such as [16, 35] recognise the dynamic nature of

an argumentation-base and the need for revision. However, these studies do not consider the

varying degree of an individual’s acceptability criteria, hence resulting in the need for the

revision of the preference model represented within the argumentation system. Furthermore,

these studies assumes the existence of machinery capable of extracting relevant knowledge

from domain experts. We believe that this machinery is an intricate component of the revi-

sion exercise and hence should not be relegated to being second class citizen.

Secondly, argumentation systems are generally deployed to compute rationale/arguments for

supporting decisions. In such a setting, the only reason for an individual to reject the gen-

erated arguments is because the reasoning is flawed. Such a situation is an artefact of three

possible scenario. Firstly, the argumentation-base contains information that is incomplete or

imprecise. Generally, this is not an issue. However, without a more complete argumentation-

base, the reasoning machinery relies on assumptions which may not be aligned with the

individual, hence, resulting in flawed conclusions. Secondly, there exists a possibility that

the acceptability criteria of the individual is inaccurately modelled within the argumentation

system. Without an accurate model of the acceptability criteria, the arguments that are con-

sidered acceptable by the reasoning machinery may indeed be unacceptable. Finally, it is

conceivable that the argumentation-base contains information that is no longer aligned with

the ‘real-world’. In other words, the reality has changed or evolved. The logical resolution

for all these situations is to revise the argumentation-base. Furthermore, current studies have

made little consideration of the effect of performing iterative argumentation-base revision.

We believe this is an important issue as changes to the argumentation-base should be per-

formed minimally. We draw upon studies in the area of belief revision and merging such as

those of Alchourrón et al. [3], Gärdenfors [61], Darwiche et al. [47], Konieczny et al. [85]

and Meyer [98,99] as guiding principle for the revision and expansion of the argumentation-

base. This provides us with a notion of minimal change or minimal deviation from the

previous argumentation-base.

Our approach differs from that of Cayrol et al. [35,36] and Amgoud et al. [16]. Cayrol et al.

addressing the issue of extension revision. Amgoud et al. considered the issue of revision of

the argumentation theory without explicitly considering minimal changes. Both approaches
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do not capture the use of preferences in the argumentation system nor the role preference

values play in argumentation-base revision. Our approach focuses on the minimal revision

of the argumentation-base rather then minimal revision of the generated extensions. Fur-

thermore, we propose to utilise mixed-initiative interactions to facilitate argumentation-base

revision. Using mixed-initiative interactions to achieve the desired argumentation theory

change allows for incremental changes from the previous argumentation-base, reflecting the

essences of iterative revision. This approach provides us with the ability to perform trace-

ability on decisions as well as retrospective reasoning in an argumentation framework, hence

the ability to perform decision quality assurance in an argumentation framework.

The next section provides the motivating basis for our thesis. It reflects common real-world

situations in which we believe current formal argumentation systems should capture. This

further reinforces the view that studies into argumentation theory are not only interesting but

yields methods and techniques to address problems that are subjective in nature.

1.2 Motivation

Decision support via argumentation in any multi-agent community requires agents to de-

termine the acceptability of arguments given to them based on their own knowledge base.

Associated with these knowledge bases are sets of preferences unique to each agent. Fur-

thermore, it requires the agent to revise knowledge captured in their argumentation theory

to match that perceived from the “real-world”. In this section, we will present a series of

motivating examples to illustrate the journey in which this dissertation will take as well as

illustrate the importance and non-trivial nature of this study. In the following motivation, we

will ignore the actual truth or falsity of the assertion. We only require that the participating

parties believe in their own assertions.

Firstly, we will present our arguments as to why the ability for an argumentation system

to perform accrual of arguments should be considered independently to the existence of

any conjunctive or disjunctive connectives available in the underlying logical language. This

promotes the view that arguments should be considered as atomic in an argumentation system

and the accrual of arguments distinct to any aggregative connective that might be provided

by the underlying logical language.

Secondly, we will present a sequence of examples utilising preferences for the accrual of

arguments and illustrating the importance of information sources during an argumentation
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process.

Finally, we will introduce the notion of justification management in a mixed-initiative fash-

ion, allowing for the evolution of an argumentation theory to match knowledge perceived

from the “real-world”.

1.2.1 Accrual of arguments

The following example is taken from Verheij [145, 146]. Consider two people are debating

whether a particular person (Bill) should be incarcerated. In this situation, neither party is

likely to withdraw their argument. Assume that you are presented with the following two

arguments supporting the incarceration:

Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

In [151], Vreeswijk argued that the accrual of reasons, or accrual of arguments [117, 146]

poses the questions of under what conditions should reasons accrue and whether there exists

general principles behind the accrual of reasons. Vreeswijk maintained that accrual of rea-

sons cannot be modelled in argumentation, citing the fact that rule bases of argumentation

system are typically antecedent-incomplete and therefore contain insufficient information

as to decide whether supports are strengthened or weakened among rules that share conse-

quences. Conversely, once an argument is formed, the argument represents a specific appli-

cation of rules within the rule base. Hence, without further information regarding the rule

base of the argumentation system, it seems rather unwise to disassemble the arguments and

perform accrual utilising the connectives in the underlying logical language. In doing so,

this might change the original intent captured within the rule base and of the arguments. To

illustrate this point, let us consider the two basic connectives: the conjunction and disjunc-

tion connectives. First, consider the use of the conjunction connective. We could rewrite the

above arguments as:

Bill has robbed and assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

By merging the supports of the two arguments into one, the new argument would imply that

Bill would have to commit both a robbery and an assault before he should be incarcerated.

This argument can be easily defeated if an attack is mounted on either robbery or assault
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whereas the in the previous setting, both arguments have to be defeated independently. By

using the conjunction connective, the resulting defence condition would seem somewhat too

strong. Evidently, this did not contribute to the increase in the concluding force. In fact, the

reverse had occurred. Now, consider the use of the disjunction connective. We could rewrite

the above argument as:

Bill has robbed or assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

On the surface, the rewrite seems to have maintained the original intention. However, we

argue that the resulting defence condition is too weak. This argument is only defeated in the

presence of an argument that stipulate that Bill did not both rob and assault anyone. Hence

arguments such as: “Bill did not rob someone, therefore he should not be jailed.” or “Bill

did not assault someone, therefore he should not be jailed.” considered pair-wised with the

previous argument will not have sufficient strength to defeat it. Our point here is that accrual

of arguments should be a process performed on the arguments and should not be performed

at the underlying logical language once an argument has been constructed. This view of

accrual of arguments therefore differs from that proposed by [117, 146]. Accrual performed

at the underlying logical language, depict a revision of arguments. As observed by [125], in

the event of new information, arguments are never revised, new arguments are generated. A

revision of arguments points to an error in the argument construction process.

Furthermore, associated with each argument is the subjective notion of strength. This notion

is not captured by the underlying logical language, hence the resulting rewritten argument

could result in undesirable modification of this associated strength value. This is particularly

true if the background knowledge (i.e. the rule base) for the generated argument is not avail-

able or incomplete. Furthermore, if we are to consider these arguments within an abstract

argumentation framework, arguments are considered as primitive. This situation further em-

phasises the need for the ability to perform accrual on abstract arguments, hence, providing

a more general principle behind the accrual of arguments. We can conclude that by trying

to perform accrual of arguments at the level of the underlying logical language produces the

following undesirable consequences:

1. If accrual is performed in the underlying logical language, it masks the interplay and

interaction between arguments.

2. The conjunction of antecedent of an inference rule places undue constraints on the

argument and hence weakens the argument.
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3. The disjunction of antecedent of an inference weakens the rule. The consequence of

this is a loss of information. It is often not clear which component of the antecedent

is undefeated. Furthermore, topics that are unrelated maybe combined and this will

hinder reasoning.

4. The manipulation of underlying logical representation once the arguments have been

constructed may change the intended meaning of the argument.

The following examples will illustrate the unique nature of accrual in argumentation. The

next example will highlight the importance of individual preferences in increasing the con-

cluding force during the accrual of arguments.

1.2.2 The role of preferences in the accrual of arguments

Let us now expand on the previous example. Suppose you are privileged3 to a debate be-

tween two people arguing whether a particular person (Bill) should be incarcerated. In this

situation, one argues that he should because of a crime he has committed, while the other

argues that he should not, because of his age. Assume you are presented with the following

independently:

A1:Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A3:Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

It is clear that these two arguments are in conflict and that from a simple examination of the

arguments and the attack relation; it is not possible to determine which argument is stronger.

So let us assume that we are sympathetic to the fact that Bill is a juvenile and our preference

is not for Bill to be incarcerated, we say that the argument A3 is stronger or more preferred.

Let us now disregard the previous arguments and consider a new scenario presented to you

with a different set of arguments:

A2:Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A3:Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

3The notion of privileged is especially important. It emphasises the association of argument with informa-

tion ownership and that information is revealed to authorised individuals. In this instance, the reader is simply

passing judgement on the presented argument utilising his or her own knowledge base to determine which

arguments are defeated.
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Again, if we assume that we are sympathetic to the fact that Bill is a juvenile and our pref-

erence is not for Bill to be incarcerated, hence A3 is stronger or more preferred. However, if

all the relevant arguments from both sets are to be considered:

A1:Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A2:Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A3:Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

When the arguments from the both sets are accrued, conceivably the claims resulting from

the accrual of A1 and A2 are stronger. In this situation, the A3 might not be strong enough to

defend against the attack of two arguments. This type of argument is referred to as accrual

arguments, and has been extensively studied in [113,122,145]. Irrespective of our sympathy

toward the fact that Bill is a juvenile, there exists a threshold in which the arguments against

Bill would overwhelm our beliefs and force us to re-evaluate our preferences or position.

It is interesting to note that in the previous discussion, the reader has been called upon to per-

form the role of mediator, judge or jury. This demonstrates the importance of role separation.

We have also demonstrated that when evaluating arguments, preferences influence individ-

ual acceptability criteria. This emphasises that the acceptability criteria is dynamic and is

subjected to the influence from argument strength and preference. Furthermore, we have

highlighted two distinct notions of strength: objective and subjective. The objective notion

of strength reflects the logical process of the argumentation machinery while the subjective

notion of strength reflects an individual’s acceptability criteria. We have also demonstrated

that the concluding force may increase when arguments supporting the same claim are ac-

crued. This accrual process may force the re-evaluation of preferences and cause a revision

of the acceptability criteria. Furthermore, it demonstrated that arguments are never evaluated

independently of an individual’s belief and preferences.

The following example will illustrate that accrual of arguments should not be performed

irrespective of the source presenting the arguments and the role preferences play.

1.2.3 The role of information source in the accrual of arguments

Let us now further our argument by expanding on the previous example to demonstrate the

issue of accrual from multiple sources. In this instance, we will associate the arguments

with their sources. We will demonstrate that this information plays an important role during

argumentation. Again, we are going to assume that you are privileged to a debate between
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two people arguing whether a particular person (Bill) should be incarcerated. Previously,

one argues that he should because of a crime he has committed, while the other argues that

he should not because of his age. If the arguments are to be evaluated with consideration

to the source of the arguments, the relative strength of each argument maybe be altered and

hence the resulting defeat relation will vary. Given the two example scenario below:

Scenario 1

Tom: Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Tom: Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Dick: Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

Scenario 2

Tom: Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Harry: Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Dick: Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

Although the arguments presented in the two scenarios are the same, the person, agent or

source presenting the arguments differs. We believe that this difference will affect the ac-

ceptability of the arguments as some sources maybe more preferred than others.

In example 1.2.2, we have accepted that the accrual of the first two arguments defeat the

third. However, if we believed that Dick is a more trustworthy source of information, would

his argument be easily defeated? How many more arguments from Tom would one require

before changing one’s acceptability criteria? Would the introduction of a different source,

say Harry influence the decision? It is conceivable that the one source of information is more

trustworthy relatively to another, hence an individual’s preferences will reflect such bias. We

argue that the arguments’ source performs an important role in determining the acceptabil-

ity of the argument. This example demonstrates that preferences are usually informed by

knowledge external to the argumentation system. This knowledge could be associated with

an individual’s belief such as credibility of the participants.

The following example will illustrate the importance of preferences informed by social per-

ception.
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1.2.4 The role of repeating sources in the accrual of arguments

With the introduction of the notion of person, agents or sources, an additional question arises.

For this example, let us assume that all sources are equally preferred. Consider the following

example:

Person1: Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Person2: Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Person3: Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.
...

Personn: Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

Personm: Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

It is clear that in human argumentation, a set of logically identical arguments with different

supporters are stronger than an argument with only one supporter4. This is a phenomenon

seen in legal debate and typical elections. However, in most artificial argumentation systems,

a set of repeated arguments either hold no additional weight, or are explicitly disallowed. We

argue that repeating arguments, if provided from different sources, should be considered as

distinct arguments and hence should strengthen the claim of an argument. This example

demonstrates that preferences can be informed by knowledge external to the argumentation

system to reflect behaviours such as social value or perception of a community.

The final example illustrates the use of argumentation for decision making in a dynamic

environment where information is incomplete. In such a situation, revision of the preferences

as well as the underlying argumentation theory are required. The management of argument

justification over a sequence of decisions can assist in consistency management.

1.2.5 Justification management in argumentation

In this section, we will illustrate the need for justification management in a multi-agent

argumentation setting. Let us consider the previous example 1.2.2. In the example, we

performed a sequence of three decisions. In the first and second argumentation exchanges,

we concluded that Bill should not go to jail. We came to the same conclusion for both

situations because we were sympathetic to the fact that Bill is a juvenile and our preference

is not for Bill to go to jail. However, in the third argumentation exchange, we decided that

4By supporter, we simply mean sources
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the crimes that Bill have committed out rules our preference for Bill not to go to jail. This

suggests a change or revision of our preference is required.

To illustrate our point, let us consider as a point of departure, an argumentation system with

an empty argumentation background knowledge-base. In the first argumentation exchange,

we were presented with two arguments:

A1:Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A3:Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

In this situation, we concluded that Bill should not go to jail. By deciding that Bill should

not go to jail, we have indicated our preference over arguments. Assume that these two

arguments are added to the argumentation system. For the argumentation system to come to

the same conclusion, a preference rule stating that A3 is more preferred needs to be added.

Now let us consider the second argumentation exchange where we were presented with the

following two more arguments:

A2:Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A3:Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

In this case, we again asserted that A3 is more preferred. Assume that the arguments are

added to the argumentation system. No new preferences rule changes are required as the

existing rule will generate the expected decision. However, in the final argumentation ex-

change, we were presented with the following arguments:

A1:Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A2:Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.

A3:Bill is a juvenile, therefore he should not go to jail.

In this case, we concluded that A3 is defeated. In this situation, the existing argumentation

system will not yield the expected decision. Hence, existing rules will need to be modified

and additional rules will need to be added. This can be viewed as an approach to check

the consistency of an outcome over a sequence of decisions. This example illustrates that

an argumentation system is not a static entity. The system needs to evolve as past decision

rules may require revision and/or a new rule added to reflect the changes in the “real-world”.

One could find analogous in the legal system where once a precedence is set, subsequent
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judgement should be consistent with that precedent. However, should a precedent be vio-

lated, additional facts and rules are provided to distinguish the new judgement from the past.

This example also illustrated the need for an argumentation system to perform justification

interaction so that it can evolve through use.

Existing literature in the area of accrual argumentation only consider how arguments should

be accrued to support or refute a particular position. The question of whether, or under

what conditions, reasons should accrue is not well studied. Furthermore, the management

of justification within an argumentation framework is not well studied. Therefore, issues

highlighted in examples 1.2.3, 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 are not currently addressed by any abstract

accrual argumentation frameworks. By associating source to arguments, this provides the

conditional and rationale required for a reasoner to determine when and where accrual should

be performed. This further illustrates the gap within the area of accrual argumentation and

support for further research.

1.3 Research Goals and Contribution

The thrust for this research is inspired by the fact that current available models of argumen-

tation do not satisfactorily capture accrual of arguments and the utilisation of preferences.

Our point of departure, although certainly not new, remains a valuable insight despite the

abundance of presented argumentation models. Our aims are to firstly demonstrate that the

study of argumentation is an interesting venture, which provides methods and techniques for

addressing “real-world” problems. Secondly, to illustrate the importance of preferences in

the accrual of argumentation and allowing this use of preferences to redefine the notion of

acceptability criteria. Finally, to illustrate that an argumentation system should not be static

but rather constantly evolving. Such evolution is not performed independently but depends

on the previous iteration. Highlighting the need for argumentation-base iterative revision.

The contribution of this dissertation is then threefold. Firstly, it advances the state-of-art in

the accrual of arguments in an abstract argumentation framework by the use of preference

values. Following [22, 49, 50], we argue that persuasion in such cases where it is impos-

sible to determine conclusively that either party is wrong, relies on a recognition that the

acceptability of an argument depends on the individual’s preference values and that the de-

termination of which argument is more acceptable is subjective to the audience. Although

the notion of accrual of arguments and the use of preference within argumentation is not new,

we believe that our approach is unique in that firstly, it is the first instance where these two
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concepts are unified. Furthermore, we have taken a distinctly unique approach by proposing

the unification in an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF ).

Secondly, it identifies ways in which traditional approaches to argumentation can be modified

to perform justification management in decision support where arguments and the process of

arguing provides the justifications for decisions. The use of argumentation theory in group

decision support has grown in significance in the past decade. When arguments are utilised

to support decisions, they form the rationale or justifications in which the decision is based.

However, these justifications mirror the “real world” knowledge and preferences of partic-

ipating agents, hence any argumentation system is required to evolve as the environment it

sits in changes. To perform such a task, the revision to an argumentation theory over a se-

quence of (argumentation-based) decisions is required. These revisions can potentially assist

in the management of decision justification. We propose the use of an outcome-driven deci-

sion rationale management framework that permits a novel conception of the mixed-initiative

argumentation Framework (MIAF )

Finally, we deploy these theoretical concepts in two distinct instances. In the first instance,

we utilise the preference-based accrual argumentation framework in a generic multi-agent ar-

gumentation situation. The preferences-based accrual argumentation framework is deployed

such that preferences are utilised to associate arguments with sources. As such, associating

sources (in other words agents) to arguments highlights the ability for an argumentation sys-

tem to capture intuitions such as information ownership, degree of reliability, credibility or

trust.

In the second instance, the mixed-initiative argumentation framework is used to provide so-

lutions in addressing issues within clinical decision support. The mixed-initiative argumen-

tation approach is utilised for the elicitation of decision rules, evolution and maintenance

of the argumentation-base, hence providing a model of argumentation that can be used to

support decision making and more importantly the management of justifications over a se-

quence of decisions. Furthermore, it highlights the potential for argumentation to address

decision quality assurance issues. The quality assurance of decisions entails the retention of

past decision justification such that retrospective analysis can be performed on decisions to

assessed the “correctness” of past decisions. By performing such retrospective analysis, a

level of assurance can be maintain on future decisions.
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1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

The structure of this dissertation is divided into three major parts. Part one consists of intro-

duction, background and the foundation overview of the abstract argumentation framework

(AF ) proposed by Dung in [52], the preference-based argumentation framework (PAF ) pro-

posed by Bourguet in [25] and the value-based argumentation framework (V AF ) proposed

by Bench-Capon in [22].

In chapter 2, we present the background literature and concepts drawn upon in this disser-

tation. Furthermore, we highlight details of two foundational frameworks from which the

theoretical framework presented in this dissertation drew inspiration as well as utilised as

fundamental building blocks.

Part two contains the theoretical and application components of this dissertation. In chap-

ter 3, we introduces the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF ).

Within this chapter, we will motivate and propose approaches to capturing accrual by the use

of abstract preferences. Using examples we highlight the intricacy and interplay as well as

the properties of the framework.

In chapter 4, we introduces the mixed-initiative argumentation framework (MIAF ). Within

this chapter, we will firstly motivate the need for such a mixed-initiative argumentation

framework and the use of the framework to perform decision support with the focus on

decision justification and argumentation theory change. Furthermore, we propose a collec-

tion of procedures to perform minimal modification to the argumentation theory as well as a

set of postulates to govern such argumentation theory revision.

In chapter 5, we present two distinct applications. Firstly, we present an application of the

preference-based accrual argumentation framework. Within this section, we firstly describe

the problem source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS) addresses. We provide the vo-

cabulary and machinery to perform source-sensitive argumentation. We conclude the section

with a discussion on other areas of applications. Secondly, We present a practical applica-

tion of the mixed-initiative argumentation framework within the domain of clinical decision

support for oncology. Within this section, we firstly describe the problem in which our tool

(“Just-Clinical”) aims to address. We then proceed with describing the use of the tool. We

conclude the section with a discussion on some issues and future applications.

Part three contains the conclusion, summary of results and some directions for further re-

search.
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Background and Overview

“Silence is one of the hardest arguments to refute.”

– Josh Billings

2.1 Introduction

In chapter 1, we introduced and motivated our venture into argumentation. In order to truly

appreciate the contribution made by this dissertation, it is important to first gain an un-

derstanding of the current state-of-the-art. In this chapter, we will introduce the existing

literature to position our approach. This dissertation draws upon three distinct paradigm:

argumentation theory, mixed-initiative interaction and belief theory change. The inclusion

of literature from argumentation theory and mixed-initiative interaction is self explanatory.

However, the relationship between these two paradigms and belief theory change may re-

quire some further elaboration. From the chapter 1, we highlighted our intent to marry ar-

gumentation theory and mixed-initiative interaction to produce an outcome-driven decision

19
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rationale management framework. Any such outcome-driven decision rationale manage-

ment framework necessarily requires modifications of the underlying argumentation theory

during the rationale justification phrase. The AGM framework [3] within the belief the-

ory change literature provides an important basis to understanding theory change. Inspired

by the AGM approach, we can discuss certain properties that should govern argumentation

theory change. Drawing analogues from the belief theory change literature allows for an

elegant approach in prescribing the expected change on the argumentation theory during the

coarse of mixed-initiative argumentation process. To properly appreciate the proposed prop-

erties for argumentation theory change, we believe it is beneficial for belief theory change

literature (specifically the AGM framework) to be included in this chapter. We will pro-

vide an overview of each of these three paradigms in this chapter. However, the bulk of our

background review will focus on argumentation theory since that is the main thrust of this

dissertation.

We will focus on the construction of the Abstract Argumentation Framework (AF ) proposed

by Dung [52], the Preference-based Abstract Argumentation Framework proposed by Bour-

guet et al. [25] and the Value-based Abstract Argumentation Framework (V AF ) proposed

by Bench-Capon in [22]. These three argumentation frameworks are of particular interest as

they provide the basis for our proposed argumentation framework.

2.2 Argumentation Frameworks and Systems

Several approaches such as default logics [19, 94–97, 101, 129] have been proposed for for-

malising non-monotonic reasoning. Argumentation provides an alternate perspective to the

formalisation of non-monotonic reasoning or defeasible reasoning. In argumentation, a con-

clusion is accepted or withdrawn based on the interplay between the supporting and attacking

arguments. This interplay relies on the relative as well as global strength of these arguments

hence determining whether these arguments can be attacked and defeated by others. The no-

tion of strength is usually implicitly defined within the argumentation system. This approach

has been characterised as defeasible argumentation1 and has raised a significant amount of

interest after the initial work of Loui [90] and Pollock [110]. As by highlighted by Kraus et

al. [86], the main purpose of these logics utilised in argumentation is to construct “defeasible

proofs”. These proofs are represented by arguments and ordered by relations placed on them,

hence, expressing differences in conclusive force. In [138], Simari et al. treat arguments as

1A more comprehensive view of logics for defeasible argumentation can be found in [125]. Another survey

on this topic, including a historical account of argumentation and defeasibility, can be found in [41].
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prima facie proofs that may make use of assertions that one sentence is a (defeasible) reason

for another.

In [120], Prakken proposed a generic conceptual framework underling the majority of the

existing defeasibile argumentation systems. This generic framework consist of five compo-

nents:

• A logical language with an associated logical consequence.

• A definition of an argument.

• A definition of conflict.

• A binary relation usually called a defeat relation.

• A definition of the status of an argument.

Note that these components may not be always be explicitly defined and that the terminol-

ogy used to designate them may also vary between argumentation systems. The use of the

logical language is to provide the necessary consequence relationship between the premise

and conclusions. Utilising the logical language, an argument can be constructed. As such,

an argument corresponds to a proof in the underlying logic.

Conflict can be viewed as disagreement or attacks between arguments. Conflict can be sym-

metrical and non-symmetrical. In [125], Prakken et al. highlighted three forms of attack

rebuttal, assumption attack and undercut. Where rebuttal is described as arguments with con-

tradicting conclusions. As such, rebuttals are a form of symmetrical conflict. Assumption

attack and undercut are forms of non-symmetrical conflict. Assumption attack is expressed

as a contradiction between facts and assumption. Undercut is when one argument challenges

the rule of inference of the other argument [125]. Furthermore, Prakken et. al highlighted

notions of direct and indirect attacks, where indirect attack is directed at sub-conclusions of

an argument. It is interesting to note that the definition of undercut and assumption attack is

not universality applied as in some argumentation systems such as [23,106], indirect attacks

are defined as undercut and in other systems [16–18], indirect attacks are defined as assump-

tion attack. The notion of conflict or attack does not encompass any form of evaluation,

hence defeat is utilised to express successful attacks. The status of an argument depends on

the interaction within the whole set of arguments. Determining that status can be performed

either declaratively, by defining a class of acceptable arguments; or procedurally, by con-

structing proof-theoretical machinery for determining whether an argument is in the class of

acceptable arguments.
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In [90,91], Loui represented a system of argumentation where defeat among arguments is de-

fined recursively in terms of inference, specificity, directness and evidence. In addition, Loui

developed an implementation for this rule system to compute defeat among arguments [91].

Lin and Shoham [89] developed an argument system that captures some well-known non-

monotonic logics. However, in their system, they do not have logical a hierarchy among

arguments, hence, it is not possible to determine which argument is undefeated.

Systems such as OSCAR, by Pollock [110–115] developed the argumentation system that

can reason with suppositional arguments. Nute [104, 105] developed the LRD system and

introduced so-called top-rules. Adjudication among competing arguments is performed via

these top-rules. An argument defeats another if and only if the antecedent of the top-rule of

the first argument is strictly more specific than the antecedent of the top-rule of the second.

In [150], Vreeswijk presented a critique of existing argumentation systems. He presented

an abstract argumentation system where the basic notions of argumentation are well-defined

but did not attempted to prescribe how argumentation should be performed, such as what

arguments are in force or how defeasible information should be manipulated.

Dung [52] presented an abstract argumentation framework. The conceptual sketch provided

by Prakken [120] is also in line with Dung’s [52] view. Dung highlighted that every argu-

mentation system consists of two essential parts: an Argument Generation Unit (AGU) and

an Argumentation Processing Unit (APU). The AGU is used for generating arguments and

the APU is used for deciding whether an argument is acceptable. In [52], Dung argues that

logic programming and non-monotonic reasoning are types of argumentation which can be

formalised in an abstract framework. Using a method for generating meta-interpreters for ar-

gumentation systems, Dung illustrated that argumentation can be seen as logic programming.

This approach is illustrated below:

• The AGU specifies the attack (conflict) relationships between arguments. In [52], these

relations are considered to be primitive and represented in terms of a binary predicate

attack: if an argument α attacks an argument β, this is thus expressed as attack(α, β)

• The APU is a negation as failure logic program consisting of the following two clauses

that determines whether an argument α is acceptable:

acceptable(α)← ¬defeat(α)

defeat(α)← attack(β, α) ∧ acceptable(β)

Intuitively, an argument is acceptable if it cannot be shown to be defeated, i.e. if there

is no acceptable argument that defeats it. This captures the idea that an argument α
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can be attacked by another argument, which in its turn may also be attacked by a third

argument, therefore restoring (reinstating) the validity of α, but does not capture the

distinction between justified and defensible arguments mention previously.

In the current landscape, authors such as Pollock [116], Verheij [145–149] and Prakken

[121, 122] specifically performed studies into the notion of accrual argumentation where is

most other researchers dismissed the notion as the use of conjunction within the underlying

language. As a result there exists limited studies performed in accrual argumentation and the

majority of the studies focuses on argumentation schemas and rules.

Verheij [145–147, 149] combines ideas of Lin & Shoham [89] and Vreeswijk [150] on the

structure of arguments with Pollock’s partial status assignments [116] into a formalism called

CumulA. One of the result is the introduction of a new type of argument called coordinated

argument, which combines two arguments for the same conclusion. With coordinated argu-

ments Verheij aims to capture the accrual of arguments.This highlights that an investigation

into an over arching abstract framework that allows for the capture for accrual is warranted.

The role of preferences in argumentation has also been mostly ignored. Again limited studies

addresses the significance preferences have on deciding a “winner”. These two issues are

fundamental when argumentation is utilised as the formal basis for resolving conflict in agent

negotiation. Studies such as [6–11, 13, 22, 25, 49, 50, 77, 78, 100] recognised the important

role preference plays in argumentation. Recent studies such as [22,49,50,77,78] recognised

that the acceptability of arguments is subjective, and is subjected to agreements between the

participants of the argumentation exchange. Their notion of acceptability is derived from

social values obtained from the participants and audience.

In next three sections, we will introduce the Abstract Argumentation Framework (AF ) pro-

posed by Dung in [52], the Preference-based Argumentation Abstract Framework (PAF )

proposed by Bourguet et al. [25] and the Value-based Argumentation Framework (V AF )

proposed by Bench-Capon in [22] as the foundation preliminaries to our proposal. One of

the central themes of this dissertation is to emphasise the applicability of preferences in

practical reasoning using argumentation theory. As discussed in the introduction chapter,

our interest in argumentation theory does not lie solely on argument representation schemas

and the establishment of soundness, but in situations where persuasion, defence or attack of

one’s viewpoint are the key motivation.
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2.2.1 Abstract Argumentation Framework

One of the most influential contributions to the study of abstract argumentation systems is

that of Dung [52] and the later extension of Bondarenko, et al. [24, 53] developed in the

mid 1990s and early 2000. Our interest focuses on the structural construct and the notion

of a preferred extension, hence we will not duplicate this work in its entirety. Interested

readers are directed to [24, 52, 53] for the details. We will take, as the point of departure,

the abstract argumentation framework (AF ) proposed by Dung [52]. AF is concerned with

capturing argumentation at an abstract level and showing that at this level of abstract, several

systems of non-monotonic reasoning can be represented. Central to the AF is the notion of

admissibility. Once a admissibility is established, several different types of semantics can be

captured in the abstract framework. An abstract argumentation framework is defined as:

Definition 2.2.1 (Argumentation Framework [52]). An Abstract Argumentation Framework

(AF ) is a pair:

AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉

where

• AR is a set of arguments.

• attacksAF is a binary relations on AR, i.e. attacksAF ⊆ AR× AR.

For readability, we will denote attacksAF(α, β) to mean α attacks β. We also say that a set

of arguments S attacks an argument β if β is attacked by an argument in S.

Let us consider the motivating example 1.2.1.

Example 2.2.1. Assume that {α, β, γ} are arguments representing “Bill is a juvenile; there-

fore he should not go to jail”, “Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed”

and “Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed” respectively. The attacksAF re-

lationship capturing the interplay between the arguments are represented as {attacksAF(α, β),

attacksAF(β, α), attacksAF(α, γ) and attacksAF(γ, α)}. Table 2.1 presents a summary of this

discussion.

Futhermore, utilising a digraph, we can illustrate the interaction between the arguments by

representing arguments as labelled vertices and the attack relation as directed edges. Hence

attacksAF(α, β) is represented with a directed edge from the vertex α to β (see figure 2.1 ).
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AR {α, β, γ}

attacksAF

attacksAF(α, β), attacksAF(β, α)
attacksAF(γ, α), attacksAF(α, γ)

AR is the set of arguments consisting of {α, β, γ}. attacksAF is the set of binary relation on AR

capturing the attack relation between the arguments in AR.

Table 2.1: Summary of Example 2.2.1

β γ

α

The arguments are represented by the three vertices α, β and γ. The directed edges represents

the attack relations attack(α, β), attack(β, α), attack(α, γ) and attack(γ, α) . Hence, the

illustration can be interpreted as the argument α is attacking arguments β and γ while both

arguments β and γ are attacking the argument α.

Figure 2.1: Graphical Illustration of Example 2.2.1

Given that there is no restriction placed on the set of arguments AR and the attacksAF rela-

tion, an AF alone does not encapsulate any notion of consistency. This is provided separately

via a weaker notion, introduced as conflict-free. Conflict within a set of arguments can be

described as the inability for two or more arguments to co-exists in the same set. Further-

more, conflict between sets of arguments can be captured as attacks between elements in the

sets. The notion of conflict-free is then the lack of conflict between arguments within a set

and is defined as:

Definition 2.2.2 (Conflict-free [52]). Let AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉, a set of arguments S ⊆

AR is said to be conflict-free if there are no arguments α, β ∈ S such that attacksAF(α, β).

Given the definition of conflict-free, let us consider the following example.

Example 2.2.2. Continuing from example 2.2.1, the following conflict-free set exists: empty-

set, {α},{β},{γ} and {β, γ}. Table 2.2 presents a summary of this discussion.

We will now introduce the notion of acceptability. In a real world setting, an argument α is

acceptable if an individual finds no reason to dispute α. In other words, the individual is able

to defend α against any attacks. Hence, we say that an argument α, is acceptable to a set of

arguments if the set defends α from attacking arguments that is not in the set. This notion
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AR {α, β, γ}

attacksAF

attacksAF(α, β), attacksAF(β, α)
attacksAF(γ, α), attacksAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}

The empty-set, {α}, {β}, {γ} and {β, γ} are conflict-free sets. The conflict-free sets can be computed

by taking the power set of AR and eliminating all subsets of P(AR) that intersects with elements in

attacksAF.

Table 2.2: Summary of Example 2.2.2

of defense, or reinstatement of arguments is the basis for several of the semantics extensions

presented in [22, 24, 25, 36, 52, 150]. Furthermore, given the notion of conflict-free and

acceptability, we can construct a notion of admissibility. It is reasonable to assume that the

acceptance of any set of arguments to an individual only occurs if the set of arguments is

conflict-free and defends itself against all attacks. Hence we can say that a set of arguments

is admissible if it is firstly conflict-free and that it defends itself from all external attacks.

Therefore, acceptability and admissibility are defined as:

Definition 2.2.3 (Acceptable, Admissible [52]). Let AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉,

1. An argument α ∈ AR is acceptable with respect to a set S ⊆ AR of arguments if and

only if for each argument β ∈ AR: if attacksAF(β, α) then β is attacked by S.2

2. A conflict-free set of arguments S ⊆ AR is admissible if and only if each argument in

S is acceptable with respect to S.

Given the definition of acceptability and admissibility, let us consider the following example.

Example 2.2.3. Continuing from example 2.2.2, the following admissible set exists: empty-

set, {α},{β},{γ} and {β, γ}. Table 2.3 presents a summary of this discussion.

We will now describe the semantics for the AF . In most reasoning systems, there exist

two basic semantics: credulous and sceptical. This is also the case for AF . Dung [52]

defined several semantics such as preferred extension, stable extension semantics, fix-point

semantics, grounded semantics as well as classifying the semantics into the two categories of

credulous and sceptical semantics. For the purpose of this dissertation, we will focus solely

on one of the credulous semantics: preferred extension. A set of arguments is considered a

2This definition of acceptability by Dung does not require a set of arguments S to be conflict-free nor does

it require that S not attack the acceptable argument α.
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AR {α, β, γ}

attacksAF

attacksAF(α, β), attacksAF(β, α)
attacksAF(γ, α), attacksAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
admissible ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}

The empty-set, {α}, {β}, {γ} and {β, γ} are admissible sets. The set of admissible sets can be

computed by filtering the set of conflict-free sets. For each conflict-free set S, firstly determine all

arguments in AR that attack S. Secondly, determine the arguments in AR that is attacked by the

arguments in S. The conflict-free set S is admissible if the set difference between the arguments

attacking S and the arguments attacked by S is an empty-set. In other words, all arguments attacking

S are attacked by some arguments in S.

Table 2.3: Summary of Example 2.2.3

preferred extension if it is a maximal defendable set of arguments. The notion of a preferred

extension is defined as:

Definition 2.2.4 (Preferred extension [52]). Let AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉, a preferred ex-

tension of an argumentation framework AF is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)

admissible set of AF .

Given the definition of a preferred extension, let us consider the following example.

Example 2.2.4. Continuing from example 2.2.3, the following preferred extension exists:

{α} and {β, γ}. Table 2.4 presents a summary of this discussion.

AR {α, β, γ}

attacksAF

attacksAF(α, β), attacksAF(β, α)
attacksAF(γ, α), attacksAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
admissible ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
preferred {α}, {β, γ}

The sets {α} and {β, γ} are the preferred extensions. The preferred extension can be computed by

filtering the set of admissible sets. For each admissible set, determine if the set can be extended by

including an argument from AR while maintaining the admissibility condition. If the admissible set

can be extended then it is not a preferred extension.

Table 2.4: Summary of Example 2.2.4

2.2.2 Preference-Based Abstract Argumentation Framework

The use of preferences within argumentation is not new [6–9, 11, 13, 22, 49, 50, 78]. In [25],

Bourguet, et al. highlighted that the arguments captured in the abstract argumentation frame-

work (AF ) proposed by Dung [52] are assumed to have equal strength. In an attempt to
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present a unified model for capturing preferences and ordering on arguments, Bourguet et

al. [25] proposed the preference-based abstract argumentation framework (PAF ). This uni-

fied framework subsumes systems/frameworks such as [9, 10, 77, 78] and allows for argu-

ments to be associated with a (partial or total) pre-order preference relation hence capturing

a notions of strengths, values as well as context for any given argument. Again, our interest

focuses on the structural construct of the preference-based abstract argumentation framework

and the redefined notion of a preferred extension and hence will not duplicate this work in

its entirety. Interested readers are directed to [25] for the details. As the PAF extends from

AF , the definition of AF is a natural point of departure. Hence, an abstract argumentation

framework is defined as:

Definition 2.2.5 (Argumentation Framework). An Abstract Argumentation Framework (AF )

is a pair:

AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉

where

• AR is a set of arguments.

• attacksAF is a binary relations on AR, i.e. attacksAF ⊆ AR× AR.

For readability, we will denote attacksAF(α, β) to mean α attacks β. We also say that a set

of arguments S attacks an argument β if β is attacked by an argument in S.

Definition 2.2.6 (Conflict-free, Defense, Admissible Semantics [25]). Given AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉

and A ⊆ AR,

• A is conflict-free if and only if ¬∃α, β ∈ A such that attacksAF(α, β).

• A defends an argument α ∈ A if and only if ∀β ∈ AR, if attacksAF(β, α) then ∃γ ∈ A

such that attacksAF(γ, β).

• A conflict-free set of arguments A is an admissible extension if and only if A defends

all its elements.

Given the definition of AF , conflict-freedom, defense and admissible semantics, a preference-

based abstract argumentation framework is defined as:
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Definition 2.2.7 (Preference-based Argumentation Framework [25]). A Preference-based

Abstract Argumentation Framework (PAF ) is a triple:

PAF = 〈AR, attacksPAF,≥〉

where

• AR is a set of arguments.

• attacksPAF is a binary relation on AR, i.e. attacksPAF ⊆ AR× AR.

• ≥ is a (partial or total) reflexive, transitive (pre-order) on AR, i.e. ≥⊆ AR× AR.

For readability, we will denote attacksPAF(α, β) to mean α attacks β and (α, β) ∈≥ or α ≥ β

to mean α is at least as strong as β.

Let us consider the motivating example 1.2.1

Example 2.2.5. Assume that {α, β, γ} are arguments representing “Bill is a juvenile; there-

fore he should not go to jail”, “Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed”

and “Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed” respectively. The attacksPAF re-

lationship capturing the interplay between the arguments are represented as {attacksPAF(α, β),

attacksPAF(β, α), attacksPAF(α, γ) and attacksPAF(γ, α)}. Let us assume that the argument

“Bill is a juvenile; therefore he should not go to jail” is at least as strong as “Bill has

robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed” and the “Bill has assaulted someone, there-

fore he should be jailed” is at least as strong as “Bill is a juvenile; therefore he should not

go to jail”. Hence the preference relationship between the arguments are represented as

α ≥ γ,β ≥ α. Table 2.5 presents a summary of this discussion.

AR {α, β, γ}

attacksPAF

attacksPAF(α, β), attacksPAF(β, α)
attacksPAF(γ, α), attacksPAF(α, γ)

≥ (α, γ), (β, α)

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 2.2.5 and illustrates the construction of

PAF . AR is the set of arguments consisting of {α, β, γ}. attacksPAF is the set of binary relation on

AR capturing the relation between the arguments in AR. ≥ is the preference relation placed on the

set of arguments.

Table 2.5: Summary of Example 2.2.5

Utilising a digraph, we can illustrate the interaction between the arguments by represent-

ing arguments as labelled vertices and the attacksPAF relation as directed edges. Hence
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attacksPAF(α, β) is represented with a directed edge from the vertex α to β (see figure 2.2 ).

β γ

α

The arguments are represented by the three vertices α, β and γ. The directed edges repre-

sents the relations attacksPAF(α, β), attacksPAF(β, α), attacksPAF(α, γ) and attacksPAF(γ, α) .

Hence, the illustration can be interpreted as the argument α is attacking arguments β and γ
while both arguments β and γ are attacking the argument α.

Figure 2.2: Graphical Illustration of Example 2.2.5

Bourguet et al. associated PAF to AF by replacing the attacksAF relation with defeats

relation. The defeats relation is constructed by utilising the attacksPAF relation and the pref-

erences on the argument. Such a construction allows for the refinement of the attacksPAF

relation such that it only retains successful attacks.

Definition 2.2.8 (Defeats [25]). Let PAF = 〈AR, attacksPAF,≥〉 be a preference-based ar-

gumentation framework. The AF associated with PAF is the pair 〈AR, defeatsPAF〉 where

defeatsPAF ⊆ AR×AR such that (α, β) ∈ defeatsPAF if and only if (α, β) ∈ attacksPAF and

(β, α) 6∈> where (α, β) ∈> if and only if (α, β) ∈≥ and (β, α) 6∈≥.

Given the definition associating PAF to AF , let us consider the following example.

Example 2.2.6. In example 2.2.5, we have provided the arguments, the attacksPAF relation-

ship and the preference relationship. Utilising the preferences relation, we can construct the

defeat relation. Hence the following assertions are in the set of defeat relation: defeat(β, α),

defeat(α, γ). Utilising a digraph, we can illustrate the interaction between the arguments

by representing arguments as labelled vertices and the attacksPAF relation as directed edges.

Hence attacksPAF(α, β) is represented with a directed edge from the vertex α to β (see fig-

ure 2.3 ).

Given the definition associating AF to PAF , we can now construct a new abstract argu-

mentation system AF ′. AF ′ consists of the set of arguments AR and the relation defeatsPAF.

Given the definition of conflict-free, we are now able to determine the interaction within a set
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β γ β γ

α α

× ×Resulting Relation

Due To Preference Relation

In figure 2.3, arguments are represented by the vertices α, β and γ. The directed edges repre-

sents the relations attacksPAF(α, β), attacksPAF(β, α), attacksPAF(α, γ) and attacksPAF(γ, α).
defeatsPAF relations represent successful attacks, therefore, unsuccessful attacks are elimi-

nated. The eliminated directed edges are marked with a cross.

Figure 2.3: Graphical Illustration of Example 2.2.6

of arguments. A conflict-free set of arguments is simply a set of arguments where arguments

in the set can co-exists without defeating each other. Hence the following conflict-free set

exists: ∅, {α},{β},{γ} and {β, γ} for AF , PAF and AF ′. An admissible set of arguments

is conflict-free and defendable. Hence the following admissible sets exists: ∅, {α},{β},{γ}

and {β, γ} for AF , ∅ and {β, γ} for PAF and AF ′. Table 2.6 presents a summary of this

discussion.

AF PAF AF ′

AR {α, β, γ} {α, β, γ} {α, β, γ}

attacksPAF

attacksPAF(α, β), attacksPAF(β, α)
-

attacksPAF(γ, α), attacksPAF(α, γ)

≥ - (α, γ), (β, α) -

defeatsPAF - defeatsPAF(β, α), defeatsPAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
admissible ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ} ∅, {β, γ}

Table 2.6: Summary of Example 2.2.6

Given the association between PAF to AF , Bourguet et al. extended the Value-based Ab-

stract Argumentation Framework (V AF ) proposed by Bench-Capon [22] and performed

comparisons between PAF , AF and V AF . Again, we direct interested readers to [25] for

the details.

2.2.3 Value-Based Abstract Argumentation Framework

Following from Perelman [108], Bench-Capon [22] argued that the use of argumentation

in practical reasoning is to persuade rather than to prove, demonstrate or refute. In such
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situations, persuasion relies on a recognition that the strength of an argument depends on the

social values that it advances. Furthermore, Bench-Capon [22] highlighted that the success

of an attack between arguments depends on the comparative strength of the values advanced

by the arguments. Extending from the standard notion of Dung’s AF , Bench-Capon [22]

proposed the Value-based Abstract Argumentation Framework (V AF ). Such a framework

explores the acceptability properties of arguments, thus illustrated that disputants can concur

on the acceptance of arguments, even when they differ on the importance of the values,

hence, identifies points for which persuasion is possible.

In [22], Bench-Capon firstly introduced a global V AF for a set of audiences and followed

by defining an audience specific value-based abstract argumentation framework. Bench-

Capon [22] further introduced the notion of a set of audiences to individuated preferences

ordering on the abstract values. Hence, there are potentially as many orderings on the set

of abstract values as there are elements in the set of audiences. Our interest focuses on the

preliminary structural definition of the audience specific V AF and the redefined notion of

preferred extension and hence will not duplicate this work in its entirety. Interested readers

are directed to [22, 49, 50, 78] for the details. Furthermore, without causing any confusion,

we will dispense with the global V AF and refer directly to an audience specific V AF . As

such, the V AF will be defined with respects to some audience. A Value-based Abstract

Argumentation Framework is defined as:

Definition 2.2.9 (Value-based Argumentation Framework [22]). A Value-based Abstract

Argumentation Framework (V AF )is a 5-tuple:

V AF = 〈AR, attacksVAF, V, val, valpref〉

where

• AR is a set of finite arguments.

• attacksVAF is a irreflexive binary relations on AR, i.e. attacksVAF ⊆ AR× AR.

• V is a nonempty set of abstract values.

• val is a function which maps elements of AR to elements of V

• valpref is a transitive, irreflexive and asymmetric preference relation valpref ⊆ V ×

V

For convenience, given that v1, v2 ∈ V , we will denote valpref(v1, v2) to mean v1 is pre-

ferred to v2.
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In [52], arguments are assumed to have the same strength. This assumption is recognized to

be too strong and often unsatisfied [25]. Recognising that the strength of an argument de-

pends on the social values that it advances, Bench-Capon et al. [22,49,50,78] utilised abstract

values to capture comparative strength of the values advanced by the arguments concerned.

This extension provides a distinguish between success or failure of attacks. Hence, an argu-

ment α defeats another argument β if α attacks β and the value promoted by β is not more

preferred than the value promoted by α. Bench-Capon defined the notion of defeats as:

Definition 2.2.10 (Defeats [22]). Let V AF = 〈AR, attacksVAF, V, val, valpref〉, an argu-

ment α ∈ AR defeats an argument β ∈ AR (defeatsVAF(α, β)) if and only if:

attacksVAF(α, β) ∧ ¬valpref(val(β), val(α)).

Let us consider the motivating example 1.2.1.

Example 2.2.7. Assume that {α, β, γ} are arguments representing “Bill is a juvenile; there-

fore he should not go to jail”, “Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed”

and “Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed” respectively. The attacksVAF re-

lationship capturing the interplay between the arguments are represented as {attacksVAF(α, β),

attacksVAF(β, α), attacksVAF(α, γ) and attacksVAF(γ, α)}. Assume also a set of abstract val-

ues {v1, v2} with an ordering on the abstract values is represented as {valpref(v1, v2)}.

Assume that Bill lives in a draconian society where crimes are punished. Hence, social val-

ues that the argument “Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed” promotes out

weighs that of “Bill is a juvenile; therefore he should not go to jail”. Similarly, the social

values that the argument“Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed” pro-

motes out weighs that of “Bill is a juvenile; therefore he should not go to jail”. Hence, the

valuation that reflect such a view is: val(α) = v2, val(β) = v1 and val(β) = v1. Utilising a

digraph, we can illustrate the interaction between the arguments by representing arguments

as labelled vertices and the attacksVAF relation as directed edges. Hence attacksVAF(α, β) is

represented with a directed edge from the vertex α to β (see figure 2.4 ).

Given the arguments and the defeatsVAF relation, the conflict-free set of arguments are:

∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}. The resulting admissible set of arguments are: ∅, {β, γ}. Table 2.7

presents a summary of this discussion.

Similar to [10,25,77,78] , each V AF can be represented in an à la Dung style argumentation

framework as 〈AR, defeatsVAF〉where defeatsVAF ⊆ AR×AR such that (α, β) ∈ defeatsVAF

if and only if (α, β) ∈ attacksVAF and ¬valpref(val(β), val(α)). Given the definition of
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β γ β γ

α α

×
×Resulting Relation

Due To Preference Relation

In figure 2.3, arguments are represented by the vertices α, β and γ. The directed edges repre-

sents the relations attacksVAF(α, β), attacksVAF(β, α), attacksVAF(α, γ) and attacksVAF(γ, α).
defeatsVAF relations represent successful attacks therefore, unsuccessful attacks are elimi-

nated. The eliminated directed edges are marked with a cross.

Figure 2.4: Graphical Illustration of Example 2.2.7

AR {α, β, γ}

attacksVAF

attacksVAF(α, β), attacksVAF(β, α)
attacksVAF(γ, α), attacksVAF(α, γ)

V {v1, v2}

val val(α) = v2, val(β) = v1 and val(β) = v1
valpref (v1, v2)

defeatsVAF {defeatsVAF(β, α), defeatsVAF(γ, α)}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 2.2.7. AR is the set of arguments con-

sisting of {α, β, γ}. attacksVAF is the set of binary relation on AR capturing the attacksVAF relation

between the arguments in AR. V is a set of abstract values.valfpref is the preference relation

placed on the set of arguments. The defeatsVAF relation is then constructed based on the arguments,

attacksVAF relation and preference relation.

Table 2.7: Summary of Example 2.2.5

defeatsVAF, Bench-Capon [22] continues the construction of V AF by defining acceptability,

conflict-free and admissibility. The notion of acceptability is defined as:

Definition 2.2.11 (Acceptable [22]). Given V AF = 〈AR, attacksVAF, V, val, valpref〉 and

a set of arguments S ⊆ AR. An argument α ∈ AR is acceptable to S (acceptable(α, S)) if:

(∀β)((β ∈ AR ∧ defeatsVAF(β, α))→ (∃γ)((γ ∈ S) ∧ defeatsVAF(γ, β))).

The notion of conflict-freedom is defined as:

Definition 2.2.12 (Conflict-free [22]). Given V AF = 〈AR, attacksVAF, V, val, valpref〉, a

set of arguments S ⊆ AR is conflict-free if:

(∀α)(∀β)((α ∈ S ∧ β ∈ S)→ (¬attacksVAF(α, β) ∨ valpref(val(β), val(α)))).
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Given the notion of acceptability and conflict-freedom, admissibility is defined as:

Definition 2.2.13 (Admissible [22]). Given V AF = 〈AR, attacksVAF, V, val, valpref〉 and

any given set of conflict-free arguments S ⊆ AR, S is admissible if:

(∀α)((α ∈ S)→ acceptable(α, S)).

Given the notion of acceptability, let us consider the following example.

Example 2.2.8. Continuing from example 2.2.7, we have provided the arguments, the attacksVAF

relationship and the preference relationship. Utilising the preferences relation, we can con-

struct the defeatsVAF relation. Given the definition of conflict-free and acceptability, we are

now able to determine the admissibility of a set of arguments. Hence the following admissi-

ble set exists: ∅, {β, γ}. Table 2.8 presents a summary of this discussion.

AR {α, β, γ}

attacksVAF

attacksVAF(α, β), attacksVAF(β, α)
attacksVAF(γ, α), attacksVAF(α, γ)

V {v1, v2}
val val(α) = v2, val(β) = v1 and val(β) = v1

valpref (v1, v2)

defeatsVAF {defeatsVAF(β, α), defeatsVAF(γ, α)}

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
admissible ∅, {β, γ}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 2.2.8. AR is the set of arguments con-

sisting of {α, β, γ}. attacksVAF is the set of binary relation on AR capturing the relation between

the arguments in AR. V is a set of abstract values.valfpref is the preference relation placed on the

set of arguments. The defeatsVAF relation is then constructed based on the arguments, attacksVAF

relation and preference relation. The conflict-free sets of arguments and admissible sets of arguments

can then be determined utilising the set of arguments and the defeatsVAF relation.

Table 2.8: Summary of Example 2.2.8

Given the notion of admissibility, a preferred extension is defined as:

Definition 2.2.14 (Preferred Extension [22]). Given V AF = 〈AR, attacksVAF, V, val, valpref〉

and any given set of arguments S ⊆ AR, S is a preferred extension if it is a maximal (wrt

set inclusion) admissible S.

Given the notion of a preferred extension, let us consider the following example.
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Example 2.2.9. Continuing from example 2.2.8, we have provided the arguments, the attacksVAF

relationship and the preference relationship. Utilising the preferences relation, we can con-

struct the defeat relation. Utilising the defeat relation, the conflict-free and admissible sets of

arguments can be determined. Given the definition of a preferred extension, we are now able

to determine the preferred set of arguments. Hence, {β, γ} is the only preferred extension

exists. Table 2.9 presents a summary of this discussion.

AR {α, β, γ}

attacksVAF

attacksVAF(α, β), attacksVAF(β, α)
attacksVAF(γ, α), attacksVAF(α, γ)

V {v1, v2}
val val(α) = v2, val(β) = v1 and val(β) = v1

valpref (v1, v2)

defeatsVAF {defeatsVAF(β, α), defeatsVAF(γ, α)}
conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
admissible ∅, {β, γ}
preferred {β, γ}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 2.2.9. AR is the set of arguments con-

sisting of {α, β, γ}. attacksVAF is the set of binary relation on AR capturing the relation between the

arguments in AR. V is a set of abstract values.valfpref is the preference relation placed on the set of

arguments. The defeatsVAF relation is then constructed based on the arguments, attacksVAF relation

and preference relation. The conflict-free sets of arguments and admissible sets of arguments can then

be determined utilising the set of arguments and the defeatsVAF relation. The preferred extension is

selected from the set of admissible sets of argument.

Table 2.9: Summary of Example 2.2.9

Given the definitions for V AF and a preferred extension, Bench-Capon performs a discus-

sion on acceptability within V AF . Two notions of acceptabilites are introduced: objective

acceptability and subjective acceptability. Objective acceptability describes acceptance ar-

guments by all audience participating in the debate and subjective acceptability describes

acceptance of arguments by some audience. Note that these notions differ to that introduced

in 1.2.2.

2.3 Theory Change

In logic, logically closed sets are called “theories” and in formal epistemology, they are re-

ferred to as “knowledge sets”, or commonly “belief sets”. Hence in this discussion, we will

use these terms interchangeably. The topic of theory change is a subject of much discussion

in the knowledge representation and reasoning community [2,3,61–63,67,82,83,132–134].
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This topic of theory change emerged as a result of the convergence of the research in tradi-

tional philosophy and the development of Artificial Intelligence in computing science.

The capstone result is the AGM model proposed by Carlos Alchourrón, Peter Gärdenfors,

and David Makinson [3]. The AGM model provides a general and versatile formal frame-

work for studies of belief change. Following the proposal by Alchourrón et al., the major

concepts and constructions of the AGM model have been subjected to significant elaboration

and development, forming the core of current belief revision theory. In the AGM model (as

well as in most other models) of belief change, beliefs are represented by sentences in some

formal language. As is usual in logic, the formal language is identified with the set of asser-

tions and the usual connectives: negation (¬), conjunction (∧), disjunction (∨), implication

(→), and equivalence (↔). ⊥ denotes an arbitrary contradiction and ⊤ an arbitrary tautol-

ogy. Furthermore, given any set of assertions A, Cn(A) is the set of logical consequence of

A.

The AGM framework prescribes postulates on three types of belief change operators: expan-

sion, contraction and revision. A belief set is generally denoted as K and +,÷ and ∗ denotes

the expansion operator, contraction operator and revision operator respectively.

2.3.1 AGM Expansion

In expansion, the sentence (p) is added to a belief set (K) without retracting any existing

beliefs such that the sentence (p) is a consequence of the belief set. In other words, K + p =

Cn(K ∪ {p}). Expansion is recommended only if p is consistent with K. The basic AGM

postulates for expansion are:

1. (Closure) K + p = Cn(K + p)

2. (Success) p ∈ Cn(K + p)

3. (Inclusion) K ⊆ K + p

4. (Vacuity) If p ∈ Cn(K), then K + p = K

5. (monotonicity) if K ⊆ H , then K + p ⊆ H + p

6. (minimality) For all belief sets K and all sentence p, K + p is the smallest belief set

that satisfies postulates 1–5
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The postulate of closure expresses the fact that the expansion operator takes a belief set and

a sentence as input and produces a belief set. Essentially, the closure postulate expresses

the principle of category matching. The success postulate states that the input sentence is

accepted in the expansion and is a consequence of the expanded belief set. The inclusion

postulate says that no sentence in the belief set is retracted when an expansion is performed.

This postulate expresses a form of the principle of minimal change. The vacuity postulate

represents a boundary case and states that nothing needs to be done if the input sentence is

already accepted. The postulate of monotonicity expresses that if one belief set contains at

least the same information as another, then its expansion will contain at least the information

of the expansion of the other with respect to the same input sentence. The postulate of

minimality states that the smallest possible change to accommodate the new information is

made. The term “smallest” is understood with respect to set inclusion (w.r.t the original

belief set). This postulate can also be viewed as an expression of the principle of minimal

change

2.3.2 AGM Contraction

In contraction, a specified sentence (p) is removed from the set of beliefs (K) such that the

sentence is not a consequence of the belief set. Furthermore, the outcome of the contraction

operation should not unnecessarily remove elements of K. Hence, K÷p should produce the

maximal subset of K that does not entail p. The basic AGM postulates for contraction are:

1. (Closure) K ÷ p = Cn(K ÷ p)

2. (Success) If p is not an arbitrary tautology, then p /∈ Cn(K ÷ p)

3. (Inclusion) K ÷ p ⊆ K

4. (Vacuity) If p /∈ Cn(K), then K ÷ p = K

5. (extensionality) If p↔ q, then K ÷ p = K ÷ q

6. (Recovery) K ⊆ (K ÷ p) + p

7. (Conjunctive Overlap) (K ÷ p) ∩ (K ÷ q) ⊆ K ÷ (p ∧ q)

8. (Conjunctive Inclusion) If p 6∈ K ÷ (p ∧ q), thenK ÷ (p ∧ q) ⊆ K ÷ p
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Similar to the postulate of closure for belief set expansion, the postulate of closure expresses

that the outcome of the contraction operation should be logically closed. The success postu-

late states that the contraction of a belief set K by p should result in a belief set that does not

entail p. However, this condition is too restrictive as it will also exclude logical truth. Hence

the success postulate is conditional on p not being a tautology. The inclusion postulate says

that no contracted belief set is a subset of the original belief set and is a form of the principle

of minimal change. The vacuity postulate represents a boundary case and states that nothing

needs to be done if the belief set does not contain the sentence to be contracted. The postu-

late of extensionality allows for logically equivalent sentences to be freely substituted. This

postulate expresses the principle of irrelevance of syntax. The recovery postulates states that

so much of the belief set is retained after the contraction of p such that everything can be

recovered by the re-inclusion of p. This postulate can be considered as an expression of the

principle of minimal change as this principle dictates that beliefs are not to be unnecessarily

given up. Recovery is arguably the most controversial of the AGM rationality postulates

and there are a number of contributions discussing its removal [58, 93]. The remaining two

postulates are supplementary postulates. The postulate of conjunctive overlap states that, the

result of contraction by p ∧ q should consists the result of contraction by p and contraction

by q. The postulate of conjunctive inclusion states that to give up the sentence p ∧ q, it is

required to either contract p or contract q or both from the belief set.

2.3.3 AGM Revision

In revision, a sentence (p) is added to the belief set (K). Should an inconsistency exists due

to the addition of p, other sentences are removed from the set of beliefs, such that the p is

still a consequence of the belief set. Hence the revision operator performs two main tasks:

to add a new belief to the belief set and to ensure the resulting belief set is consistent. The

AGM postulates for revision are:

1. (Closure) K ∗ P = Cn(K ∗ p)

2. (Success) p ∈ K ∗ p

3. (Inclusion) K ∗ p ⊆ K + p

4. (Vacuity) If (¬p) 6∈ K, then K ∗ p = K + p

5. (Consistency) K ∗ p is inconsistent only if p is inconsistent

6. (extensionality) If p↔ q, then K ∗ p = K ∗ q
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7. (Superexpansion) K ∗ (p ∧ q) ⊆ (K ∗ p) + q

8. (Subexpansion) If (¬q) 6∈ K ∗ p then (K ∗ p) + q ⊆ K ∗ (p ∧ q)

Similar to the postulate of closure for belief set contraction, the postulate of closure for

belief set revision expresses that the outcome of the contraction operation should be logically

closed. The success postulate states that the revision of a belief set K by p should result in a

belief set that entails p. The inclusion postulate says that revising the belief set K by p is a

subset of the belief set K expanded by p. The vacuity postulate represents a boundary case

and states that only expansion needs to be performed should the result from the expansion

be consistent. In other words, only an expansion needs to be performed if the belief set

does not contain the negation of the sentence to be revised. The postulate of consistency

states that an inconsistency in a belief set can only be introduced by the revising sentence

as the initial belief set is internally consistent. Similar to the postulate of extensionality for

belief set contraction, the postulate of irrelevance of syntax for belief set revision allows for

logically equivalent sentences to be freely substituted. Two supplementary postulates for

revision exist. The superexpansion postulate states that any belief included in the revision

K ∗(p∧q) should also be included if we first revise by p and then expand the result by q. The

subexpansion postulate says that, if ¬q is not in the result of K ∗ p then any belief included

by first revising K by p and expanding the result by q should also be included in the revision

of K by (p ∧ q).

2.4 Mixed-Initiative Interaction

The topic of mixed-initiative interaction is a subject of much discussion in the artificial in-

telligence research community [4, 45, 46, 48, 66, 73, 74, 102, 141, 144]. Mixed-initiative arti-

ficial intelligence systems have been designed for a variety of applications areas, including

robotics [59], planning [27, 30, 57, 130, 131] and tutoring [32].

As highlighted by Horvitz [74], the area of research on mixed-initiative interaction is rela-

tively nascent. Hence, researchers within the field of mixed-initiative systems have yet to

arrive at a consensus about what constitutes initiative. Debate exists on differing opinions

about whether the initiative is taken simply to direct the dialogue or to alter the course of the

problem solving [43,44]. However, the general focus of mixed-initiative interaction research

centres around the development of methods that enable computing systems to support an

efficient, natural interleaving of contributions between participating parties with the aim of
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converging onto solutions to problems. Cohen et al. [44] highlighted that mixed-initiative

systems involved an ongoing dialogue between the user and the system, so that initiative is

taken as part of deliberately interacting with the other party.

Mixed-initiative interaction can be summarised as a flexible interaction strategy in which

parties (human or computer) take initiatives in the contribution of their best suited-skill set

at the most appropriate time to solving a problem, achieving a goal or coming to a joint

understanding [4, 44, 74]. In other words, such a system would carry out problem solving

tasks on behalf of user where both the user and the system can take the initiative by directing

the problem solving task. Noted by Allen [4], mixed-initiative systems need not involve a

human.

Early studies into the design of mixed-initiative systems focus around dialogue systems

[152], with the aim to model mixed-initiative discourse using shifting in control associated

with linguistic construction. Hence, the model proposed in [152] assists in the analysis of

interactions in the discourse. Chu-Carroll et al. [42] make distinctions between task initiative

from dialogue initiative and present an evidential model for tracking shifts in both types of

initiatives in collaborative dialogue interactions. Utterances are classified according to the

following types: assertion, command, question and prompt. Such classification naturally

leads into studies to determine the appropriate situations to interrupt a dialogue. Thus, the

ability to recognise problem-solving opportunities is outside the current scope or focus of

attention.

Considerations in the use of mixed-initiative interaction have also been proposed in plan-

ning [1,26,27,30,31,54–57]. Studies such as TRAINS-95 [57,137], led to the conclusion that

the plan reasoning requirements in mixed-initiative systems differs from that of traditional

planning and highlighted that an interactive, dialogue-based approach to plan reasoning is

effective. As mixed-initiative reasoning is concerned with the development of collaborative

system in which the human and automated agents work together to achieve a common goal in

a way that exploits their complementary capabilities, several qualities for a mixed-initiative

systems personalisability, directability, teachability and transparency of operation are desir-

able [141]. Furthermore, the development of mixed-initiative system is challenging due to

the fact that it requires the synergistic integration of many areas of artificial intelligence rang-

ing from knowledge representation and reasoning through to human-computer interaction.

Tecuci et al. [141] considered seven aspects or issues of mixed-initiative reasoning to guide

general design principles and methods:

1. Task issues.
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2. Control issues.

3. Awareness issues.

4. Communication issues.

5. Personalisation issues.

6. Architecture issues.

7. Evaluation issues.

The task issues covers the division of responsibility between the human and the agent for the

task that needs to be performed. One dimension of such complementarity division may relate

to their individual strength and weaknesses. For example, the difference between a human’s

reasoning styles and the agent’s computational strengths could allow humans to perform

problem solving and decision making while the computational strength of automated agents

allows them to perform complex mathematical computation, storing and retrieval of large

quantity of data.

The control issues relates to the strategies for shifting the initiative and control between the

human and the agent in a proactive and reactive manner. Decisions on the division of labour

not only depends on the qualifications of the participants but also on the set of tasks that need

to be performed at the appropriate time. Horvitz [73] highlighted several deficiencies and

proposed a set of design principles impacting on control issues.

The awareness issues relates to the maintenance of a shared understanding between the hu-

man and the agent on the constantly evolving state of the problem-solving process. For

collaboration between human and agent to be achieved, the collaborating parties need to

share facts and beliefs. Furthermore, there should be a common understanding of their joint

goals. Tecuci et al. [141] illustrated that this is an issue due to the fact that humans and

automated agents differ in their interaction modalities and comprehension capabilities.

The communication issues relates to the protocols that facilitate the exchange of knowl-

edge and information between the human and the agent. Such protocol may include mixed-

initiative dialogue and multi-modal interfaces [141]. When choosing the form of commu-

nicating between human and agents, several consideration should be made. Firstly, con-

sideration should be made on the efficiency of the means of communication. Secondly,

consideration should be made on the ease of use. Finally, the contribution to the level of

mixed-initiative collaboration.
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The personalisation issues relates to the adaptation of agent’s knowledge and behaviour to

its user’s problem solving strategies, preferences, biases and assumptions. The consideration

of a user’s preferences and biases is particularly important as it enable systems to produce

solutions that are likely to be acceptable or desirable to the user and helps the user to avoid

mistakes by checking for biases and assumptions.

The architecture issues relates to the design principles, methodologies, and technologies for

different types of mixed-initiative roles and behaviours. Tecuci et al. [141] suggested that by

identifying and studying different types of mixed-initiative roles and behaviours significantly

facilitate the development of useful mixed-initiative systems and acceptance of such systems.

The evaluation issues are related to the human and automated agent contribution to the emer-

gent behaviour of the system and the overall system’s performance versus fully automated,

fully manual, or alternative mixed-initiative approaches. As highlighted by Tecuci et al. [141]

and Kirkpatrick [84], mixed-initiative systems are very difficult to evaluate. This is due to

several reasons. Firstly, mixed-initiative systems are generally very complex consisting of

components for reasoning, communication, planning and learning. The complex intertwin-

ing of components subsequently makes the system very difficult to evaluate. Secondly, the

evaluation process may require different types of users. These resources may not be immedi-

ately available. Thus, further complicating the sequencing of these intertwined components.

Hence, resulting in a costly and time consuming evaluating process. Finally, the evaluation

requires several comparisons between fully automated, fully manual, or alternative mixed-

initiative approaches.

Given the design consideration, the degree of interaction can be decomposed into several

different levels. Allen [4] presented four levels of mixed-initiative interaction:

• Unsolicited reporting.

• Sub-dialogue initiation.

• Fixed subtask mixed-initiative.

• Negotiated mixed initiative.

The unsolicited reporting level of interaction describes the ability of an agent to notify others

of critical information as it arises. This level of interaction is considered the first step toward

mixed-initiative where by the agent notifies the user of a change in situation, plan or identifies

a problem. At this level of mixed-initiative interaction, the agent does not coordinate the

subsequent interaction.
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The sub-dialogue initiation level of interaction describes the ability for an agent to initiate

sub-dialogues to perform clarification and corrects. At this level of interaction, under certain

situation, the agent might initiate a sub-dialogue such as asking for clarification. Such clar-

ification might take several interactions and hence during these interactions, the agent has

temporarily taken the initiative until the issue is clarified.

The fixed subtask mixed-initiative level of interaction describes the ability for an agent to

take initiatives in solving or performing predefined subtasks. At this level of interaction, the

agent has the responsibility to perform certain sub-tasks. While the agent is working on these

operations, it is maintaining the initiative. Once the sub-task is completed, the initiative is

reverted back to the user.

The negotiated mixed initiative level of interaction describes the ability for an agent to co-

ordinate and negotiate with other agents to determine initiative or division of labour for

achieving goals and tasks. At this level of interaction, there is no fixed assignment of re-

sponsibilities or initiatives. Each agent constantly monitors the current task and evaluates

whether it should take the initiative in the interaction.

In following section, we will present a summary of the main concepts this discussed in this

chapter.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented an overview on the current state-of-the-art in formal ar-

gumentation theory, belief theory change and mixed-initiative interaction. We have also

presented the three abstract argumentation frameworks (AF , PAF , V AF ) in which our

proposed framework utilised as the foundational preliminaries. The next two chapter will

introduce the formal aspect of this dissertation. In chapter 3, we will present the abstract

preference-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF ). The aim of preferences-based

accrual abstract argumentation framework is to formalise the use of preferences in an abstract

argumentation framework to address issues presented in chapter 1. In chapter 4, we will

present the mixed-initiative argumentation framework (MIAF ). The mixed-initiative argu-

mentation framework performs argumentation theory change by considering revisions on the

conflict and preference relations. This capability coupled with mixed-initiative interaction

between users and systems allows for the management of justifications over a sequence of

decisions.
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3
Preference-Based Accrual Argumentation

Framework

“The moment we want to believe something,

we suddenly see all the arguments for it,

and become blind to the arguments against it.”

– George B. Shaw

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, we introduced the abstract argumentation framework (AF ) proposed by Dung

in [52], the preference-based argumentation framework (PAF ) proposed by Bourguet et

al. [25] and the value-based argumentation framework (V AF ) proposed by Bench-Capon

in [22] as the foundations of our work. In this chapter, we will introduce a novel abstract

preferences-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF ).

46
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There have been considerable debates [65, 87, 117, 123, 124, 145–147, 149, 151] about when

it is appropriate to perform accrual of arguments and if a general theory for the accrual of

arguments can be formulated. We feel that the choice of whether or not to perform accrual

is domain-specific and is dependent on an individual’s acceptability criteria or preferences.

The main focus of this chapter is not to address this debate, but to define an abstract ma-

chinery for accrual of arguments. We show how accrual of arguments can be preformed

in an abstract framework and the influence of individual preferences on the acceptability of

such arguments. When argumentation is used as a conflict resolution technique in multi-

agent settings, agents are required to be able to determine the “believability” of arguments

given to them based on their own knowledge base. Associated with these knowledge bases

are preferences specification unique to each agent. In group decision support applications

using argumentation, the ranking of sets of arguments becomes a critical component of the

decision making machinery as arguments provide the basis for supporting or attacking of

decisions. Hence, the ranking permits the arguments to play a more significant role as well

as informing the reasoner as to which is the better choice.

In section 3.1.1, we will motivate the need for an argumentation system to address issues

of argument strength when accrual is of interest. In section 3.2, we will introduce accrual

in an abstract argumentation framework by extending the abstract argumentation framework

(AF ), preference-based argumentation framework (PAF ) and the value-based argumenta-

tion framework (V AF ) to construct an abstract preferences-based accrual argumentation

framework (PAAF ). Utilising a running example, we will illustrate the ability of our frame-

work to perform accrual of arguments and highlight some of the unique features of this

framework. Section 3.3 presents several key concepts. Firstly, a brief discussion and compar-

ison illustrating the differences between the AF , V AF and PAAF is presented. Secondly,

we present a discussion addressing issues related to argument source, ownership, credibility

and trust as illustrated in the motivating examples. In section 3.4, we present a summary of

key ideas and concepts presented in this chapter.

3.1.1 Illustrating Example

In section 1.2.2, we demonstrated that typically, the accrual of arguments strengthens an

argumentation position. In this example, we will show that accrual of arguments can in

fact also weaken an argumentation position. Consider an adaptation of the example from

[122,123] giving two reasons against jogging. For a particular runner (Tom), the combination

of heat and rain may be less unpleasant than heat or rain alone. In such a situation, the accrual
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of arguments weakens the conclusive strength of a set of arguments. Let us assume that Tom

has the goal to be fit. Two independent argument exchanges are presented as follows:

A1:Tom has not been jogging for several days, so he should go jogging.

A2:It is raining, so Tom should not go jogging.

From the previous description, it is clear that Tom believes that it is unpleasant to run in the

rain. It might be intuitive to conclude that the second argument A2 is more preferred. Now

consider the following exchange:

A1:Tom has not been jogging for several days, so he should go jogging.

A3:It is hot, so Tom should not go jogging.

Again, it might be intuitive to conclude that the second argument A3 is more preferred. Hence

A3 is more preferred. However, if we were to consider the two exchanges simultaneously,

the conclusion will be different.

A1:Tom has not been jogging for several days, so he should go jogging.

A2:It is raining, so Tom should not go jogging.

A3:It is hot, so Tom should not go jogging.

From the initial description, we are aware that the presence of the rain and heat together

weakens the argument against jogging. Thus, the first argument (A1) defeats the accrual

of the two latter arguments (A2,A3). This example also highlights the influence preferences

have on the acceptability of arguments. Note that the accrual of arguments is a meta-level op-

eration and is dependent on the semantics of the arguments rather than the structure (syntax)

of the arguments.

In this spirit, we will discuss in this chapter how an abstract preference-based accrual argu-

mentation framework can be used to model such disagreements and provide techniques for

persuasion in such a context.
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3.2 Formal Framework

In this section, we will present the formal details for the abstract preference-based accrual

argumentation framework (PAAF ). Formally, an abstract preference-based accrual argu-

mentation framework is defined as:

Definition 3.2.1. An abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF )

is a triple:

PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉

where

• AR is a set of arguments.

• attacksPAAF is a binary relation on AR (i.e., attacksPAAF ⊆ AR× AR).

• Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉 where

– V is a set of abstract values.

– ≤ is a total ordering on V .

– Φ is a total valuation function which maps elements of 2AR to elements of V (ie.

Φ : 2AR −→ V ).

For readability, we will use attacksPAAF(α, β) to denote α attacks β. Similarly, given v1, v2 ∈

V , we will use pref(v1, v2) to denote v1 ≤ v2 (i.e., v1 is preferred to v2). Note that without

lost of generality, for the rest of this chapter, we will use the terms abstract values and

preference values interchangeable.

Drawing from the belief revision literature, the symbol Bel is traditionally used to denote

a belief set. In PAAF , Bel represents a three-tuple consisting of preference values, an

ordering on the preference values and the valuation function that assigns preference values

to arguments. This three-tuple represents an agent’s or individual’s preferences on a given

set of arguments. These preferences reflect their commitment to the arguments. Hence, is

synonymous to the traditional notion of a belief set where a belief set consisting of sentences

that an agent is committed to believing as highlighted by Isaac Levi [88].

Although there exist great structural similarities between PAAF and the abstract argumenta-

tion framework (AF ), the preference-based argumentation framework (PAF ) as well as the
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value-based argumentation framework (V AF ), neither AF , PAF nor V AF provide an ex-

plicit account of accrual of arguments and the associated reasoning with preferences. There

are two substantial differences which allows this framework to explicitly capture the accrual

in abstract argumentation.

Firstly, this approach differs from that proposed by Bench-Capon [22], Kaci et al. [77, 78]

and Bourguet et al. [25]. In V AF and PAF , “abstract values” have the highest priority.

As such, “abstract values” are utilised to overrule arguments at all times hence inducing an

acceptability criteria reflecting the ordering on the “abstract values”. Our aim is not to over-

rule the underlying argumentation machinery but to provide additional reasoning capabilities

when a tie is encountered. One could view this addition as an additional “plug-in” to any

exiting argumentation system. This is achieved by retaining the essence of the underlying

attacks relation and refining the attacks relation into a definition of the defeats relation. This

defeats relation differs substantially from that presented by Bench-Capon, Kaci et al. and

Bourguet et al.. Secondly, we extend the framework by redefining the valuation function.

This modification provides PAAF with an addition to the available semantics, hence ex-

plicitly capturing the notion of accrual as well as ordering argumentation outcomes based on

preferences. To achieve this, we define the valuation function that maps between the set of

abstract values and the power set of the arguments in place of the original function as defined

by Bench-Capon in [22]. This valuation function is the inverse of that defined by Bourguet

et al. in [25]. Let us illustrate the use of PAAF by translating the example 3.1.1 into the

framework.

Example 3.2.1. Assume that {α, β, γ} are arguments represents {“Tom has not been jog-

ging for several days, so he should go jogging.”, “It is raining, so Tom should not go jog-

ging.” and “It is hot, so Tom should not go jogging.”} respectively. The attacksPAAF rela-

tionship capturing the interplay between the arguments is represented as {attacksPAAF(α, β),

attacksPAAF(β, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ), attacksPAAF(γ, α)}. Table 3.1 presents a summary of this

discussion.

Exchange 1 Exchange 2 Exchange 3

AR {α, β} {α, γ} {α, β, γ}

attacksPAAF

attacksPAAF(α, β) attacksPAAF(γ, α) attacksPAAF(α, β), attacksPAAF(β, α)
attacksPAAF(β, α) attacksPAAF(α, γ) attacksPAAF(γ, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ)

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 3.2.1 and illustrates how arguments and

their attack relations are represented in PAAF .

Table 3.1: Summary of Example 3.2.1

Futhermore, utilising a digraph, we can illustrate the interaction between the arguments by

representing arguments as labelled vertices and the attack relation as directed edges. Hence
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attacksPAAF(α, β) is represented with an directed edge from the vertex α to β. Each exchanges

of arguments can be captured as separate digraphs (see figure 3.1).

β

α

(a) Exchange 1

γ

α

(b) Exchange 2

β γ

α

(c) Exchange 3

In figure 3.1a, figure 3.1b and figure 3.1c, arguments are represented by the ver-

tices α, β and γ. The directed edges represent the relations attacksPAAF(α, β)
and attacksPAAF(β, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ) and attacksPAAF(γ, α), and attacksPAAF(α, β),
attacksPAAF(β, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ) and attacksPAAF(γ, α) respectively. Hence, figure 3.1a

is interpreted as: α is attacking β and β is attacking α. Figure 3.1b is interpreted as: α is

attacking γ and γ is attacking α. Figure 3.1c is interpreted as: α is attacking β and γ while

both β and γ are attacking α separately.

Figure 3.1: Graphical Illustration of Example 3.1.1

Given the abstract framework, we will now provide a notion of a conflict-free set of argu-

ments. A conflict-free set of arguments is simply a set of arguments where arguments in the

set do not attack each other:

Definition 3.2.2. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉, a set of arguments S is said to

be conflict-free if and only if:

¬(∃α∃β((α ∈ S) ∧ (β ∈ S) ∧ attacksPAAF(α, β))).

Given the definition of conflict-free, let us consider the following example.

Example 3.2.2. Continuing from example 3.2.1, the following conflict-free set exists: The

empty-set and {α} exists in all three exchanges. {β} exists in exchange 1 and 3. The set {γ}

exists in exchange 2 and 3. Last but not least, the set {β, γ} exists in exchange 3. Table 3.2

presents a summary of this discussion.

In the following definition of defeat, we will utilise the two functions to extract from a set of

arguments the subset that is relevant in relation to another set of arguments, in particular, the

subset of arguments that participates in an attack and the subset of arguments that are under

attack. We need to focus attention on the relevant subsets because our approach evaluates
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Exchange 1 Exchange 2 Exchange 3

AR {α, β} {α, γ} {α, β, γ}

attacksPAAF

attacksPAAF(α, β) attacksPAAF(γ, α) attacksPAAF(α, β), attacksPAAF(β, α)
attacksPAAF(β, α) attacksPAAF(α, γ) attacksPAAF(γ, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β} ∅, {α}, {γ} ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 3.2.2 and illustrates the computation of

conflict-free sets of arguments.

Table 3.2: Summary of Example 3.2.2

sets of arguments with preference values, and without this restriction, the preference value

of a given set of arguments could be artificially inflated by including highly preferred but

irrelevant arguments. Thus, we define Θ with subscripts a and u representing attacking

and under-attacked arguments respectively. Hence, given two sets of arguments A,B ⊆

AR, Θa(A,B) returns a subset of arguments from A that attacks some argument in B and

Θu(A,B) returns a subset of arguments from A that is under attack from some argument in

B.

Definition 3.2.3. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of

arguments. Then,

Θa(A,B) = {α|α ∈ A ∧ ∃β ∈ B s.t. attacksPAAF(α, β)} .

Definition 3.2.4. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of

arguments. Then,

Θu(A,B) = {α|α ∈ A ∧ ∃β ∈ B s.t. attacksPAAF(β, α)} .

A key motivation for our definition of defeat is to preserve the original interplay between

arguments and only utilise preferences to intervene when no clear winners are obvious. Intu-

itively, our notion of defeat consists of three basic components. We will define three binary

relations defensible, overpower and preferable between sets of arguments. Given two sets

of arguments A and B, the notion of defensible simply means that every attacking argument

from B is counter-attacked by some argument in A.

Definition 3.2.5. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of

arguments. A is defensible against B (denoted as defensible(A,B)) if and only if:

Θa(B,A) ⊆ Θu(B,A).
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Given two sets of arguments A and B, the notion of A overpowering B simply means that

B is attacked by some arguments in A and there exist some arguments in A that are not

counter-attacked by arguments in B.

Definition 3.2.6. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of

arguments. A overpowers B (denoted as overpower(A,B)) if and only if:

Θa(A,B) \Θu(A,B) 6= ∅.

One of the principle of accrual highlighted by Prakken [122] states that the accrual of a set

of arguments may sometimes be weaker than the arguments in the set. In PAAF , the use of

preferences as part of the definition of defeat and the notion of maximal defeaters allows for

such a property. Furthermore, utilising preferences in such a manner can capture the notion

of undercutting as highlighted by Pollock [109], Prakken and Vreeswijk [125] where there

exists a choice between accepting or denying the relation between premises and conclusions

in a non-deductive argument. Note that the preference ordering can be informed by some

external source and hence can provide the rationale for a choice.

Given two abstract values v1 and v2, we can construct three possible preference comparison

outcomes: v1 is more preferred to v2; v2 is more preferred to v1; v1 and v2 are indifferent

(equally preferred). Since the use of preference in our framework is to break ties, our aim is

to provide a relaxed definition of “preferred” such that it captures situations where a value is

more preferred as well as when the two values are indifferent. So, we can express the desired

condition as pref(v1, v2) ∨ (pref(v1, v2) ∧ pref(v2, v1)) ≡ pref(v1, v2)

Definition 3.2.7. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of

arguments. A is preferable to B (denoted as preferable(A,B)) if and only if:

pref(Φ(A),Φ(B)).

Using the notion of defensible and overpowers, we are able to determine defeat if there

exists an obvious winner. Using the notion of defensible and preferable, we are able to

determine defeat if there exists a preference relation on a set of arguments. To summarise,

a set of arguments A defeats another set of arguments B only if B has insufficient counter-

arguments, or B has sufficient counter-arguments and for those counter-arguments, B is not

more preferred to A. This notion of defeat allows us to distinguish between a successful or

failed attack.

Definition 3.2.8. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of
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arguments. A def B (denoted as def(A,B)) if and only if:

defensible(A,B) ∧ (overpowers(A,B) ∨ preferable(Θa(A,B),Θa(B,A))).

Note that this definition differs from that proposed by Bench-Capon [22], Kaci et al. [77,78]

as well as Bourguet et al. [25].The first motivation is to retain the underlying attacks relation

and only use the preferences when a tie needs to be broken.

Definition 3.2.9. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉, we define defeatsPAAF to be the

set of all ordered pairs 〈A,B〉, where A,B ⊆ AR, such that def(A,B) is true.

Each ordered pairs in the defeats relation is directly correlated with the attacks relation. For

each ordered pair in the defeats relation, the set of relevant attacking arguments is a subset of

the domain of the attacks relation and the set of relevant arguments under-attack is a subset

of the range of the attacks relation. This correlation is important as it disallow any arbitrary

ordered pair to be included in the defeats relation.

Lemma 3.2.1. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, for all def(A,B) ∈ defeatsPAAF, Θa(A,B) ⊆

domain(attacksPAAF) and Θu(B,A) ⊆ range(attacksPAAF)

Proof:

By definition, Θa(A,B) = {α|α ∈ A ∧ ∃β ∈ B s.t. attacksPAAF(α, β)} and Θu(A,B) =

{α|α ∈ A ∧ ∃β ∈ B s.t. attacksPAAF(β, α)}. By definition, def(A,B) is true if and only

if defensible(A,B)∧ (overpowers(A,B)∨preferable(Θa(A,B),Θa(B,A)) holds. Recall

that defensible(A,B) holds if and only if Θa(B,A) ⊆ Θu(B,A) is true and overpowers(A,B)

holds if and only if Θa(A,B) \Θu(A,B) 6= ∅ is true, therefore, def(A,B) is true if and only

if Θa(B,A) ⊆ Θu(B,A) ∧ (Θa(A,B) \ Θu(A,B) 6= ∅ ∨ (Φ(Θa(A,B)) ≤ Φ(Θa(B,A))))

holds. It follows that for all def(A,B) ∈ defeatsPAAF, Θa(A,B) ⊆ domain(attacksPAAF) and

Θu(B,A) ⊆ range(attacksPAAF). 2

The defeats relation is non-monotonic with respect to the increase in cardinality of the argu-

ments. However, this definition generalises that of Dung [52], as trivially, if all arguments

are equally preferred then the defeats relation is the superset to the attacks relation as defined

in Dung [52].

Lemma 3.2.2. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, if |V | = 1 then defeatsPAAF ⊇ {attacksPAAF}.
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Proof:

Let us assume that defeatsPAAF 6⊇ {attacksPAAF}. It follows that {attacksPAAF}\defeatsPAAF 6=

∅. This implies that there exists an assertion attacks(α, β) ∈ attacksPAAF and that def({α}, {β}) 6∈

defeatsPAAF. By definition, def({α}, {β}) ∈ defeatsPAAF if and only if defensible({α}, {β})∧

(overpowers({α}, {β}) ∨ preferable(Θa({α}, {β}),Θa({α}, {β}))) is true. Thus entails

that either the defensible condition or overpower and preferable conditions are violated. Let

us consider two cases:

Case 1: Violation of the defensible condition (i.e. ¬defensible({α}, {β})). By defi-

nition defensible(A,B) if and only if Θa(B,A) ⊆ Θu(B,A) is true. Recall

that Θa(A,B) = {α|α ∈ A ∧ ∃β ∈ B s.t. attacksPAAF(α, β)} and Θu(A,B) =

{α|α ∈ A ∧ ∃β ∈ B s.t. attacksPAAF(β, α)}, this entails that for each attacks(α, β) ∈

attacksPAAF, defensible({α}, {β}) is true, thus, violating the assumption.

Case 2: Violation of the overpower and preferable condition (i.e. ¬overpowers(A,B) ∧

¬preferable(Θa(A,B),Θa(B,A))))). Given |V | = 1 and by definition, Φ is

a total valuation function, this entails that all arguments are equally preferred.

Therefore, preferable(Θa(A,B),Θa(B,A)) is always true, thus, violating the

assumption. 2

Given the lemma 3.2.2, it naturally follows that if the set of arguments and attacksPAAF rela-

tionship in an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework is identical to that

defined in an abstract argumentation framework as defined in Dung [52], then the defeatsPAAF

relation is the superset to the attacksAF relation.

Theorem 3.2.3. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, an abstract argumentation frameworkAF =

〈AR, attacksAF〉 as in the definition of Dung [52], and attacksPAAF = attacksAF, if |V | = 1

then defeatsPAAF ⊇ {attacksAF}.

Proof:

Lemma 3.2.2 shows that defeatsPAAF ⊇ {attacksPAAF}. Since the attacksPAAF = attacksAF then

it follows that defeatsPAAF ⊇ {attacksAF}. 2

In the following definition, we introduce the notion of a maximal defeats relation. This

notion of a maximal defeats relation is unique to PAAF . Since the defeats relation is non-

monotonic with respect to the accrued sets of argument, the aim of a maximal defeat rela-

tion identifies the subset of defeats relations that have reached a fix-point. In line with the
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principle highlighted by Prakken [122], where arguments involved in an accrual cannot be

considered individually once an accrual has been performed, we utilise the maximal defeats

relation to ignore defeats relations where accrual of the arguments involved in the defeats

relation has occurred.

Definition 3.2.10. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets

of conflict-free arguments. If def(A,B), A maximally defeats B (denoted as defM(A,B)) if

and only if:

¬∃A′(A′ is conflict-free ∧ (A ⊂ A′ ⊆ AR ∧ def(B,A′))).

Given the definition of defeats and maximal defeats, let us consider the following example.

Example 3.2.3. Continuing from example 3.2.2, we will assume the existence of a set of

abstract values {v1, v2, v3, v4} with a total ordering on the abstract values represented as

{v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4}. From the initial example, we know that Tom has the goal to

be fit and believed that the combination of heat and rain may be less unpleasant than heat

or rain alone. In such a situation, the accrual of arguments weaken the conclusive strength.

Let us assume that Φ provides the following valuations: both {β},{γ} are assigned v1, {α}

is assigned v2, {β, γ} are assigned v3 and all other combinations are assigned v4. Table 3.3

presents a summary of this discussion. By using the set of values, and the provided valuation

function Φ, we construct the defeat and maxi-defeat relations. Utilising digraphs, figure 3.2

presents a graphical illustration of the defeat interaction between the arguments. Arguments

are represented as labelled vertices and the attacksPAAF relation as directed edges. Hence

attacksPAAF(α, β) is represented with a directed edge from the vertex α to β.

Now that we have established a basic definition for the abstract framework, we will require

a notion of acceptability. Our notion of acceptability is defined with respect to a set of

arguments. A set of arguments A is acceptable to another set of arguments S (in other words

accepted into the set) if the set of arguments S defends A from any defeat.

Definition 3.2.11. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and A ⊆ AR. A is acceptable

with respect to a set of arguments S ⊆ AR (denoted as acceptable(A, S)) if and only if:

∀B((B ⊆ AR) ∧ defM(B,A)→ defM(S,B)).

Note that this definition differs from that proposed by Dung [52] as well as Bench-Capon

[22]. We have defined the acceptability based on the acceptance of a set of arguments to
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In figure 3.2a, figure 3.2b and figure 3.2c, arguments are represented by the ver-

tices α, β and γ. The directed edges represent the relations attacksPAAF(α, β)
and attacksPAAF(β, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ) and attacksPAAF(γ, α), and attacksPAAF(α, β),
attacksPAAF(β, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ) and attacksPAAF(γ, α) respectively. The defeatPAAF re-

lations represent successful attacks, hence, unsuccessful attacks are eliminated. The elimi-

nated directed edges are marked with a cross. An accrual of arguments is represented by a

dotted circle encapsulating the accrued arguments. Hence, figure 3.2a is interpreted as: in the

instance where α is attacking β and β is attacking α, β defeats α. Figure 3.2b is interpreted

as: in the instance where α is attacking γ and γ is attacking α, γ defeats α. Figure 3.2c is

interpreted as: in the instance where α is attacking β and γ while both β and γ are attacking

α separately, α is defeated by β and γ. However, if β and γ are accrued, the resulting accrued

set of arguments ({β, γ}) is defeated by α.

Figure 3.2: Graphical Illustration of Defeat

another set rather than a single argument. However, this definition generalised that of Dung

[52], as trivially, a singleton set will capture the same notion as defined in Dung [52].

Given a notion of conflict-freedom and acceptability, we will now provide a notion of ad-

missibility. Admissibility can simply be defined as an attribute of a set of arguments that is

conflict-free and that defends itself from all defeats.

Definition 3.2.12. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and a conflict-free set of argu-

ments S ⊆ AR is admissible if and only if:

acceptable(S, S)
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Exchange 1 Exchange 2 Exchange 3

AR {α, β} {α, γ} {α, β, γ}

attacksPAAF

attacksPAAF(α, β) attacksPAAF(γ, α) attacksPAAF(α, β), attacksPAAF(β, α)
attacksPAAF(β, α) attacksPAAF(α, γ) attacksPAAF(γ, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β} ∅, {α}, {γ} ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
V {v1, v2, v3, v4}

≤ {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4}

Φ

Φ({β}) = v1, Φ({γ}) = v1, Φ({β}) = v1,Φ({β, γ}) = v3,

Φ({α}) = v2, Φ({α}) = v2, Φ({γ}) = v1,Φ({α, β}) = v4,

Φ({α, β}) = v4 Φ({α, γ}) = v4 Φ({α}) = v2,Φ({α, γ}) = v4,

Φ(∅) = v4 Φ(∅) = v4 Φ(∅) = v4,Φ({α, β, γ}) = v4

defeatsPAAF

def({β}, {α}) def({γ}, {α}) def({β}, {α}),
def({γ}, {α}),

def({α}, {β, γ})
maxi-defeats defM({β}, {α}) defM({γ}, {α}) defM({α}, {β, γ})

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 3.2.3 and illustrates how preferences are

presented in PAAF . It also demonstrates the assignment of arguments to preference values by the

valuation function Φ as well as the computation of the defeat and maximally defeat relation.

Table 3.3: Summary of Example 3.2.3

Given the definition of acceptability and admissibility, let us consider the following example.

Example 3.2.4. Continuing from Example 3.2.3, the notion of admissibility consists of two

components. Firstly, the set of arguments must be conflict-free. Secondly, all subsets of

the set of arguments must be acceptable to the set. With this in mind, we can further filter

the conflict-free sets of arguments to those that are admissible. The following admissible set

exists: The empty-set remains admissible in all three exchanges since it is always conflict-free

and acceptable to itself. In exchange 1, {β} is conflict-free and {β} maximally defeats {α}.

Therefore, the additional admissible set is {β}. Similarly, in exchange 2, {γ} is conflict-free

and {γ} maximally defeats {α}. Hence, the additional admissible set is {γ}. In exchange 3,

although {β, γ} is conflict-free, {β, γ} is maximally defeated by {α}. Therefore, {α} exists

as the other admissible set of arguments in exchange 3. Table 3.4 presents a summary of this

discussion.

In any argumentation system, it is conceivable that there are many potential admissible sets

of arguments. For example, given two arguments (α, β) and the two defeats relation asser-

tions (def({α}, {β}), def({β}, {α})), both singleton sets {α} and {β} are admissible sets

of arguments. Given a set of admissible sets of arguments, one might wish to order these

admissible sets. Ordering can be performed with respect to maximal set inclusion such as

the definition of Dung [52] or with respect to preferences such as the definition of Bench-

Capon [22] and Bourguet et al. [25]. Taking the resulting ordering of these two approaches as
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Exchange 1 Exchange 2 Exchange 3

AR {α, β} {α, γ} {α, β, γ}

attacksPAAF

attacksPAAF(α, β) attacksPAAF(γ, α) attacksPAAF(α, β), attacksPAAF(β, α)
attacksPAAF(β, α) attacksPAAF(α, γ) attacksPAAF(γ, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β} ∅, {α}, {γ} ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
V {v1, v2, v3, v4}

≤ {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4}

Φ

Φ({β}) = v1, Φ({γ}) = v1, Φ({β}) = v1,Φ({β, γ}) = v3,

Φ({α}) = v2, Φ({α}) = v2, Φ({γ}) = v1,Φ({α, β}) = v4,

Φ({α, β}) = v4 Φ({α, γ}) = v4 Φ({α}) = v2,Φ({α, γ}) = v4,

Φ(∅) = v4 Φ(∅) = v4 Φ(∅) = v4,Φ({α, β, γ}) = v4

defeatsPAAF

def({β}, {α}) def({γ}, {α}) def({β}, {α}),
def({γ}, {α}),

def({α}, {β, γ})
maxi-defeats defM({β}, {α}) defM({γ}, {α}) defM({α}, {β, γ})
admissible ∅, {β} ∅, {γ} ∅, {α}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 3.2.4 and illustrates the computation of

the admissible sets of arguments.

Table 3.4: Summary of Example 3.2.4

two extremes of a spectrum, we propose an approach that incorporate both these approaches

hence providing a range of possible combinations within this spectrum. In the proposed ap-

proach, we firstly apply the preferences to constraint the set of admissible sets of arguments.

The resulting set of admissible sets of arguments is then constrained further by removing

admissible sets that are not maximal with respect to set inclusion. By varying the preference

placed on the admissible sets, we are able to change where the resulting outcome lays within

the spectrum of possible ordering combination. The next two definitions allow us to order

the set of admissible sets. The ordering on the set of admissible set is induced by mapping

each admissible set to a value in the set of abstract values. Each most preferred admissible set

constitutes a set of accrued arguments. Hence, we described these as “accrued” extensions.

Definition 3.2.13. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and an admissible set of argu-

ments S ⊆ AR, S is an accrued extension if there is no admissible set S ′ ⊆ AR such that

pref(Φ(S ′),Φ(S)).

Following the approach of Dung [52], preferred extensions are admissible sets that are maxi-

mal with respect to set inclusion. However, our notion of preferred extension needs to capture

the notion of accrual. Hence, we will only consider admissible sets from the set of accrued

extensions.

Definition 3.2.14. Given a PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 and an accrued extension S ⊆

AR, S is a preferred extension if there is no accrued extension S ′ ⊆ AR such that S ⊂ S ′.
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Note that the notion of preferred extension as the definition of Dung [52] is a special case of

the definition given above.

Theorem 3.2.4. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉 and an abstract argumentation framework

AF = 〈AR, attacksAF〉 as in the definition of Dung [52], if |V | = 1 then an admissible set in

PAAF is also an admissible set in AF .

Proof:

Recall that a set of arguments S is admissible in AF if and only if the set S is conflict-free

and all arguments in S is acceptable to S. Assume that the set S is admissible in PAAF but

not admissible in AF , let us consider two cases:

Case 1: S is conflict-free in PAAF and not conflict-free in AF . Given that the definition

of conflict-freedom in PAAF is the same as that defined in AF , then for S to

be conflict-free in PAAF and not conflict-free in AF entails that there exists an

argument in S that attacks another argument in S with respect to AF . It then

follows that there exists an assertion in the set of attacks relation in AF that is

not in the set of attacks relation in PAAF . However, since the attacks relation

in PAAF is the same as the attacks relation in AF , it cannot be the case that

an argument in S that attacks another argument in S in AF and not in PAAF ,

hence, violating the assumption.

Case 2: S is acceptable in PAAF and not acceptable in AF . Recall that a set of argu-

ments S is acceptable in AF if any arguments attacking S is attacked by some

arguments in S. If S is not acceptable in AF , it entails that there exists an ar-

gument α ∈ AR that attacks some argument in S and is not attacked by S1.

Since the set of attacks relation in PAAF is equal to the set of attacks relation

in AF , it follows that there also exists an argument α ∈ AR in PAAF that

attacks some argument in S and is not attacked by S. However, for S to be ac-

ceptable, it must be the case that S maximally defeats α. Given that |V | = 1,

lemma 3.2.2 shows that defeatsPAAF ⊇ {attacksPAAF}, lemma 3.2.1 shows that

each assertion in defeatsPAAF is constructed from assertions from attacksPAAF and

defM ⊂ defeatsPAAF, it cannot be the case that S maximally defeats α. Hence it

cannot be the case that S is acceptable in PAAF , thus, violating the assumption.

2

1as utilised by Dung [52] to mean attacked by some argument in S
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Theorem 3.2.5. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉 and an abstract argumentation framework

AF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF〉 as in the definition of Dung [52], if |V | = 1 then a preferred exten-

sion in PAAF is also a preferred extension in AF .

Proof:

Given that |V | = 1, theorem 3.2.4 shows that admissible sets in PAAF are also admissible

sets in AF . By the definition of accrued extension, if |V | = 1, then all admissible sets of

arguments are equally preferred. Therefore, all admissible sets of arguments are accrued

extension. By definition, a preferred extension is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)

accrued extension. Recall the definition of Dung [52], a preferred extension is a maximal

(with respect to set inclusion) admissible set of arguments. Hence a preferred extension in

PAAF is a preferred extension in AF 2

Given the definition of accrued and preferred extension, let us consider the following exam-

ple.

Example 3.2.5. Continuing from Example 3.2.4, given the conflict-free sets {∅, {α}, {β}},

{∅, {α}, {γ}}, {∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}} for exchange 1,2 and 3 respectively, and the asso-

ciated Φ with an ordering of {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4} on the values, we can determine

the accrued and preferred extensions. In exchange 1, the accrued and preferred extension is

{β}. In exchange 2, the accrued and preferred extension is {γ}. In exchange 3, the accrued

and preferred extension is {α}. Table 3.5 presents a summary of this discussion.

As highlighted by studies as such [75, 127, 135], the use of argumentation in negotiation

can be viewed as a distributed search process over a space consisting of potential solutions.

When searching for potential solutions in domains such as legal judgements or decision sup-

port, an argumentation system might be called upon to provide a definitive answer. In such

a situation, the generation of a unique extension is desirable. However, when argumenta-

tion systems are deployed for what-if analysis, the generation and exploration of competing

alternatives are required. In such a situation, the generation of multiple extensions is desir-

able. Ideally, an argumentation framework should accommodate both abilities of generating

a unique extension or multiple extensions depending on the given situation. Let us first fo-

cus on conditions required to generate a unique extension in PAAF . There are two distinct

conditions where a unique extension can be generated:

• There is no cycle in the attacks relation.
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Exchange 1 Exchange 2 Exchange 3

AR {α, β} {α, γ} {α, β, γ}

attacksPAAF

attacksPAAF(α, β) attacksPAAF(γ, α) attacksPAAF(α, β), attacksPAAF(β, α)
attacksPAAF(β, α) attacksPAAF(α, γ) attacksPAAF(γ, α), attacksPAAF(α, γ)

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β} ∅, {α}, {γ} ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
V {v1, v2, v3, v4}

≤ {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4}

Φ

Φ({β}) = v1, Φ({γ}) = v1, Φ({β}) = v1,Φ({β, γ}) = v3,

Φ({α}) = v2, Φ({α}) = v2, Φ({γ}) = v1,Φ({α, β}) = v4,

Φ({α, β}) = v4 Φ({α, γ}) = v4 Φ({α}) = v2,Φ({α, γ}) = v4,

Φ(∅) = v4 Φ(∅) = v4 Φ(∅) = v4,Φ({α, β, γ}) = v4

defeatsPAAF

def({β}, {α}) def({γ}, {α}) def({β}, {α}),
def({γ}, {α}),

def({α}, {β, γ})
maxi-defeats defM({β}, {α}) defM({γ}, {α}) defM({α}, {β, γ})
admissible ∅, {β} ∅, {γ} ∅, {α}

accrued {β} {γ} {α}
preferred {β} {γ} {α}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 3.2.5 and illustrates the computation of

the accrued and preferred sets of arguments.

Table 3.5: Summary of Example 3.2.5

• Each accrual set of arguments is mapped to a unique preference value.

Firstly, if there is no cycle in the attacks relation, the preferences are never utilised in the

construction of the defeats relation. As shown in lemma 3.2.2, the defeats relation is a

superset of the attacks relation. Therefore, there exists exactly one preferred extension. No

cycles in the attack relationship essentially places a total ordering on the arguments forming

a chain. The preferred extension hence consists of the argument that is not attacked by any

argument and all alternate arguments in the chain as shown by Bench-Capon [22]. If there

exist cycles in the attacks relation then the unique extension generation condition depends

on the preferences order. In such a situation, the condition that each accrual set of arguments

is mapped to a unique preference value will produce a unique extension. This additional

condition can be achieved by utilising an injective valuation function. Using such a valuation

function allows arguments to be assigned a unique value hence in PAAF , a total ordering

will be induced on the set of arguments.

Lemma 3.2.6. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, if Φ is injective and a relation � is defined

on 2AR s.t. ∀AR1, AR2 ∈ 2AR, AR1 � AR2 if Φ(AR1) ≤ Φ(AR2), then � is a total order.

Proof:

� is a total order if and only if it satisfies the following properties:
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1. Anti-symmetry: Let us assume that there exists a, b,∈ 2AR s.t. a � b, b � a and

a 6= b. a � b entails that Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b). b � a entails that Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). Because Φ is

injective, a 6= b entails Φ(a) 6= Φ(b). Therefore, we have Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b), Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a)

and Φ(a) 6= Φ(b), which entails that ≤ violates the property of anti-symmetry (recall

≤ is a total order). Hence the assumption is invalid.

2. Transitivity: Let us assume that there exists a, b, c ∈ 2AR s.t a � b, b � c and a 6� c.

a � b entails that Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b). b � c entails that Φ(b) ≤ Φ(c). Because ≤ is a total

order and must satisfy the property of transitivity, it must be the case that Φ(a) ≤ Φ(c).

By our construction of �, this entails that a � c, which violates our assumption.

3. Totality: Let us assume that there exists a, b,∈ 2AR s.t. a 6� b and b 6� a. Let us

consider two cases:

Case 1: a = b. Then by definition, Φ(a) = Φ(b). Recall ≤ is a total order. By the totality

property of ≤, we have either Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b) or Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). Then, by our

construction of�, it must be the case that a � b or b � a. Hence, the assumption

is violated.

Case 2: a 6= b. Because Φ is injective, a 6= b entails Φ(a) 6= Φ(b). Recall ≤ is a total

order. By definition, a total order is anti-symmetric. Hence, Φ(a) 6= Φ(b) entails

that we have not Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b) and Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). By the totality property of

≤, we have either Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b) or Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). Therefore, we have either

Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b) and Φ(b) 6≤ Φ(a) or Φ(a) 6≤ Φ(b) and Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). By our

construction of �, this entails that either a � b and b 6� a or a 6� b and b � a,

thus violating the assumption. 2

It is interesting to note that the inclusion relation ⊆ defines a partial order on a power-set.

However, as shown in examples 3.1.1 and 3.2.5, the accrued arguments may sometime be less

preferred to individual arguments resulting in the superset of arguments being less preferred

to the subset of arguments. Therefore, � is not the inclusion relation. To generate a total

ordering on the arguments, an additional condition on the values must exist. The cardinality

of the set of values must be greater or equal to the cardinality of the set of arguments.

Proposition 3.2.7. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework

PAAF = 〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, if Φ is injective then |2AR| ≤ |V |.

Proof:

Let us assume that |V | < |2AR|. Given that Φ is injective and by definition Φ is a total valu-

ation function, Φ is a total injective valuation function. This implies that ∀a ∈ 2AR, ∃v1 ∈ V
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s.t (a, v1) ∈ Φ and ∀a, b ∈ 2AR, v1, v2 ∈ V if (a, v1), (b, v2) ∈ Φ then a 6= b and v1 6= v2.

Therefore there exists as many elements in 2AR as in V , thus, violating the assumption. 2

The following theorems show that, given the described conditions, the formal system gen-

erates a unique extension. In other words, there exists exactly one accrued and preferred

extension.

Theorem 3.2.8. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, if Φ is injective and a relation � is defined

on 2AR s.t. ∀AR1, AR2 ∈ 2AR, AR1 � AR2 if Φ(AR1) ≤ Φ(AR2), then � is a total order

on the set of admissible sets of arguments (with respect to PAAF ).

Proof:

Let us denote AS to represent the set of admissible sets of arguments in PAAF . Lemma

3.2.6 shows that � is a total order on 2AR. We note that AS ⊆ 2AR. Therefore � is also a

total order on AS. 2

Theorem 3.2.9. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, there exists at least one accrued extension.

Proof:

Let us assume that there does not exist any accrued extension. This entails that there does

not exist any admissible sets of arguments. However, the empty-set is always admissible,

thus violating the assumption. 2

Theorem 3.2.10. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, if Φ is injective then there exists exactly one

accrued extension and the accrued extension is also preferred.

Proof:

Assume that S1, S2 ⊆ AR are accrued extension and that S1 6= S2. Because Φ is injective,

S1 6= S2 implies Φ(S1) 6= Φ(S2). By virtue of the fact that ≤ is a total order, it must be the

case that Φ(S1) ≤ Φ(S2) or Φ(S2) ≤ Φ(S1). By the definition of an accrued extension, if

Φ(S1) ≤ Φ(S2) then S2 is not an accrued extension and if Φ(S2) ≤ Φ(S1) then S1 is not an

accrued extension, thus violating the assumptions. If Φ is injective, then there is only one

accrued extension. By the definition of a preferred extension, this accrued extension is also

a preferred extension. 2

The ability of an argumentation framework to generate a unique solution is an important

property for use in situations such as automated reasoning, negotiation, argumentation and
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in group decision support. In essence, the ability to identify the unique solution entails that

the argumentation system is able to provide a definitive answer where one exists. This allows

for the use of argumentation technology as the decision making machinery in an agent-based

system, either internalised within the agents or as a protocol for achieving collaborative goal

in multi-agent systems.

Let us now consider the conditions required for generating multiple extensions. Multiple

extensions entail that there is no definitive answer but rather several competing and equally

plausible alternatives. To achieve this, the following two conditions must exist:

• There are cycles in the attacks relation.

• Each preferences value is associated with more than one argument.

Firstly, there must exist at least two arguments that are attacking each other, forming a cycle

in the attacks relation. Furthermore, ties are not broken by the use of preferences. By having

more than one argument associated with each preference value, a total pre-order is formed

on the set of arguments. Therefore, unresolved cycles forms the basis for multiple extension.

This additional condition can be achieved by utilising a surjective valuation function. Using

such a valuation function allows for multiple arguments to be assigned the same value hence

in PAAF , a total pre-order will be induced on the set of arguments.

Theorem 3.2.11. Given an abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frameworkPAAF =

〈AR, attacksPAAF, Bel〉 where Bel = 〈V,≤,Φ〉, if Φ is surjective and a relation � is defined

on 2AR s.t. ∀AR1, AR2 ∈ 2AR, AR1 � AR2 if Φ(AR1) ≤ Φ(AR2), then � is a total

pre-order.

Proof:

� is a total pre-order if and only if it satisfies the following properties:

1. Transitivity: Let us assume that there exist a, b, c ∈ 2AR s.t a � b, b � c and a 6� c.

a � b entails that Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b). b � c entails that Φ(b) ≤ Φ(c). Because ≤ is a total

order and must satisfy the property of transitivity, it must be the case that Φ(a) ≤ Φ(c).

By our construction of �, this entails that a � c, which violates our assumption.

2. Totality: Let us assume that there exist a, b,∈ 2AR s.t. a 6� b and b 6� a. Let us

consider two cases:

Case 1: a = b. Recall Φ is a total function, then, by definition Φ(a) and Φ(b) are valid

valuations. Recall ≤ is a total order, by the totality property of ≤, we have either
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Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b) or Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). Then, by our construction of �, it must be the

case that a � b or b � a. Hence, the assumption is violated.

Case 2: a 6= b. Recall Φ is a total function, then, by definition Φ(a) and Φ(b) are valid

valuation. Recall ≤ is a total order, by the totality property of ≤, we have either

Φ(a) ≤ Φ(b) or Φ(b) ≤ Φ(a). Then, by our construction �, this entails that

either a � b or b � a, thus violating the assumption. 2

The ability of an argumentation framework to generate multiple competing but plausible

solutions is an important property for use in situations such as exploratory analysis, decision

solution discovery. This allows for the use of argumentation technology in scenario discovery

and group decision support tools.

In following section, we will firstly present a brief comparison between AF , V AF and

PAAF . Secondly, perform a discussion on the utilisation of preferences as informed repre-

sentation of argument sources, credibility and trust.

3.3 Discussion

In the previous section, we introduced the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation

framework (PAAF ) and illustrated the ability of the framework to perform accrual of ar-

guments and highlighted some of the unique features of the framework. Our aims in this

section are two-fold: Firstly, we aim to present a discussion and comparison illustrating the

differences between the abstract argumentation framework (AF ), the value-based argumen-

tation framework (V AF ) and PAAF . Secondly, we aim to address the use of preferences

as informed representation of argument sources, credibility and trust such as those situations

illustrated in the motivating example 1.2.3 and 1.2.4.

3.3.1 Comparison Between Frameworks

To make a comparison between AF , V AF and PAAF , we will consider two examples

(example 3.1.1 and 1.2.2). Let us first consider the motivating example 3.1.1. As one might

recall, in example 3.1.1, Tom was debating if he should go jogging. Three arguments: “Tom

has not been jogging for several days, so he should go jogging.”, “It is raining, so Tom

should not go jogging.” and “It is hot, so Tom should not go jogging.” were presented. In
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the example, Tom decided that he should go jogging because the combination of rain and

the heat actually weakens the arguments for not jogging. This example shows that in certain

situations, the accrual of arguments can result in a weaker position.

Let us consider the example formulated in AF , V AF and PAAF .

Example 3.3.1. Let us assume that {α, β, γ} are arguments representing: “Tom has not

been jogging for several days, so he should go jogging.”, “It is raining, so Tom should not

go jogging.” and “It is hot, so Tom should not go jogging.” respectively. The attacks rela-

tionship capturing the interplay between the arguments are represented as {attacks(α, β),

attacks(β, α), attacks(α, γ), attacks(γ, α)}. Given the set of arguments and attack rela-

tion, the conflict-free sets of arguments forAF , V AF andPAAF are ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}.

In other words, the set of conflict-free sets of arguments is the same for all three frameworks.

Let us now assume the existence of a set of abstract values {v1, v2, v3, v4} with a total or-

dering on the abstract values represented as {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4} and a function Φ

that maps the arguments to their respective preference values. From the motivating exam-

ple 3.1.1, we know that Tom has the goal to be fit and believes that the combination of heat

and rain may be less unpleasant than heat or rain alone. In such a situation, the accrual of

arguments weakens the strength of set of accrued arguments. To reflect Tom’s preferences, we

will assign v1 to both {β} and {γ}, v2 to {α}, v3 to {β, γ} and v4 to all other combinations.

Table 3.6 presents a summary of the outcomes for each framework. Note that the preferred

extension for AF and V AF is {β, γ} while {α} is the preferred extension for PAAF . This

illustrates that both AF and V AF are not able to capture the intention highlighted in the

example.

Let us now consider the motivating example 1.2.2, where a debate between two people argu-

ing whether a particular person (Bill) should be incarcerated was presented. In this situation,

one person argues that he should because of a crime he has committed, while the other argues

that he should not because of his age. The three arguments “Bill is a juvenile; therefore he

should not go to jail.”, “Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.” and “Bill

has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.” were presented and the conclusion was

that Bill should go to jail. This example illustrates that in certain situations, the accrual of

arguments can result in a stronger position.

Let us consider the example formulated in AF , V AF and PAAF .

Example 3.3.2. Assume that {α, β, γ} are arguments representing: “Bill is a juvenile; there-

fore he should not go to jail.”, “Bill has assaulted someone, therefore he should be jailed.”
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AF V AF PAAF

AR {α, β γ}
attacks {attack(α, γ), attack(α, β), atttack(β, α), attack(γ, α)}

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
V − {v1, v2, v3, v4}

≤ − {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4}

Φ −

ΦVAF(γ) = v1, Φ({β}) = v1,Φ({α, β}) = v4,

ΦVAF(β) = v1, Φ({γ}) = v1,Φ({β, γ}) = v3,

ΦVAF(α) = v2, Φ({α}) = v2,Φ({α, γ}) = v4,

Φ(∅) = v4,Φ({α, β, γ}) = v4

defeats −
defeatVAF(β, α) def({β}, {α}),
defeatVAF(γ, α) def({γ}, {α}),

def({α}, {β, γ})
maxi-defeats − − defM({α}, {β, γ})
admissible ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ} ∅, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ} ∅, {α}

accrued − − {α}

preferred {β, γ} {β, γ} {α}

Note that ΦVAF, defeatVAF are the valuation function and defeat relation as defined in V AF [22].

Table 3.6: Summary of Example 3.3.1

and “Bill has robbed someone, therefore he should be jailed.” respectively. The attacks rela-

tionship capturing the interplay between the arguments are represented as {attacks(α, β),

attacks(β, α), attacks(α, γ) and attacks(γ, α)}. Given the set of arguments and attack re-

lation, the conflict-free set of arguments forAF , V AF andPAAF are ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}.

In other words, the set of conflict-free sets of arguments is the same for all three frameworks.

Let us now assume the existence of a set of abstract values, a total ordering on the set and

a valuation function Φ as in the previous example. As played out in the motivating exam-

ple 1.2.2, we know that Bill is most likely to go to jail due to the crimes that he has committed.

In such a situation, the accrual of arguments strengthen the accrued set of arguments. To

capture the preference on the arguments, we will assign v1 to {β, γ}, v2 to {α}, v3 to both

{γ} and {β} and v4 to all other combinations. Table 3.7 presents a summary of the outcomes

for each framework. Note that the preferred extension for AF and PAAF is {β, γ} while

{α} is the preferred extension for V AF . This illustrates that V AF is not able to capture

the intention of the illustrating example while AF selected the maximal admissible set which

coincidentally happened to be the appropriate answer.

The two examples illustrate several fundamental differences between AF , V AF and PAAF .

The fundamental difference between AF and PAAF is the use of preferences in PAAF .

This difference allows for the ordering of arguments. The fundamental difference between

V AF and PAAF is how these preferences are utilised. In PAAF , the preference values are
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AF V AF PAAF

AR {α, β γ}
attacks {attack(α, β), attack(β, α), attack(α, γ), attack(γ, α)}

conflict-free ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ}
V − {v1, v2, v3, v4}

≤ − {v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4}

Φ −

ΦVAF(α) = v2, Φ({α}) = v2,Φ({β, γ}) = v1,

ΦVAF(β) = v3, Φ({β}) = v3,Φ({α, β}) = v4,

ΦVAF(γ) = v3, Φ({γ}) = v3,Φ({α, γ}) = v4,

Φ(∅) = v4,Φ({α, β, γ}) = v4

defeats −
defeatVAF(α, β) def({α}, {β}),
defeatVAF(α, γ) def({α}, {γ}),

def({β, γ}, {α})
maxi-defeats − − defM({β, γ}, {α})
admissible ∅, {α}, {β}, {γ}, {β, γ} ∅, {α} ∅, {β, γ}

accrued − − {β, γ}

preferred {β, γ} {α} {β, γ}

Note that ΦVAF, defeatVAF are the valuation function and defeat relation as defined in V AF [22].

Table 3.7: Summary of Example 3.3.2

utilised in construction of a different definition for defeat and the introduction of a notion

of maximal defeater. Furthermore, the preference values are utilised to ordering the sets of

arguments (extensions). Such an approach allows PAAF to capture situations where the

accrual of arguments yields a stronger position such as example 1.2.2 and more importantly,

situations where the accrual of arguments yields a weaker position such as example 3.1.1.

3.3.2 Sources, Credibility And Trust

The aim of sources in argument is to determine the origin of the argument. The ability to

distinguish between different sources is an important requirement in argumentation as the

acceptability of an argument is directly related to the credibility source of the argument

(highlighted in motivation example 1.2.3 and 1.2.4). The issue with many argumentation

systems and frameworks is the inability to distinguish between different sources of argu-

ments. This results in arguments being treated with the same level of credibility and trust.

Furthermore, in situations where arguments are identical bar the source of the argument, the

inability to differentiate between argument sources results in what seems like duplication of

arguments and in some systems, repetition of arguments are explicitly disallowed.

In PAAF , the two extraction functions (Θa,Θu) in conjunction with the defeats relation

partially address this problem by only considering interacting arguments. The use of the
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preference values as informed representation of argument sources will further address the

credibility issue. We will describe how this can be addressed with PAAF . More details

on how this is achieved can be found in chapter 5.2. Let us consider the two motivation

example 1.2.3 and 1.2.4.

Let us first consider example 1.2.3 and the issues highlighted in the example. Recall that

arguments were presented by three individuals Tom, Dick and Harry regarding whether Bill

should be jailed for his crimes. Each of these individuals has different degree of trustworthi-

ness. The different degree of trust will influence the outcome of the debate. Let us view the

abstract values as unique identifier representing the collection of individuals. We then asso-

ciate each unique identifier with the argument. We can then order the abstract values such

that the credible participants are more preferred. As such, the result will be that arguments

from the more preferred individual will be more preferred or deemed more trustworthy.

In example 1.2.4, the basic issue highlighted in the example is multiple repeated identical

arguments from different sources. Again, let us view the abstract values as unique identifier

representing the collection of individuals. By associating each unique identifier with an

argument, we are now able to uniquely identify each of the repeating. We can again order

the abstract values such that the more credible participants are more preferred. Utilising such

an approach, captures an ownership relation between the source and the argument.

Finally, treating the abstract values as informed representation of argument sources allows

us to capture context sensitive creditability within an argumentation framework. This can

be achieved by using a range of context specific valuation functions and ordering on the

abstract values while retaining the underlying argumentation machinery. This highlights the

flexibility of the PAAF framework and its applicability in addressing a range of real-world

problems.

In following section, we will present a summary of the main concepts discussed in this

chapter.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frame-

work (PAAF ). Within this chapter, we have motivated the use of preference values in the

accrual of arguments. This framework utilises abstract values (preference values) as addi-

tional reasoning capabilities when a cycle is encountered between attacking arguments. This
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is achieved by the introduction of the defeats and maximally defeats relations. The maxi-

mally defeats relation is of particular interest as it captures situations where the accrued set of

arguments strengthen a conclusion as well as situations where the accrued set of arguments

weakens a conclusion. The framework also utilises the preference values to order the set of

admissible sets of arguments and the set of preferred extensions.

Furthermore, we performed a discussion on the result of adding the injective or surjective

constraints on the valuation function. With the inclusion of these additional constraints, we

highlighted the ability for the framework to generate unique preferred extensions as well as

multiple preferred extension. We also presented the required conditions for the generation of

a unique preferred extensions and multiple preferred extension. Hence, showing that PAAF

is applicable to a range of problems.

Using examples, a comparison between the abstract argumentation framework (AF ), the

value-based argumentation framework (V AF ) and the abstract preference-based accrual ar-

gumentation framework (PAAF ) is presented.

Finally, we presented a discussion on the use of preferences values as informed representa-

tion of argument source, credibility and trust.

The next chapter will present the theoretical work on mixed-initiative argumentation.



4
Mixed-Initiative Argumentation

Framework1

“Rhetoric is nothing,

but reason well dressed and argument put in order.”

– Jan Zamoiski

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we introduced the preference-based accrual abstract argumentation

framework (PAAF ). In this chapter, we will focus on the details of a mixed-initiative argu-

mentation framework (MIAF ). The use of argumentation for decision support is not new,

with a long history of studies such as [12, 14–16, 21, 60, 81, 128]. The use of argumentation

1Some work presented in this chapter also appeared in [37]
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for decision support suffers from two key problems. Firstly, the background knowledge re-

quired (for instance, to determine inconsistency, or attack relations, between arguments) is

often hard to come by and needs to be manually encoded (often an expensive proposition).

Secondly, the bases for decision making often end up being inconsistent over a series of

decisions (e.g. arguments X is preferred to argument Y in obtaining a given decision, but

Y is preferred to X in obtaining the next). There is a clear need for a formal framework

for the management of justifications (or rationale) in decision support to maintain a certain

level of quality of the resulting decisions. The quality assurance of decisions entails the

retention of decision justification such that retrospective analysis can be performed on deci-

sions to assess the “correctness” of these decisions. The use of decision justification for such

retrospective analysis maintains consistency between past and current decisions hence main-

taining the quality of the background knowledge for future decisions comparison. The main

focus of this chapter is to propose a mixed-initiative argumentation approach that address

these issues.

General focus of mixed-initiative interaction research centres around the development of

methods that enable computing systems to support an efficient, natural interleaving of con-

tributions between participating parties with the aim of converging onto solutions to prob-

lems. Mixed-initiative interaction is described as a flexible interaction strategy in which

parties (human or computer) take initiatives in contributing their best suited-skill set at the

most appropriate time to solving a problem, achieving a goal or coming to a joint understand-

ing [4,44,74]. In other words, such a system would carry out problem solving tasks on behalf

of user where both the user and the system can take the initiative by directing the problem

solving task. Allen [4] presented several different levels of mixed-initiative interactions.

Our mixed-initiative argumentation framework falls into the “sub-dialogue initiation” level

of interaction. The sub-dialogue initiation level of interaction classifies agents or systems

with the ability to initiate sub-dialogues for clarification and corrections. At this level of

interaction, the system is able to initiate a sub-dialogue for the purpose of clarification or

resolving a problem. In essence, providing the ability for a system to interrupt a current

process for the purpose of problem clarification or resolution. Such dialogue may take sev-

eral interactions to complete. Hence, the system has temporarily taken the initiative until

the problem has been resolved. As the name suggests, the “initiative” in the problem solving

process can come in equal measure from the “system” and the “user”. Such a framework per-

mits the interleaving of decision generation with decision justification. Decision generation

steps involve classical argumentation, where the “winning” argument(s) are identified by the

argumentation machinery. Decision justification steps are more complicated, and require an

“inversion” of the machinery for decision generation. In the decision justification process,
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the user selects the “winning” arguments, and is then prompted to justify the decision by

updating the background knowledge that is brought to bear in decision generation. The steps

involved in the decision justification process are as follows:

1. The user selects or provides the “winning” arguments. This set of “wining” arguments

is the support for particular class of decisions. We view the decisions within this class

as equivalent and indistinguishable hence essentially, the set of arguments constitutes a

decision. This set of arguments is compared with that obtained from the argumentation

machinery for decision generation process.

2. If the two sets of arguments differs, the user is prompted to justify his/her decision.

These justifications can be expressed as relations between arguments such as attack,

defeat or preference relations.

3. The new justifications are then added to the argumentation theory and a new set of

“winning” arguments is generated by the argumentation machinery and a comparison

is performed again.

4. These steps are repeated until the argumentation machinery is able to generate as a

unique outcome, the set of arguments identified by the user as the “winning” argu-

ments.

Furthermore, as the knowledge encoded in the argumentation theory is hard to come by, we

endeavour to retain as much of this knowledge as consistently possible. To achieve this, we

draw inspiration from the principle of minimal change, that has a long history in philosophy

and in AI approaches to theory change, to underpin this process. In devising the machinery

for decision justification, we are interested in answering the following question: how might

we minimally modify the argumentation system (specifically the background knowledge) in

order to obtain one that would generate the (user-specified) “winning” argument(s) when

used in the decision-generation mode?

In section 4.1.1, we will motivate our approach by using an example from clinical group

decision making. In section 4.2, we will introduce the formal details of the mixed-initiative

argumentation framework as well as a set of minimal change procedures for modifying the

argumentation theory. Section 4.4 presents several key concepts. Firstly, a set of properties

for mixed-initiative argumentation are presented. Secondly, we present a discussion on the

flexibility of the mixed-initiative argumentation framework. In section 4.5, we present a

summary of key ideas and concepts presented in this chapter.
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4.1.1 Illustrating Example

In this example, we will demonstrate the need for a formal framework for the management of

justifications (or rationale) in decision support. Furthermore, we illustrate that the corpus of

knowledge utilised for decision making in the “real-world” is a state of constant flux. Hence

over a sequence of decisions, it is evident that an update or revision is required on the back-

ground knowledge that is brought to bear by any decision support system in generating a

decision. Let us consider an extract from a medical group decision session (Figure 4.1). The

discussion is on a patient with localised breast cancer. The discussion involves several med-

ical specialists (MD1, MD2, MD3) debating on the best treatment for the disease. Decision-

making in a multidisciplinary team (MDT) reflects a process of debate where “competing”

clinicians argue for particular management strategies. While this process should bring to

bear the pertinent evidence from the published medical literature and the personal results of

clinicians, it can also include hearsay, personal preference and prejudice.

Consider the group decision exchange as a sequence of three interactions pointing to a deci-

sion at each interaction. Firstly, let use focus on the issue of how new evidence can support

alternate viewpoints. Let us assume that initially, the background knowledge is empty. Let

us first consider the arguments A1, A3, A4. After the first two exchanges, the recommen-

dation is to always perform a lumpectomy. Furthermore, the recommendation also argue

against the need for radiotherapy, hence MD1 has decided that no additional treatment was

required for the patient. However, when presented with the additional evidence (A7) that

proactive treatment will reduce the 10-year relapse rate, MD1 assimilated this new evidence

and consequently altered the recommendation. Hence, the new recommendation is to per-

form lumpectomy and then follow by chemotherapy.

Secondly, the use of previous justification to constrain later decisions such that the sequences

of decision are consistent. The two justifications provided by MD1 for not performing ra-

diotherapy or chemotherapy consistently point to the lack of improvement in the overall

death rate. In this instance, these two justifications are consistent. Thirdly, argumentation is

not a single facet process. The interaction shows that the MDs have argued over treatment

by considering the presence and timing of local, regional and distant disease recurrence, as

well as death. By emphasising and managing the justification of decisions from explicit evi-

dence, we have constrained all future decision making to match this consistency. The use of

argumentation ensures that the sequences of decisions are justified in a consistent evidence-

based manner. Since evidence accumulates with time, any system must include the ability to

subsume new knowledge, to incorporate the local introduction or loss of techniques or expe-

rience, and to interface with clinicians regarding their decision-making. The system should
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Disease Definition: Breast Cancer

Localised

Question: Should surgery be performed? Answer: Decision is to perform lumpectomy

MD1 : (A1) Given the type of cancer, I believe that we should undertaken a lumpectomy.

MD2 : (A2) Agree.

Question: Is radiotherapy required? Answer: Decision is to do nothing

MD1 : (A3) I have undertaken a lumpectomy with clear margins and an auxiliary lymph node dis-

section, with no positive nodes, therefore I believe that there is no need of other treatment

MD1 : (A4) No radiotherapy required. Given her age, tumour size, grade, margin status, the local

recurrence risk is 1.3% with radiotherapy and 4.5% without radiotherapy, and no benefit in

overall survival. The local control benefit is not large enough to justify the offer of treatment

MD2 : (A5) Agree.

Question: Is chemotherapy required? Answer: Decision is to perform chemotherapy

MD1 : (A6) No chemotherapy required, her 10 year death rate will only reduce from 5% to 4% with

chemotherapy and has only a small effect on the local recurrence rate (now 3.2%)

MD3 : (A7) I disagree. I think she should have chemotherapy, because while the death rate is similar,

her 10-year relapse rate will fall from 25% to 11% with chemotherapy, meaning there is more

life without cancer.

MD1 : (A8) Yes. Good point, I had not considered the relapse numbers. She should have chemother-

apy.

Given another patient with the exact disease: Decision is to perform lumpectomy follow with chemotherapy

MD1 : (A9) Given the type of cancer, I believe that we should undertaken a lumpectomy.

MD1 : (A10) I have undertaken a lumpectomy with clear margins and an auxiliary lymph node dis-

section, with no positive nodes. However, I think she should have chemotherapy, because while

the death rate is similar, her 10-year relapse rate will fall from 25% to 11% with chemotherapy,

meaning there is more life without cancer.

Figure 4.1: Clinical Decision Support: Breast Cancer
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detect where its decision is at odds with the clinician’s and assimilate evidence provided for

the discrepancy. This illustrates the need for argumentation systems to be open to new facts,

changing rules and preferences.

The example also illustrates that an argumentation system should evolve over time, accumu-

lating past decision as justification for future decisions. However, it is also clear that in some

instances, we wish to overrule past precedent. In most argumentation and decision support

systems presented in the literature, the systems are relatively static. Most systems are open

to new facts, however, have difficulties handling changing rules and preferences.

Furthermore, let us now assume that the patient’s physician decided to perform radiotherapy.

He/She will now have to justify the decision. If we assume that the above discussion did not

occur (i.e. empty knowledge base), then the physician only requires to presents arguments

for the decision to only perform lumpectomy. However, if the knowledge base consists of

the arguments, attack relations and preferences captured from the discussion, then the physi-

cian will be required to not only present arguments for the decision to perform lumpectomy

but also address all attacks on his/her decision. One can view the sequence of interaction

captured in the discussion as “decision generation” mode, if all the arguments, attack rela-

tion and preferences exists in the knowledge base (in other words, the knowledge base is

complete) and we requested the argumentation system to present us with a decision. Alter-

natively, if the knowledge base is incomplete, erroneous or an undesired decision generated

(due to unforeseen interaction between rules), a decision can be introduced and modification

performed on the knowledge base in the “decision justification” mode.

In this spirit, we will discuss how a mixed-initiative abstract argumentation framework can

be used to model such discourse. In the next section, we will present an abstract mixed-

initiative argumentation framework.

4.2 Formal Framework

In this section, we will present the formal details for the mixed-initiative argumentation

framework (MIAF ). A mixed-initiative argumentation framework consists of three distinct

components: argumentation theory, decision generation engine and decision justification en-

gine. The argumentation theory and the decision generation engine exist in any traditional

argumentation framework and system. The unique component of this framework is the ex-

istence of a decision justification engine. User interaction with the system over a period of
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time can be viewed as an interaction sequence 〈i1, i2, i3, . . . , in〉 consisting of interactions of

two types:

1. Decision generation

2. Decision justification

Decision generation involves the generation of extensions. We maybe interested in generat-

ing all extensions (with which we might perform sceptical or credulous reasoning). Alterna-

tively, we might only be interested in the preferred extensions. Traditionally, an argumenta-

tion system can be considered as a function that takes in several components and generates

as its output, a set of extensions supporting different and usually competing decisions. These

extensions constitute justifications for decisions. Generally, a particular extension is then se-

lected (external to the argumentation machinery) from this set of extensions by the reasoning

agent as justification to the committed decision. In our framework, we denoted this process

as decision generation. In figure 4.2, we present a conceptual view of the argumentation sys-

tem. The inputs can be grouped into three categories: a set of arguments, a conflict theory

and a preference theory.

Set of

Extensions

Argumentation

System

Set of

Arguments

Conflict

Theory

Preference

Theory

Figure 4.2: Traditional Argumentation System

The output of an argumentation system is sets of arguments that supports possible alternate

outcomes. This set of arguments are the set of extensions. We view supports for outcomes

as decisions hence we will use the terms extensions and decisions interchangeably. Similar

to studies ( [25, 52, 77, 78]) into abstract argumentation, we will not assume any knowledge

regarding the structure of arguments. An argumentation theory is defined as:

Definition 4.2.1. An argumentation theory is a triple 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 where:

• AR is a set of arguments {α1, . . . , αi, . . . , αn}
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• Conf is the conflict theory consisting of non-transitive relations/assertions of the form

conf(αi, αj) where αi, αj ∈ AR

• Pref is the preference theory consisting of non-transitive relations/assertions of the

form pref(Ai, Aj) where Ai, Aj ⊆ AR

Given Ai, Aj ⊆ AR, we will denote pref(Ai, Aj) to mean Ai is preferred to Aj . The as-

sertion conf(αi, αj) denotes that argument αi conflicts with argument αj . Note that given a

language L with an associated entailment relation |=L, any theory T composed of sentences

in L induces a consistency theory. Given such a consistency theory, assertions in Conf can

be computed. In the absence of a background theory, such sentences need to be explicitly

(user-) defined. Preference assertions are always explicitly user-defined. Since we are not

viewing assertions in AR as a truth functional language, we need to explicitly perform the

assertions. The requirement for non-transitivity in the conflict theory is important as con-

flict are not transitive. Note that the requirement for non-transitivity in the preference theory

allows for alternate solutions to address the accrual of arguments as highlighted in chap-

ter 3 preference theory however, transitivity can be achieved by additional assertions into the

preference theory.

Definition 4.2.2. Given an AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉. Deft is a set of non-transitive rela-

tions/assertions of binary of the form deft(αi, αj) such that for allαi, αj ∈ AR, deft(αi, αj) ∈

Deft if and only if (conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf and conf(αj , αi) 6∈ Conf ) or (conf(αi, αj) ∈

Conf and conf(αj , αi) ∈ Conf and pref({αj}, {αi}) 6∈ Pref )

Note that the use of conflict in this situation is not symmetrical because it encompasses

different forms of attack that might be directional. More detail of this discussion can be

found in chapter 5.2.2. The intuition behind defeat is to identify successful conflicts. As

such, defeat captures situation where conflict that are directional and in the situations where

conflict is symmetrical, the preferences theory is utilised to determine the outcome. This

definition of defeat differs from those defined in [22, 49, 50, 78]. The primary difference

is due to the usage of preferences when defining the notion of defeat. In this setting, our

aim is not to dilute the underlying machinery of the argumentation framework. The use of

preferences is therefore used sparsely, only when the underlying attack relation is not able

to determine a “winner”, should the preferences theory fire to determine the outcome. Note

also that there are no requirements for the preferences to be totally ordered. This allows for

conflict to be left unresolved or ignored and hence a winning argument to be undecided. In

some circumstance, the ability to ignore conflict or deferring making judgement until later

may yield a better final result.
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Definition 4.2.3. Given an AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a set of arguments S ⊆ AR, S is

an extension if and only if it satisfies the following:

• (Absences of conflict) There does not exist any argumentαi, αj ∈ S such that deft(αi, αj) ∈

Deft.

• (Admissible) For all arguments αi ∈ S, if there exist an argument αj ∈ AR and

deft(αj, αi) ∈ Deft then there exist an argument αk ∈ S such that deft(αk, αj) ∈

Deft.

• (Maximality) There is no set S ′ that satisfies first two conditions (absences of conflict,

admissible) such that S ⊂ S ′ ⊆ AR and pref(S ′, S) ∈ Pref .

In the following section, we will use ExtAT to denote the set of all extensions of an argu-

mentation theory AT .

Note that the preferred extension defined in [52] is a special case of the extension definition

given above. They coincide if the preference theory is empty. Given a finite set of distinct

decision options O and a function D : 2AR −→ O linking sets of arguments to the decision

options, each extension is mapped to a decision. Since each extension is maximal, sub-

maximal sets of arguments are ultimately defeated or superseded by some extension. We can

view that the decisions associated with each extension as the only supported choices. Hence

for this discussion, we will use the terms extension and decision interchangeably.

A mixed-initiative argumentation system can be viewed as a revision function which takes as

input; the original argumentation theory, a pre-selected extension, any new arguments, new

conflict theory or new preference theory and outputs a revised argumentation theory with

the pre-selected extension as its output. We denoted this process as decision justification. In

figure 4.3, we present the conceptual view of a mixed-initiative argumentation system.

Definition 4.2.4. Given AT , the class of all argumentation theories, and AR, the universe

of arguments, a mixed-initiative argumentation system is defined as 〈Agen, Ajust〉 where:

1. Agen is a decision generation function such that Agen : AT −→ 2AR. Intuitively,

Agen selects the “winning” extension, given that an argumentation theory may in gen-

eral support multiple extensions.

2. Ajust is a decision justification function such that Ajust : AT × 2AR −→ AT .

Intuitively, Ajust takes an argument theory AT and a user-specified set of arguments,
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Revised Argumentation Theory

Augmented Set of Arguments

Revised Conflict Theory

Revised Preference Theory

Mixed-initiative

Argumentation

System

Selected

Extension

Set of

Extensions

New Arguments

New Conflict Assertions

New Preference Assertions

Prior Argumentation Theory

Figure 4.3: Mixed-Initiative Argumentation System in decision justification mode

and generates a revised argumentation theory AT ′, such that the input set of arguments

is the “winning” extension if Agen were to be applied to AT ′

We use the term “winning” extension in the definition above (as opposed to “preferred” ex-

tension, for instance) mainly because our definition of an extension already incorporates the

application of the preference theory. We admit the possibility of multiple extensions, hence

the identification of a unique “winning” extension must involve the application of criteria

(such as user choice) extraneous to those encoded in an argumentation theory. The main

objective of a mixed-initiative argumentation system is to perform group decision support

activities. Ajust is used to construct the rationale for supporting a selected decision. The

user-specified extension is externally provided. Since arguments are linked to the decision

options by the function D, we will refer to the user-specified extension as a user-specified

decision.

Definition 4.2.5. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a (user-specified) decision S, AR is

S-complete if and only if S ⊆ AR.

Definition 4.2.6. A decision justification function Ajust is a preference modifying decision

justification function if and only if for every argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉

and every decision S, if S is not the unique decision ofAT , Ajust(AT, S) = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉

where Pref 6= Pref ′, provided that AR is S-complete.

Definition 4.2.7. A decision justification function Ajust is a conflict modifying decision jus-

tification function if and only if for every argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉

and every decision S, if S is not the unique decision ofAT , Ajust(AT, S) = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉

where Conf 6= Conf ′, provided that AR is S-complete.
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In following section, we will firstly describe the decision justification procedure. The de-

scribed decision justification procedure is then decomposed into more detail sub procedures.

For each procedure, we will illustrate a set of interactions between the conflict theory and

preference theory as well as providing a range of revision solutions to the different cases.

The procedures are also presented more formally in Appendix A. Finally, we will present the

properties of the procedures.

4.3 Decision Justification Procedures

In a mixed-initiative argumentation system, user interaction with the system over a period of

time can be viewed as an interaction sequence 〈i1, i2, i3, . . . , in〉 consisting of interleaving

interactions of two types: decision generation process and decision justification steps. The

general procedure is illustrated in figure 4.4.

Begin

Generate ExtAT

Is S ⊆ AR? AR← AR ∪ S
Preference Theory

Modification

Is {S} = ExtAT ? Is S ∈ ExtAT ?
Conflict Theory

Modification

end

Decision Generation

Decision Justification

Yes

Yes

No

No No

Yes

Figure 4.4: Mixed-Initiative Argumentation System Procedure

We note that the definition for an extension above directly provides a decision generation

procedure. A range of approaches can be utilised to optimising such a procedure, but we do

not consider these here due to space restrictions (however, some of these have been utilised

in the implementation of the tool described in chapter 5.3.2). For instances, the procedure

of [51, 139] could be extended to account for a preference theory to suit our requirements.
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4.3.1 Preference Modifying Decision Justification Procedure

Firstly, let us focus on the modification of the preference theory. The aim of the pref-

erence modifying decision justification procedure is to rearrange the preference ordering

such that user specified decision S is the most preferred. The preference modifying de-

cision justification procedure can be informally described as follows: For every decision

Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}), if S is not preferred to Ai, then insert the assertion pref(S,Ai) into

Pref ′ and remove the assertion pref(Ai, S) from Pref ′. Finally, we return the modified

Pref ′. Since Pref consists of non-transitive binary assertions, we need not worry about the

consequence of inverting an assertion. A simple example illustrating the results of such in-

sertion is shown in example 4.3.1. A more formal description of the procedure can be found

in procedure A.2 (in the appendix).

Example 4.3.1. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, assume that ExtAT = {A1, A2, S} and

Pref = {pref(A1, S), pref(A1, A2)}. Removing the assertion pref(A1, S) from Pref ′

and subsequently adding the assertion pref(S,A1) and pref(S,A2) to Pref ′ results in the

modified Pref ′ = {pref(S,A1), pref(S,A2), pref(A1, A2)}. This will result in an order-

ing where S is the most preferred hence S is the unique extension of AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉

Properties of The Preference modifying Decision Justification Procedure

We will now consider the termination, soundness, completeness and minimal change prop-

erties of the preference modifying decision justification procedure. Firstly, let us consider

the termination properties of the preference modifying decision justification procedure. The

termination property illustrates that the preference modifying justification procedure will

eventually halt.

Theorem 4.3.1 (Termination). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉,

if AR is a finite set then the preference modifying decision justification procedure terminates.

Proof:

The preference modifying decision justification procedure terminates if all loops terminates.

Given the procedure evaluates each Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}), the preference modifying decision

justification procedure terminates when all Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) has been considered. Let us

consider two cases:

Case 1: Let us assume that ExtAT is finite and the procedure does not terminate. Given

that ExtAT is a finite set, then eventually all Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) will be evalu-

ated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption.
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Case 2: Let us assume that ExtAT is not finite and the procedure terminates. Given that

ExtAT is an infinite set, then the procedure will continue evaluating elements

Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) and never terminate. Thus violating the assumption. 2

Let us now consider the soundness property of the preference modifying decision justifica-

tion procedure. The soundness property illustrates that the procedure will always return a

modified preferences theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.2 (Soundness). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a

(user-specified) decision S and S is not the unique decision of AT , the preference modifying

decision justification procedure is sound.

Proof:

The preference modifying decision justification procedure is sound if and only if the pref-

erence modifying decision justification procedure realises a preference modifying decision

justification function. In other words, the preference modifying decision justification proce-

dure returns a Pref ′ such that S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉. S

is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 if and only if it satisfies the following

conditions:

1. S ∈ ExtAT ′ : Let us assume that S ∈ ExtAT and S 6∈ ExtAT ′ . Let us consider two

cases:

Case 1: There exists Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) s.t pref(Ai, S) ∈ Pref ′. However, the prefer-

ence modifying decision justification procedure inserts the assertion

pref(S,Ai) into Pref ′ for all Ai ∈ (ExtAT \{S}) and removes all the assertions

pref(Ai, S) from Pref ′ whenever S is not preferred to Ai. Hence there does not

exist Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) s.t pref(Ai, S) ∈ Pref ′. Thus, the assumption is

violated.

Case 2: There exists Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) s.t pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(Ai, S) ∈

Pref ′. Since the preference modifying decision justification procedure inserts

the assertion pref(S,Ai) into Pref ′ for all Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) and remove

all the assertions pref(Ai, S) from Pref ′ whenever S is not preferred to Ai,

we can conclude that if pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(Ai, S) ∈ Pref ′ then

pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref and pref(Ai, S) ∈ Pref . From the maximality require-

ment in definition 4.2.3, we can conclude that S is not an extension. This entails

that S 6∈ ExtAT . Thus, violating the assumption.
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2. For all Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}), pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′: Let us assume that there exists

Ai ∈ ExtAT s.t. pref(S,Ai) 6∈ Pref ′. This entails that S is not preferred to Ai.

However, the preference modifying decision justification procedure inserts the asser-

tion pref(S,Ai) into Pref ′ for all Ai ∈ (ExtAT \{S}) and removes all the assertions

pref(Ai, S) from Pref ′ whenever S is not preferred to Ai. Thus, the assumption is

violated. 2

Let us now consider the existence property of the preference modifying decision justification

function. The existence property illustrates that there exists at least one preference modifying

decision justification function that will be able to perform the required modification such that

the user-specified decision is the unique decision of the modified argumentation theory.

Theorem 4.3.3 (Existence). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a

(user-specified) decision S, if S is not the unique decision of AT , then there exists at least

one preference modifying decision justification function such that S is the unique decision of

Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S).

Proof:

Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a (user-specified) decision S, if

S is not the unique decision of AT , then there exists AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 such that

S is the unique decision. Since there exists AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 such that S is the

unique decision then there exists a preference modifying decision justification function such

that S is the unique decision of Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S). 2

We will now consider the minimally modification property of the preference modifying de-

cision justification function. Given a modified preference theory Pref ′ derived from Pref ,

we consider Pref ′ to be a minimally modified preference theory if there does not exist any

subset of Pref ′ that will yield the same unique user-specified decision.

Definition 4.3.1. Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a (user-

specified) decision S ⊆ AR, a preference theory Pref ′ is a minimally modified preference

theory with respect to AT and S if and only if:

1. S is the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉.

2. There exists no Pref ′′ such that Pref ⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖Pref ′ and S is the unique

decision of 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′′〉.

Note that ⊖ denotes symmetric set difference.
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Note that a minimal change to a conflict theory can also be expressed with respect to set car-

dinality by using |Pref ⊖ Pref ′′| < |Pref ⊖ Pref ′|. From the definition above, we can as-

sume that starting with pref({αi}, {αj}), both removing pref({αi}, {αj}) from Pref and

replacing pref({αi}, {αj}) with pref({αj}, {αi}) represent the same “quantum of change”.

Let us now consider the minimality property of the preference modifying decision justifi-

cation function. The minimality property illustrates that the preference modifying decision

justification procedure will produce a result that is a minimal repair to the original prefer-

ences theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.4 (Minimal). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a

(user-specified) decision S and S is not the unique decision of AT , the preference modifying

decision justification procedure generates a preference theory Pref ′ that is a minimally

modified preference theory with respect to AT and S. As well 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 is a

minimally (w.r.t set inclusion and set cardinality) modified argumentation theory with respect

to AT and S.

Proof:

Pref ′ is a minimally (w.r.t set inclusion and set cardinality) modified preference theory with

respect to AT and S if and only if it satisfies the following properties:

1. S is the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉. Let us assume that S is not the unique

decision of 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉. This entails that the preference modifying decision

justification procedure is unsound and returns a preference theory Pref ′ such that S is

not the unique decision. However, theorem 4.3.2 shows that the preference modifying

decision justification procedure is sound and will always return a Pref ′ such that S is

the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉. Thus violating the assumption.

2. There exists no Pref ′′ such that Pref ⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖Pref ′ and S is the unique

decision of AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′′〉. Let us assume that there exists a Pref ′′ such

that Pref⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref⊖Pref ′ and S is the unique decision of AT ′′. This entails

that there exists Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) s.t. pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(S,Ai) 6∈

Pref ′′. It then follows that there exists Ai ∈ ExtAT ′′ that is as preferred as S. Hence,

S is not a unique extension of AT ′′. Thus violating the assumption.

3. There exists no Pref ′′ such that |Pref ⊖ Pref ′′| < |Pref ⊖ Pref ′| and S is the

unique decision of AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′′〉. Let us assume that there exists a

Pref ′′ such that |Pref ⊖ Pref ′′| < |Pref ⊖ Pref ′| and S is the unique decision of

AT ′′. This entails that there exists Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) s.t. pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and
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pref(S,Ai) 6∈ Pref ′′. This entails that there exists Ai ∈ ExtAT ′′ that is as preferred

as S. Hence, S is not a unique extension of AT ′′. Thus violating the assumption. 2

Let us now consider the uniqueness property of the minimally modified preference theory.

The uniqueness property illustrates that there exists exactly one minimally modified pref-

erence theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision of the modified

argumentation theory.

Theorem 4.3.5 (Uniqueness). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉,

a (user-specified) decision S and S is not the unique decision of AT , there is exactly one

minimally modified preference theory Pref ′ with respect to AT and S such that S is the

unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉.

Proof:

There exists exactly one minimally modified preference theory Pref ′ with respect to AT

and S such that S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 if and only if there

does not exist any other distinct minimally modified preference theory Pref ′′ with respect

to AT and S such that S is the unique decision of AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′′〉. Let us

assume that there exists two distinct minimally modified preference theory Pref ′,Pref ′′

with respect to AT and S such that S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉

and AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′′〉. This entails that there exists Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ S) such that

pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(S,Ai) 6∈ Pref ′′ or pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(Ai, S) ∈

Pref ′′. Let us consider the two cases:

Case 1: pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(S,Ai) 6∈ Pref ′′. This entails that Pref ′′ ⊂

Pref ′. From theorem 4.3.4, it follows that Pref ′ is not a minimally modified

preference theory. Thus violating the assumptions.

Case 2: pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(Ai, S) ∈ Pref ′′. This entails that there exists

Ai ∈ ExtAT ′′ that is as preferred as S. Hence, S is not a unique extension of

AT ′′. Thus violating the assumption. 2

Let us now consider the completeness property of the minimally modified preference theory.

The completeness property illustrates that preference modifying decision justification proce-

dure will return all modified preference theories leading to S being the unique extension.

Theorem 4.3.6 (Completeness). Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a (user-specified) deci-

sion S and S is not the unique decision of AT , the preference modifying decision justification

procedure is complete.
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Proof:

The preference modifying decision justification procedure is complete if and only if it returns

all minimally modifiedPref ′ such that S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉.

From theorem 4.3.2, it follows that the preference modifying decision justification proce-

dure is sound. Hence any returned Pref ′ will lead to the condition that S is the unique

decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉. From theorem 4.3.5, it follows that there exists

exactly one Pref ′ that will satisfy the condition such that S is the unique decision of

AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉. Since preference modifying decision justification procedure

is sound and returns all Pref ′ that satisfy the condition such that S is the unique decision of

AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉, it is therefore also complete. 2

4.3.2 Conflict Modifying Decision Justification Procedure

In the situation where S 6∈ ExtAT , we will need to consider the modification of the conflict

theory. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, ExtAT and a decision S, the modification of

the conflict theory aims at promoting S to being the only extension in ExtAT . To achieve

this, all arguments αi ∈ AR \ S need to be defeated by some αj ∈ S. The conflict and

preference relationship between each αi ∈ AR \ S and S maybe characterised as one of

several possibilities illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Firstly, we determine if conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf and conf(αj , αi) ∈ Conf . If it is the

case that conf(αi, αj) 6∈ Conf and conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf then there is no modification

required. Figure 4.5a illustrates such a situation. If it is the case that conf(αi, αj) ∈

Conf and conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf , then we determine if pref({αi}, {αj}) ∈ Pref and

pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref . If pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref ,

then there is no modification required. Figure 4.5b illustrates such a situation. However,

if it is the case that pref({αi}, {αj}) ∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref or the

case that pref({αi}, {αj}) ∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) 6∈ Pref , then we need to ei-

ther remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ or select some αk ∈ S that is not de-

feated and add the assertion conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′. Figure 4.5e and 4.5f illustrates such

a situation. If it is the case that conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf , then

we need to select some k ∈ S and add the assertion conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′. Further-

more, if pref({αi}, {αk}) ∈ Pref , we need to remove the assertion conf(αi, αk) from

Conf ′. Figure 4.5h, 4.5i and 4.5j illustrates such a situation. Finally, if it is the case that

conf(αi, αj) 6∈ Conf and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf , then we need to select some k ∈ S and

add the assertion conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′. Figure 4.5c illustrates such a situation. Table 4.1

provides a summary of the conflict theory modification decision matrix.
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Figure 4.5: Graphical Illustration of Theory Modification Scenarios and Solutions
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List of cases to consider for any x, y ∈ AR and y ∈ S

Conf Pref

conf(αi, αj) conf(αj , αi) pref({αi}, {αj}) pref({αj}, {αi}) Solutions

True False True False 2 or 3

True False False True 2 or 3

True False False False 2 or 3

True False True True 2 or 3

True True True False 2 or 3

True True False True 1

True True False False 2 or 3

True True True True 2 or 3

False False - - 3

False True - - 1

List of solutions

1. Do Nothing

2. Remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ and add the assertion conf(αj , αi) into Conf ′

3. Select some αk ∈ S that is not defeated and add the assertion conf(αk, αj) to Conf ′

Table 4.1: Conflict modification decision matrix.

Given the theory modification conditions to consider, we will now present the conflict mod-

ifying decision justification procedure. A more formal description of the procedure can be

found in procedure A.3 (in the appendix). The conflict modifying decision justification pro-

cedure can be informally described as three basic steps. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉,

we firstly check that S is conflict-free. Secondly, we check that every αi ∈ AR that defeats

some element αj ∈ S is defeated by some element αk ∈ S. Thirdly, every αi ∈ AR that

is not in conflict with any element αj ∈ S is defeated by some element αk ∈ S. Finally,

we return the modified Conf ′. In more detail, the conflict modifying decision justification

procedure can be described as the following steps:

1. Firstly, we check and eliminate any conflict within S hence, for all αi, αj ∈ S,

if deft(αi, αj) then we remove the assertions conf(αi, αj) and conf(αj, αi) from

Conf ′.

2. To minimise the search space, we filter the set of arguments AR and S. To filter the

set of arguments AR, we construct a set of arguments AR′ ⊆ AR by removing all

arguments that are defeated by some αi ∈ S from consideration and construct a set

of arguments S ′ ⊆ S consisting of arguments that defeat some αj ∈ AR. This is

performed to eliminate situations shown in example 4.3.2.

3. Secondly, we check that every αi ∈ AR′ that defeats some element αj ∈ S ′ is defeated

by some element αk ∈ S ′. To achieve this task, we perform the following:
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(a) For each deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft, if αi ∈ AR′ and αk ∈ (S ′ ∪ {αj}) then non-

deterministically select some element αk ∈ S ′ and add the assertion conf(αj , αi)

to Conf ′. Example 4.3.2 also shows that if we were to only consider undefeated

arguments in S, it is possible that the set S ′ might be potentially empty. To

resolve this issue, we will consider S ′ ∪ {αj} where αj ∈ S is the argument

currently involved in the defeat relationship.

(b) However, if we happened to select αj , we need to check that αj is not defeated

by αi based on the preference theory. If αj is selected and it is not the case that

pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref then we remove the

assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′.

(c) Since we have now defeated αi, we can remove the argument αi from AR′.

4. Lastly, we check that every αi ∈ AR that is not in conflict with any element αj ∈ S

is defeated by some element αk ∈ S. Since arguments in AR′ ⊆ AR are the only

arguments that have not been defeated by some αj ∈ S, we will only need to consider

the arguments in AR′. To achieve this task, we perform the following:

(a) For each αi ∈ AR′, non-deterministically select some element αk ∈ S and

remove the assertion conf(αi, αk) while adding the assertion conf(αk, αi) to

Conf ′. The removal of conf(αi, αk) is a precautionary measure since there ex-

ists two instances where deft(αi, αk) 6∈ Deft and deft(αk, αi)not ∈ Deft

occurs. Firstly, conf(αi, αk) 6∈ Conf and conf(αk, αi) 6∈ Conf . However, if

it is the case that {conf(αi, αk), conf(αk, αi)} ⊆ Conf , then it will be the case

that {pref({αi}, {αk}), pref({αk}, {αi})} ⊆ Pref . Hence, in such an instance

we are required to remove the assertion conf(αi, αk) from Conf ′.

Note that the conflict theory modification procedure can also be used as the alternative to the

preferences theory modification in the situation where S ∈ ExtAT mentioned previously.

Example 4.3.2. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a user-specified decision S. Let us as-

sume that αi, αj, αk, αl ∈ AR, αi, αj ∈ S, αk, αl 6∈ S and {conf(αk, αi), conf(αl, αj)} ⊆

Conf . If we do not filter S and consider only arguments from S that are not defeated,

the selection process will allow for the possibility of adding the assertion conf(αi, αl) and

conf(αj , αk) into Conf ′. In such a situation, we will not get S as the unique extension of

AT ′. Figure 4.6 presents a diagrammatic illustration of the issue.
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αi αk αi αk

αj αl αj αl

S not the unique

extension in AT ′

ExtAT

S S

ExtAT ′

Figure 4.6: Graphical Illustration of Conflict Modification Exception

Properties of The Conflict modifying Decision Justification Procedure

We will now consider the termination, soundness and minimal change properties of the con-

flict modifying decision justification procedure. Firstly, let us consider the termination prop-

erties of the conflict modifying decision justification procedure. The termination property

illustrates that the conflict modifying decision justification procedure will eventually halt.

Theorem 4.3.7 (Termination). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉,

if AR and S are finite then the conflict modifying decision justification procedure terminates.

Proof:

The conflict modifying decision justification procedure terminates if all loops terminate.

Given that the conflict modifying decision justification procedure consists of three basic

steps: Check that S is conflict-free, check that every αi ∈ AR that defeats some element

αj ∈ S is defeated by some element αk ∈ S and check that every αi ∈ AR that is not

in conflict with any element αj ∈ S is defeated by some element αk ∈ S. This entails

that conflict modifying decision justification procedure terminates if the three basic steps

terminate.

Firstly, let us consider the first step. Given the procedure evaluates every αi, αj ∈ S the

procedure terminates when all αi, αj ∈ S have been evaluated. Let us assume that S is finite

and the procedure does not terminate. Given that S is a finite set, then eventually all αi, αj ∈

S will be evaluated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption.

Secondly, let us consider the second step. Given the procedure evaluates every αi ∈ AR,

the procedure terminates when all αi ∈ AR have been evaluated. Let us assume that AR is

finite and the procedure does not terminate. Given that AR is a finite set, then eventually all

αi ∈ AR will be evaluated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption.

Finally, let us consider the third step. Given the procedure evaluates every αi ∈ AR, the

procedure terminates when all αi ∈ AR have been evaluated. Let us assume that AR is finite
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and the procedure does not terminate. Given that AR is a finite set, then eventually all αi ∈

AR will be evaluated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption. 2

Let us now consider the soundness property of the conflict modifying decision justification

procedure. The soundness property illustrates that the procedure will always return a modi-

fied conflict theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.8 (Soundness). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 a

(user-specified) decision S and S is not the unique decision of AT , the conflict modifying

decision justification procedure is sound.

Proof:

The conflict modifying decision justification procedure is sound if and only if the conflict

modifying decision justification procedure realises a conflict modifying decision justification

function. In other words, the conflict modifying decision justification procedure returns a

Conf ′ such that S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉. S is the unique

decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. There does not exist αi, αj ∈ S such that deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft. Let us assume that

there exists αi, αj ∈ S such that deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft and S is the unique decision.

This entails that there exists αi, αj ∈ S such that conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf ′. However,

the first step of the conflict modifying decision justification procedure checks that S is

conflict-free. Hence, for all αi, αj ∈ S, if conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf ′ then, the assertion

conf(αi, αj) is removed from Conf ′. Therefore it is not the case that conf(αi, αj) ∈

Conf ′, thus violating the assumption.

2. For all αi ∈ AR, if αi 6∈ S then there existsαj ∈ S such that deft(αj, αi) ∈ Deft. Let

us assume that αi 6∈ S and there does not exist αj ∈ S such that deft(αj, αi) ∈ Deft.

Let us consider two cases:

Case 1: Let us assume that conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′. However, for every αi ∈ AR that

is not defeated by some element αk ∈ S, the second and third steps of the con-

flict modifying decision justification procedure add the assertion conf(αk, αi) to

Conf ′. Hence, it must be the case that there exists some element αj ∈ S such

that conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf ′. Thus violating the assumption.

Case 2: Let us assume that {conf(αj, αi), conf(αi, αj)} ⊆ Conf ′ and pref({αi}, {αj}) ∈

Pref . However, for every αi ∈ AR that is not defeated by some element αj ∈ S,

if it is the not the case that pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref ′ and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈

Pref , the second and third steps of the conflict modifying decision justification
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procedure removes the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′. Hence, it cannot be

the case that there exists conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf ′. Thus violating the assumption.

2

Let us now consider the existence property of the conflict modifying decision justification

function. The existence property illustrates that there exists at least one conflict modifying

decision justification function that will be able to perform the required modification such that

the user-specified decision is the unique decision of the modified argumentation theory.

Theorem 4.3.9 (Existence). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a

(user-specified) decision S, if S is not the unique decision of AT , then there exists at least

one conflict modifying decision justification function such that S is the unique decision of

Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S)

Proof:

Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a (user-specified) decision S, if S

is not the unique decision of AT , then there exists AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 such that S is

the unique decision. Since there exists AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 such that S is the unique

decision then there exists a conflict modifying decision justification function such that S is

the unique decision of Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S). 2

We will now consider the minimally modification property of the conflict modifying decision

justification function. Given a modified conflict theory Conf ′ derived from Conf . We

consider Conf ′ to be a minimally modified conflict theory if there does not exist any subset

of Conf ′ that will yield the same unique decision user-specified decision.

Definition 4.3.2. Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a (user-

specified) decision S ⊆ AR, a conflict theory Conf ′ is a minimally modified conflict theory

with respect to AT and S if and only if:

1. S is the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉.

2. There exists no Conf ′′ such that Conf⊖Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf⊖Conf ′ and S is the unique

decision of 〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref〉.

Note that ⊖ denotes symmetric set difference.

Note that a minimal change to a conflict theory can also be expressed with respect to set

cardinality by using |Conf ⊖ Conf ′′| < |Conf ⊖ Conf ′|. From the definition above, we
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can assume that starting with conf(αi, αj), both removing conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ and

replacing conf(αi, αj) with conf(αj, αi) represent the same “quantum of change”.

Let us now consider the minimality property of the conflict-modifying decision justification

function. The minimality property illustrates that the conflict modifying decision justification

procedure will produce a result that is a minimal repair to the original conflict theory such

that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.10 (Minimal). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a

(user-specified) decision S and S is not the unique decision of AT , the conflict modifying de-

cision justification procedure generates a conflict theory Conf ′ that is a minimally modified

conflict theory with respect to AT and S. As well 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 is a minimally (w.r.t

set inclusion and set cardinality) modified argumentation theory with respect to AT and S.

Proof:

Conf ′ is a minimally (w.r.t set inclusion and set cardinality) modified conflict theory with

respect to AT and S if and only if it satisfies the following properties:

1. S is the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉. Let us assume that S is not the unique

decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉. This entails that the conflict modifying decision jus-

tification procedure is unsound and returns modified conflict theory Conf ′ such that S

is not the unique decision. However, theorem 4.3.8 shows that the conflict modifying

decision justification procedure is sound and will always return Conf ′ such that S is

the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉. Thus violating the assumption.

2. There exists no Conf ′′ such that Conf ⊖ Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖ Conf ′ and S is the

unique decision of AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref〉. Let us assume that there exists a

Conf ′′ such that Conf ⊖ Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖ Conf ′ and S is the unique decision of

AT ′′. This entails that there exists αi ∈ AR and there does not exist any αj ∈ S

such that conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf ′ and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′′. It then follows that there

exists αi ∈ AR that is not defeated by any αj ∈ S. Hence, S is not an extension of

AT ′′. Thus violating the assumption.

3. There exists no Conf ′′ such that |Conf ⊖ Conf ′′| < |Conf ⊖ Conf ′| and S is the

unique decision of AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref〉. Let us assume that there exists a

Conf ′′ such that |Conf ⊖ Conf ′′| < |Conf ⊖ Conf ′| and S is the unique decision

of AT ′′. This entails that there exists αi ∈ AR and there does not exist any αj ∈ S

such that conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf ′ and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′′. It then follows that there

exists αi ∈ AR that is not defeated by any αj ∈ S. Hence, S is not an extension of

AT ′′. Thus violating the assumption. 2
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4.3.3 Preference & Conflict Modifying Decision Justification Procedure

The preference modifying decision justification procedure and the conflict modifying de-

cision justification procedure only modify the respective theories. The combined con-

flict modifying and preference modifying decision justification procedure interleaves

the modification of preference and conflict theories. The underlying principle deployed in

the combined conflict modifying and preference modifying decision justification procedure

is similar to that of the conflict modifying decision justification procedure. However, the

combined conflict modifying and preference modifying decision justification procedure al-

lows users the choice of modifying either the preference theory, conflict theory or an in-

terleaving of both. Hence, providing the user with a greater degree of freedom. Given

AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, ExtAT and a user-specified decision S, the combined modifi-

cation of the conflict theory and preference theory aims at promoting S to being the only

extension in ExtAT . To achieve this, all arguments αi ∈ AR \ S need to be defeated by

some αj ∈ S. The conflict and preference relationship between each αi ∈ AR \ S and S

maybe be characterised as one of several possibilities illustrated in Figure 4.5. Firstly, we de-

termine if {conf(αi, αj), conf(αj, αi) ⊆ Conf . If it is the case that conf(αi, αj) 6∈ Conf

and conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf then there is no modification required. Figure 4.5a illustrates

such a situation. If it is the case that conf(αi, αj), conf(αj, αi) ⊆ Conf , then we deter-

mine if {pref({αi}, {αj}), pref({αj}, {αi})} ⊆ Pref . If pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref and

pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref , then there is no modification required. Figure 4.5b illustrates

such a situation. However, in the instance where {pref({αi}, {αj}), pref({αj}, {αi})} ⊆

Pref , one of three possible modifications can be exclusively performed. We can either:

• Remove the assertion pref({αi}, {αj}) from Pref ′ or

• Remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ or

• Select some αk ∈ S that is not defeated and add the assertion conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′

Figure 4.5d, 4.5e and 4.5f illustrate such a situation. In the instance that pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈

Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) 6∈ Pref , one of three possible modifications can be exclusively

performed. We can either:

• Remove the assertion pref({αi}, {αj}) fromPref ′ and add the assertion pref({αj}, {αi})

to Pref ′ or

• Remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ or
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• Select some αk ∈ S that is not defeated and add the assertion αk, αi to Conf ′

Figure 4.5e, 4.5f and 4.5g illustrate such a situation. If it is the case that conf(αi, αj) ∈

Conf and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf , then we need to select some k ∈ S and add the assertion

conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′. Furthermore, if pref({αi}, {αk}) ∈ Pref , we need to remove the

assertion conf(αi, αk) from Conf ′. Figure 4.5h, 4.5i and 4.5j illustrate such a situation.

Finally, if it is the case that conf(αi, αj) 6∈ Conf and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf , then we need

to select some k ∈ S and add the assertion conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′. Figure 4.5c illustrates

such a situation. Table 4.2 provides a summary of the conflict theory modification decision

matrix.

List of cases to consider for any x, y ∈ AR and y ∈ S

Conf Pref

conf(αi, αj) conf(αj , αi) pref({αi}, {αj}) pref({αj}, {αi}) Solutions

True False True False (2 & 3) or 6 or

(2 & 4 & 5)

True False False True 2 or 6

True False False False (2 & 3) or

(2 & 4) or 6

True False True True (2 & 3) or

(2 & 5) or 6

True True True False 3 or 6 or

(4 & 5)

True True False True 1

True True False False (2 & 3) or

4 or 6

True True True True (2 & 3) or

5 or 6

False False - - 6

False True - - 1

List of solutions

1. Do Nothing

2. Add the assertion conf(αj , αi) into Conf ′

3. Remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′

4. Add pref({αj}, {αi}) into Pref ′

5. Remove the assertion pref({αi}, {αj}) from Pref ′

6. Select some αk ∈ S that is not defeated and add the assertion conf(αk, αj) to Conf ′

Table 4.2: Preference & Conflict modification decision matrix.

Given the theory modification conditions to consider, we will now present the combined

conflict modifying and preference modifying decision justification procedure. A more formal

description of the procedure can be found in procedure A.4 (in the appendix). Similar to the

conflict modifying decision justification procedure, the combined conflict modifying and

preference modifying decision justification procedure can be informally described as three
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basic steps. Firstly, we ensure that S is conflict-free. Secondly, we ensure that everyαi ∈ AR

that defeats some element αj ∈ S is defeated by some element αk ∈ S by modifying either

the conflict theory, preference theory or an interleaving of both. Thirdly, we ensure that every

αi ∈ AR that is not in conflict with any element αj ∈ S is defeated by some element αk ∈ S

by modifying either the conflict theory, preference theory or both. Finally, we return the

modified Pref ′ and Conf ′. In more detail, the combined conflict modifying and preference

modifying decision justification procedure can be described as the following steps:

1. Firstly, we check and eliminate any conflict within S hence, for all αi, αj ∈ S, if

deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft, then we check if {conf(αi, αj), conf(αj, αi)} ⊆ Conf . If

{conf(αi, αj), conf(αj, αi)} 6⊆ Conf then, we remove the assertion conf(αi, αj)

and conf(αj, αi) from Conf ′ else we perform one of the following:

(a) We remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) and conf(αj, αi) from Conf ′.

(b) We add the assertions pref({αi}, {αj}) and pref({αj}, {αi}) to Pref ′.

2. To minimise the search space, we filter the set of arguments AR and S. To filter the

set of arguments AR, we construct a set of argument AR′ ⊆ AR by removing from

consideration, all arguments that are defeated by some αi ∈ S and constructing a set

of arguments S ′ ⊆ S consisting of arguments that defeated some αj ∈ AR. This is

performed to eliminate situations shown in example 4.3.2.

3. Secondly, we check that every αi ∈ AR′ that defeats some element αj ∈ S ′ is defeated

by some element αk ∈ S ′. To achieve this task, we perform the following:

(a) For each deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft, if αi ∈ AR′ and αk ∈ (S ′ ∪ {αj}) then select

some element αk ∈ S ′ and add the assertion conf(αj, αi) to Conf ′. Exam-

ple 4.3.2 also shows that if we were to only consider undefeated arguments in S,

it is possible that the set S ′ might be potentially empty. To resolve this issue, we

will consider S ′ ∪ {αj} where αj ∈ S is the argument currently involved in the

defeat relationship.

(b) However, if we happened to select αj , we need to check that αj is not defeated

by αi based on the preference theory. If αj is selected and it is not the case that

pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref then we perform one

of the following:

i. We remove the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′.

ii. We remove the assertion pref({αi}, {αj}) and add the assertion pref({αj}, {αi})

to Pref ′.
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(c) Since we have now defeated αi, we can remove the argument αi from AR′.

4. Lastly, we check that every αi ∈ AR that is not in conflict with any element αj ∈ S

is defeated by some element αk ∈ S. Since arguments in AR′ ⊆ AR are the only

arguments that have not been defeated by some αj ∈ S, we will only need to consider

the arguments in AR′. To achieve this task, we perform the following:

(a) For each αi ∈ AR′, we select some elementαk ∈ S. if {conf(αi, αk), conf(αk, αi)} 6⊆

Conf ′ then, we remove the assertion conf(αi, αk) and add the assertion conf(αk, αi)

to Conf ′ else we perform one of the following:

i. We remove the assertion conf(αi, αk) from Conf ′.

ii. We add the assertions pref({αi}, {αk}) to Pref ′.

Properties of The Combined Preference & Conflict Modifying Decision Justification

Procedure

We will now consider the termination, soundness and minimal change properties of the pref-

erence & conflict modifying decision justification procedure. Firstly, let us consider the

termination properties of the preference & conflict modifying decision justification proce-

dure. The termination property illustrates that the preference & conflict modifying decision

justification procedure will eventually halt.

Theorem 4.3.11 (Termination). Given an argumentation theoryAT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉,

if AR and S are finite then the combined preference and conflict modifying decision justifi-

cation procedure terminates.

Proof:

The combined preference and conflict modifying decision justification procedure terminates

if all loops terminate. Given that the combined preference and conflict modifying decision

justification procedure consists of three basic steps: This entails that conflict modifying de-

cision justification procedure terminates if the three basic steps terminate.

Firstly, let us consider the first step. Given the procedure evaluates every αi, αj ∈ S the

procedure terminates when all αi, αj ∈ S have been evaluated. Let us assume that S is finite

and the procedure does not terminate. Given that S is a finite set, then eventually all αi, αj ∈

S will be evaluated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption.

Secondly, let us consider the second step. Given the procedure evaluates every αi ∈ AR,

the procedure terminates when all αi ∈ AR have been evaluated. Let us assume that AR is
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finite and the procedure does not terminate. Given that AR is a finite set, then eventually all

αi ∈ AR will be evaluated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption.

Finally, let us consider the third step. Given the procedure evaluates every αi ∈ AR, the

procedure terminates when all αi ∈ AR have been evaluated. Let us assume that AR is finite

and the procedure does not terminate. Given that AR is a finite set, then eventually all αi ∈

AR will be evaluated. Hence, the procedure terminates. Thus violating the assumption. 2

Let us now consider the soundness property of the preference & conflict modifying decision

justification procedure. The soundness property illustrates that the procedure will always

return a modified conflict theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.12 (Soundness). Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a decision S ⊆ AR,

if S is not a decision of AT , then preference and conflict modifying decision justification

procedure returns Conf ′ and Pref ′ such that S is a decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉

Proof:

The preference & conflict modifying decision justification procedure is sound if and only if

the preference & conflict modifying decision justification procedure realises a preference &

conflict modifying decision justification function. In other words, the preference & conflict

modifying decision justification procedure a Pref ′ and Conf ′ such that S is the unique deci-

sion of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉. S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉

if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. There does not exist αi, αj ∈ S such that deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft. Let us assume that

there exists αi, αj ∈ S such that deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft and S is the unique decision.

This entails that there exists one of the following possibilities:

Case 1: Let us assume that there exists αi, αj ∈ S such that conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf ′

and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′. However, the first step of the preference & conflict

modifying decision justification procedure checks that S is conflict-free. Hence,

for all αi, αj ∈ S, if conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf ′ and conf(αj , αi) 6∈ Conf ′ then, the

assertion conf(αi, αj) is removed from Conf ′. This entails that it is not the case

that deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft, thus violating the assumption.

Case 2: Let us assume that there existsαi, αj ∈ S such that {conf(αi, αj), conf(αj, αi)} ⊆

Conf ′ and {pref({αi}, {αj}), pref({αj}, {αi})} 6⊆ Pref ′. However, the first

step of the preference & conflict modifying decision justification procedure checks

that S is conflict-free. Hence, for all αi, αj ∈ S, if {conf(αi, αj), conf(αj, αi)} ⊆
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Conf ′ and {pref({αi}, {αj}), pref({αj}, {αi})} 6⊆ Pref ′ then, either both as-

sertions are removed from Conf ′ or the assertions pref({αi}, {αj}) and

pref({αj}, {αi}) are added to Pref ′. This entails that it is not the case that

deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft, thus violating the assumption.

2. For all αi ∈ AR, if αi 6∈ S then there existsαj ∈ S such that deft(αj, αi) ∈ Deft. Let

us assume that αi 6∈ S and there does not exist αj ∈ S such that deft(αj, αi) ∈ Deft.

Let us consider two cases:

Case 1: Let us assume that conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′. However, for every αi ∈ AR that is

not defeated by some element αk ∈ S, the second and third steps of the pref-

erence & conflict modifying decision justification procedure add the assertion

conf(αk, αi) to Conf ′. Hence, it must be the case that there exists some element

αj ∈ S such that conf(αj, αi) ∈ Conf ′. Thus violating the assumption.

Case 2: Let us assume that {conf(αj, αi), conf(αi, αj)} ⊆ Conf ′ and pref({αi}, {αj}) ∈

Pref . However, for every αi ∈ AR that is not defeated by some element αj ∈ S,

if it is the not the case that pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref ′ and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈

Pref , the second and third steps of the preference & conflict modifying deci-

sion justification procedure removes the assertion conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ or

removes the assertion. pref({αi}, {αj}) and add the assertion pref({αj}, {αi})

into Pref ′. Hence, it cannot be the case that there exists conf(αi, αj) ∈ Conf ′

or pref({αi}, {αj}) ∈ Pref ′. Thus violating the assumption. 2

Let us now consider the existence property of the preference & conflict modifying deci-

sion justification function. The existence property illustrates that there exists at least one

preference & conflict modifying decision justification function that will be able to perform

the required modification such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision of the

modified argumentation theory.

Theorem 4.3.13 (Existence). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a

(user-specified) decision S, if S is not the unique decision of AT , then there exists at least

one preference & conflict modifying justification function such that S is the unique decision

of Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S)

Proof:

Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a (user-specified) decision S, if S

is not the unique decision of AT , then there exists AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 such that S is

the unique decision. Since there exists AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 such that S is the unique

decision then there exists a conflict modifying decision justification function such that S is

the unique decision of Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S). 2
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We will now consider the minimally modification property of the preference & conflict mod-

ifying decision justification procedure function. Given a modified preference theory Pref ′

and modified conflict theory Conf ′ derived from Pref and Conf respectively, we consider

Pref ′ and Conf ′ to be a minimally modified preference & conflict theory if there does not

exist any subset of Pref ′ and Conf ′ that will yield the same unique user-specified decision.

Definition 4.3.3. Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, and a (user-

specified) decision S ⊆ AR, 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 is a minimally modified argumentation

theory if and only if:

1. S is the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉

2. There exists no Conf ′′ and Pref ′′ such that Conf ⊖ Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖ Conf ′,

Pref ⊖ Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖ Pref ′ and S is the unique decision 〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref ′′〉

Note that ⊖ denotes symmetric set difference.

Note that a minimal change to a preference & conflict theory can also be expressed with re-

spect to set cardinality by using |Pref ⊖ Pref ′′| < |Pref ⊖ Pref ′| and |Conf ⊖ Conf ′′| <

|Conf ⊖ Conf ′|. From the definition above, we can assume that starting with conf(αi, αj),

both removing conf(αi, αj) from Conf ′ and replacing conf(αi, αj) with conf(αj, αi) rep-

resent the same “quantum of change”.

Let us now consider the minimality property of the preference & conflict modifying deci-

sion justification function. The minimality property illustrates that the preference & conflict

modifying decision justification procedure will produce a result that is a minimal repair to

the original conflict theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.14 (Minimal). Given an argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and

a (user-specified) decision and S is not the unique decision of AT , the preference & conflict

modifying decision justification procedure generates a preference theory Pref ′ and conflict

theory Conf ′ that is a minimally modified preference and conflict theory with respect to AT

and S. As well 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 is a minimally (w.r.t set inclusion and set cardinality)

modified argumentation theory with respect to AT and S.

Proof:

Pref ′ and Conf ′ are minimally (w.r.t set inclusion and set cardinality) modified preference

& conflict theory with respect to AT and S if and only if it satisfies the following properties:
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1. S is the unique decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉. Let us assume that S is not the unique

decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉. This entails that the preference & conflict modify-

ing decision justification procedure is unsound and returns modified preference theory

Pref ′ and conflict theory Conf ′ such that S is not the unique decision. However,

theorem 4.3.12 shows that the preference & conflict modifying decision justification

procedure is sound and will always return Pref ′ and Conf ′ such that S is the unique

decision of 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉. Thus violating the assumption.

2. There exists no Pref ′′ and Conf ′′ such that Pref ⊖ Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖ Pref ′ and

Conf⊖Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf⊖Conf ′ and S is the unique decision of AT ′′ = 〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref ′′〉.

Let us assume that there exists Pref ′′ and Conf ′′ such that Pref⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref⊖

Pref ′, Conf ⊖ Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖ Conf ′ and S is the unique decision of AT ′′.

This entails that there exists αi ∈ AR and there does not exist any αj ∈ S such

that pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref ′ and pref({αj}, {αi}) 6∈ Pref ′′ and conf(αj , αi) ∈

Conf ′ and conf(αj , αi) 6∈ Conf ′′. It then follows that there exists αi ∈ AR that is

not defeated by any αj ∈ S. Hence, S is not an extension of AT ′′. Thus violating the

assumption.

3. There exists no Pref ′′ and Conf ′′ such that |Pref ⊖ Pref ′′| < |Pref ⊖ Pref ′|

and |Conf ⊖ Conf ′′| < |Conf ⊖ Conf ′| and S is the unique decision of AT ′′ =

〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref ′′〉. Let us assume that there exists a Pref ′′ and Conf ′′ such that

|Pref ⊖ Pref ′′| < |Pref ⊖ Pref ′|, |Conf ⊖ Conf ′′| < |Conf ⊖ Conf ′| and S is

the unique decision of AT ′′. This entails that there exists αi ∈ AR and there does not

exist any αj ∈ S such that pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref ′ and pref({αj}, {αi}) 6∈ Pref ′′

and conf(αj , αi) ∈ Conf ′ and conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′′. It then follows that there exists

αi ∈ AR that is not defeated by any αj ∈ S. Hence, S is not an extension of AT ′′.

Thus violating the assumption. 2

4.3.4 General Decision Justification Procedure

We will now describe the general decision justification procedure informally. A more for-

mal description of the procedure can be found in procedure A.1 (in the appendix). During the

decision justification interaction, any combination of three categories of change may occur:

the addition of new arguments, the modification of the conflict theory or the modification of

the preference theory. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 and a user-specified decision S, if S

is the unique decision then the decision justification phase terminates. Otherwise, we check

if AR is S-complete. If AR is not S-complete, we preform AR ∪ S and execute decision
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generation procedure. In [35, 36], the authors addressed the issue of revising the set of argu-

ments focusing on minimal extension revision, hence in situations where we are interested in

minimal extension revision or no preference theory revision is required, the techniques they

described can be deployed.

If AR is S-complete, we determine if S ∈ ExtAT . This provides useful information to assist

in determining which of the two categories (conflict theory or preferences theory) of modifi-

cation to perform next. If S ∈ ExtAT , this informs us that a change in the preference theory

such that there is no decision S ′ ∈ ExtAT and S ′ is more preferred to S. If S 6∈ ExtAT , we

modify the conflict theory such that S is the unique decision of AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉.

Hence, if S ∈ ExtAT , then we execute the preference modifying decision justification

procedure. If S 6∈ ExtAT , then we execute the conflict modifying decision justification

procedure. After each modification, the generation procedure will need to be executed to

check the validity of the justifications.

Properties of The General Decision Justification Procedure

We will now consider the termination, soundness and minimal change properties of the gen-

eral decision justification procedure. Firstly, let us consider the termination properties of the

general decision justification procedure. The termination property illustrates that the general

decision justification procedure will eventually halt.

Theorem 4.3.15 (Termination). The general decision justification procedure terminates.

Proof:

The general decision justification procedure terminates if and only if it satisfies the following

conditions:

• Preference modifying decision justification procedure terminates.

• Preference modifying decision justification procedure is sound.

• Conflict modifying decision justification procedure terminates.

• Conflict modifying decision justification procedure is sound.

From theorem 4.3.1, it follows that the preference modifying decision justification procedure

terminates. From theorem 4.3.2, it follows that the preference modifying decision justifica-

tion procedure is sound. From theorem 4.3.7, it follows that the conflict modifying decision
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justification procedure terminates. From theorem 4.3.8, it follows that the conflict modify-

ing decision justification procedure is sound. Hence general decision justification procedure

terminates. 2

Let us now consider the soundness property of the general decision justification procedure.

The soundness property illustrates that the procedure will always return a modification to the

original argumentation theory such that the user-specified decision is the unique decision.

Theorem 4.3.16 (Soundness). Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a (user-specified) deci-

sion S and S is not the unique decision of AT , the general decision justification procedure

is sound.

Proof:

Let us assume that the general decision justification procedure is not sound. This entails

that either the preference modifying decision justification procedure or conflict modifying

decision justification procedure is not sound. Let us consider two cases:

Case 1: Preference modifying decision justification procedure is not sound. This entails

that preference modifying decision justification procedure does not realise a pref-

erence modifying decision justification function. However, theorem 4.3.2 shows

that preference modifying decision justification procedure does realise a prefer-

ence modifying decision justification function and therefore is sound. Thus, the

assumption is violated.

Case 2: Conflict modifying decision justification procedure is not sound. This entails

that conflict modifying decision justification procedure does not realise a conflict

modifying decision justification function. However, theorem 4.3.8 shows that

conflict modifying decision justification procedure does realise a conflict modi-

fying decision justification function and therefore is sound. Thus, the assumption

is violated. 2

In the following section, we will firstly propose some properties for the theory change oper-

ators for the mixed-initiative argumentation framework. Secondly, we will perform a discus-

sion on the flexibility of a mixed-initiative argumentation framework.
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4.4 Discussion

In the previous section, we introduced the mixed-initiative argumentation framework (MIAF )

and illustrated the ability for the framework to revise the underlying argumentation theory.

Our aim in this section is to firstly to propose some fundamental properties governing the

argumentation theory change operation. Secondly, we will present a discussion on the capa-

bilities of such a framework focusing on the different combination of different structure in

arguments and the presence/absence of a guiding knowledge-base.

4.4.1 Properties For Argumentation Theory Change

The AGM framework [3] provides an important basis to understanding theory change. In-

spired by the AGM properties, we can discuss certain properties that should govern the kind

of argumentation theory change that we are interested in (note that our operators does not

easily fall into the traditional categories of revision, contraction or expansion). Assume an

argumentation theory AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a decision S ⊆ AR, a decision generation

function Agen and a decision justification function Ajust. For each of the theory change op-

erators, the first property articulates the principle of categorical matching which requires, in

our instance, that the result of an argumentation theory change should be an argumentation

theory. The second property behaves like the AGM success postulate. The third properties

ensures that the conflict and preference theories respectively are minimally modified. The

fourth property behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM vacuity postulate. The fifth property

behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM recovery postulate.

Properties For Preference Theory Change

Let us consider the set of rationality properties governing the preference modifying decision

justification function. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a decision S ⊆ AR, a decision

generation function Agen and a decision justification function Ajust. The condition for the

use of the preference modifying decision justification procedure is that S ∈ ExtAT . Given

this condition, the rationality properties are:

P1 Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) is an argumentation theory.

P2 S = Agen(Ajust(AT, S))
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P3 Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 s.t. there exists no Pref ′′ where

Pref ⊖ Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖ Pref ′

P4 If S = Agen(AT ) then Ajust(AT, S) = AT

P5 Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S)) = Agen(Ajust(AT, S))

Property P1 articulates the principle of categorical matching which requires that the result of

an argumentation theory change should be an argumentation theory. Property P2 behaves like

the AGM success postulate. Property P3 ensures that the preference theories is minimally

modified. Property P4 behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM vacuity postulate. Property

P5 behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM recovery postulate.

Theorem 4.4.1. A mixed-initiative argumentation system 〈Agen, Ajust〉, where Ajust is an

implementation of the preference modifying decision justification procedure described in

section 4.3.1 satisfies (P1) - (P5).

Proof:

Given that Ajust is an implementation of the preference modifying decision justification

procedure described in section 4.3.1, let us consider the following properties:

P1: Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) is an argumentation theory. The principle of categorical

matching: Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy P1. This entails that Ajust does not

return an argumentation theory. Hence Ajust is not a preference modifying decision

justification function. Thus, the assumption is violated.

P2: S = Agen(Ajust(AT, S)): Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy P2. This entails

that Ajust does not return AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 such that S is the unique deci-

sion. Hence by definition (Definition 4.2.6), Ajust is not preference modifying decision

justification function. Thus, the assumption is violated.

P3: Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 s.t. there exists no Pref ′′ where

Pref ⊖ Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖ Pref ′: Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy P3. This

entails that there existsPref ′′ where Pref⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref⊖Pref ′. This entails that

there exists Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) s.t. pref(S,Ai) ∈ Pref ′ and pref(S,Ai) 6∈ Pref ′′.

It then follows that there exists Ai ∈ ExtAT ′′ that is as preferred as S. Hence, S is

not a unique extension of AT ′′. Hence by definition (Definition 4.2.6), Ajust is not

preference modifying decision justification function. Thus, the assumption is violated.

P4: If S = Agen(AT ) then Ajust(AT, S) = AT : Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy

P4. This entails that Ajust does not return AT . It then follows that Ajust returns a
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modified AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf, Pref ′〉 where Pref ′ 6= Pref . However theorem 4.3.4

shows that Ajust will perform minimal change to the AT . Since S = Agen(AT ) then

there is no change to AT . Hence, it must be the case that Pref ′ = Pref . Thus, the

assumption is violated.

P5: Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S)) = Agen(Ajust(AT, S)): Let us assume that

Ajust does not satisfy P5. This entails that Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S))

does not return S. It then follows that Ajust is not sound. However theorem 4.3.2

shows that Ajust is sound. Thus, the assumption is violated. 2

Properties For Conflict Theory Change

The conflict modifying decision justification procedure described in the previous section

(section 4.3.2) utilises a non-deterministic selection function. Given a space of possible

choices, we can describe a class of selection operators where each operator entails a unique

conflict modifying decision justification procedure. Hence, the conflict modifying decision

justification function describes a class of selection operators.Let us consider the set of ratio-

nality properties governing the preference modifying decision justification function. Given

AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a decision S ⊆ AR, a decision generation function Agen and a

decision justification function Ajust. The rationality properties are:

C1 Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) is an argumentation theory.

C2 S = Agen(Ajust(AT, S))

C3 Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 s.t. there exists no Conf ′′ where

Conf ⊖ Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖ Conf ′

C4 If S = Agen(AT ) then Ajust(AT, S) = AT

C5 Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S)) = Agen(Ajust(AT, S))

Property C1 articulates the principle of categorical matching which requires, in our instances

that the result of an argumentation theory change should be an argumentation theory. Prop-

erty C2 behaves like the AGM success postulate. Property C3 ensures that the conflict theory

is minimally modified. Property C4 behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM vacuity postu-

late. Property C5 behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM recovery postulate.
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Theorem 4.4.2. A mixed-initiative argumentation system 〈Agen, Ajust〉, where Ajust is an

implementation of the conflict modifying decision justification procedure described in sec-

tion 4.3.2 satisfies (C1) - (C5).

Proof:

Given that Ajust is an implementation of the conflict modifying decision justification proce-

dure described in section 4.3.2, let us consider the following properties:

C1: Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) is an argumentation theory. The principle of categorical

matching: Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy C1. This entails that Ajust does

not return an argumentation theory. Hence Ajust is not a conflict modifying decision

justification function. Thus, the assumption is violated.

C2: S = Agen(Ajust(AT, S)): Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy C2. This entails

that Ajust does not return AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 such that S is the unique deci-

sion. Hence by definition (Definition 4.2.7), Ajust is not conflict modifying decision

justification function. Thus, the assumption is violated.

C3: Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 s.t. there exists no Conf ′′ where

Conf ⊖Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖Conf ′: Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy C3. This

entails that there exists Conf ′′ where Conf ⊖ Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖ Conf ′ and S is

the unique decision of Ajust(〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref〉 , S). This entails that there exists

αi ∈ AR and there does not exist any αj ∈ S such that conf(αj , αi) ∈ Conf ′ and

conf(αj, αi) 6∈ Conf ′′. It then follows that there exists αi ∈ AR that is not defeated

by any αj ∈ S. Hence, S is not an extension of Ajust(〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref〉 , S). Thus

violating the assumption.

C4: If S = Agen(AT ) then Ajust(AT, S) = AT : Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy

C4. This entails that Ajust does not return AT . It then follows that Ajust returns a mod-

ified AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref〉 where Conf ′ 6= Conf . However theorem 4.3.10

shows that Ajust will perform minimal change to the AT . Since S = Agen(AT ) then

there is no change to AT . Hence, it must be the case that Conf ′ = Conf . Thus, the

assumption is violated.

C5: Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S)) = Agen(Ajust(AT, S)): Let us assume that

Ajust does not satisfy C5. This entails that Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S))

does not return S. It then follows that Ajust is not sound. However theorem 4.3.8

shows that Ajust is sound. Thus, the assumption is violated. 2
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Properties For Preference & Conflict Theory Change

Let us consider the set of rationality properties governing the preference & conflict modify-

ing decision justification function. Given AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a decision S ⊆ AR, a

decision generation function Agen and a decision justification function Ajust. The rationality

properties are:

PC1 Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) is an argumentation theory.

PC2 S = Agen(Ajust(AT, S))

PC3 Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 s.t. there exists no Conf ′′ and

Pref ′′ where Conf⊖Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf⊖Conf ′ and Pref⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref⊖Pref ′

PC4 If S = Agen(AT ) then Ajust(AT, S) = AT

PC5 Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S)) = Agen(Ajust(AT, S))

Property PC1 articulates the principle of categorical matching which requires that the result

of an argumentation theory change should be an argumentation theory. Property PC2 behaves

like the AGM success postulate. Properties PC3 ensures that the conflict and preference

theories respectively are minimally modified. Property PC4 behaves in a similar fashion to

the AGM vacuity postulate. Property PC5 behaves in a similar fashion to the AGM recovery

postulate.

Theorem 4.4.3. A mixed-initiative argumentation system 〈Agen, Ajust〉, where Ajust is an

implementation of the general decision justification procedure described in section 4.3.4

satisfies (PC1) - (PC5).

Proof:

Given that Ajust is an implementation of the general decision justification procedure de-

scribed in section 4.3.4, let us consider the following properties:

PC1: Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) is an argumentation theory. The principle of categorical

matching: Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy PC1. This entails that Ajust does

not return an argumentation theory. Hence Ajust is not a general decision justification

function. Thus, the assumption is violated.

PC2: S = Agen(Ajust(AT, S)): Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy PC2. This entails

that Ajust does not return AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 such that S is the unique deci-

sion. Hence by definition (Definition 4.2.6 and Definition 4.2.7), Ajust is not general

decision justification function. Thus, the assumption is violated.
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PC3: Ajust(〈AR,Conf, Pref〉 , S) = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 s.t. there exists no Conf ′′ and

Pref ′′ where Conf⊖Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf⊖Conf ′ and Pref⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref⊖Pref ′:

Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy PC3. This entails that there exists Pref ′′ and

Conf ′′ such that Pref ⊖Pref ′′ ⊂ Pref ⊖Pref ′, Conf ⊖Conf ′′ ⊂ Conf ⊖Conf ′

and S is the unique decision of Ajust(〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref ′′〉 , S). This entails that there

exists αi ∈ AR and there does not exist any αj ∈ S such that pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈

Pref ′ and pref({αj}, {αi}) 6∈ Pref ′′ and conf(αj , αi) ∈ Conf ′ and conf(αj , αi) 6∈

Conf ′′. It then follows that there exists αi ∈ AR that is not defeated by any αj ∈ S.

Hence, S is not an extension of Ajust(〈AR,Conf ′′, P ref ′′〉 , S). Thus violating the

assumption.

PC4: If S = Agen(AT ) then Ajust(AT, S) = AT : Let us assume that Ajust does not satisfy

PC4. This entails that Ajust does not return AT . It then follows that Ajust returns

a modified AT ′ = 〈AR,Conf ′, P ref ′〉 where Pref ′ 6= Pref or Conf ′ 6= Conf .

However theorem 4.3.10 and theorem 4.3.4 show that Ajust will perform minimal

change to the AT . Since S = Agen(AT ) then there is no change to AT . Hence, it

must be the case that Pref ′ = Pref and Conf ′ = Conf . Thus, the assumption is

violated.

PC5: Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S)) = Agen(Ajust(AT, S)): Let us assume that

Ajust does not satisfy PC5. This entails that Agen(Ajust(Ajust(Ajust(AT, S), S
′), S))

does not return S. It then follows that Ajust is not sound. However theorem 4.3.16

shows that Ajust is sound. Thus, the assumption is violated. 2

Note that a recent work has been done on revision in argumentation systems in [35, 36]

and Amgoud et al. [16]. Our approach differs from that of Cayrol et al. [35, 36] and Am-

goud et al. [16]. Cayrol et al. addressing the issue of extension revision. Amgoud et al.

considered the issue of revision of the argumentation theory without explicitly considering

minimal changes. Both approaches do not capture preferences in the argumentation system

nor the role preferences play in argumentation-base revision. Our approach focuses on the

minimal revision of the argumentation-base rather then minimal revision of the generated

extensions. Furthermore, our approach performs argumentation-base revision in a mixed-

initiative fashion. Using mixed-initiative interaction to achieve the desired argumentation

theory change allows for incremental changes from the previous argumentation-base, reflect-

ing the essences of iterative revision. This approach provides us with the ability to perform

traceability on decisions as well as retrospective reasoning in an argumentation framework.
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In following section, we will present a discussion on the flexibility of the mixed-initiative

argumentation framework.

4.4.2 Argumentation Theory Structures & Schemas

In this section, we will present a discussion on the flexibility of the mixed-initiative argumen-

tation framework. The general focus will be on the structure (or lack of) in the arguments and

background knowledge-base. Of interest is the combination of abstract arguments, structured

arguments, the existence of a background knowledge-base and non existence of a background

knowledge-base. There are four basic scenarios of interest:

• Abstract arguments and no background knowledge-base. In this setting, the underlying

structure of the arguments is not defined. Most argumentation framework such as [22,

52] utilises such an approach. Furthermore, we assume the background knowledge-

base for decision justification is empty. Essentially, starting from a clean slate.

• Structured arguments with no background knowledge-base. In this setting, some un-

derlying structure is defined for the arguments. Given some underlying structure, dif-

ferent forms of attack such as rebuttal, assumption attack as well as direct and in-

direct attacks can be defined. This is typical for most argumentation systems such

as [5, 8, 28, 34, 123, 124, 145, 147] where the interest is in the interplay between argu-

ments. Again, in this setting, we assume the background knowledge-base for decision

justification is empty.

• Abstract arguments with a background knowledge-base. In this setting, we assume no

underlying structure for the arguments as proposed above. However, there exists some

existing background knowledge-base. In such a situation, more considerations will

need to be made in how the content of the knowledge-base is represented and revised.

• Structured arguments with a background knowledge-base. In this setting, there is some

underlying structure for the arguments as proposed above. Furthermore, there exists

some existing background knowledge-base. In such a situation, the combination of

both structure in the arguments and the background knowledge-base increase the com-

plexity of the decision justification. Part of the complexity is due to the fact that

different forms of attack can now be specified and each form of attack may require

different treatment during the decision justification process.
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Abstract Arguments With No Knowledge-Base

Without defining an explicit structure to arguments, an argumentation schema and knowledge-

based, a mixed-initiative argumentation system will reflect that of the framework proposed

in the previous section (Section 4.2). We can view this as the most general form of mixed-

initiative argumentation system. Arguments are represented as abstract object and interaction

between arguments will be captured as attack and defeat relations. The different types of at-

tack relations such as rebuttal, undercut or assumption attack are simply generalised to the

attack relation. However, by using preferences to aid in identifying defeat (i.e. a successful

attack), the notion of undercut as defined in [125] can also be captured. The use of prefer-

ence to overwrite the attack relation provides user choice when applying rules. Without an

explicit knowledge-based, the decision generation procedure is irrelevant. The first port of

call for the mixed-initiative argumentation system is to accept any decision and hence the

mixed-initiative interaction process provides the ability to subsume the provided knowledge.

This allows the mixed-initiative argumentation system to evolve over a sequence of interac-

tions, learning the background knowledge such as interactions between arguments as well

as user preferences. The general machinery for mixed-initiative argumentation framework

remains the same and no modification is required for both the decision generation and the

decision justification procedures.

Abstract Arguments With Knowledge-Base

Without an explicit structure to arguments, argumentation schema, the arguments within the

a mixed-initiative argumentation system will perform similarly to that describe in the previ-

ous section (Section 4.2). Arguments are represented as abstract object and interaction be-

tween arguments will be captured as attack and defeat relations. However, given an explicit

knowledge-based, the mixed-initiative argumentation system now has a baseline to compare

decisions. Using the decision generation component of the mixed-initiative argumentation

system, the system is able to compare and validate decisions provided from a user inter-

action. During the validation process, should the decision differ, the decision justification

process is triggered. This puts the system into “learning” or revision phase and allowing the

mixed-initiative argumentation system to evolve over by subsuming the provided decision

justifications. These justifications are used to enrich the background knowledge for future

decision generation. The general machinery for mixed-initiative argumentation framework

remains the same and no modification is required for both the decision generation and the

decision justification procedures.
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Structured Arguments With No Knowledge-Base

Let us assume a structured arguments with a premise-conclusion pair structure. Such a struc-

ture allows us to construct different forms of interaction between arguments such as defining

a rebuttal, assumption attack or undercut. Other structures such as a chain or sequence of

arguments further allow us to capture the notion of direct and indirect attacks. Similar to

the above, without an explicit knowledge-based, the decision generation procedure is irrel-

evant. Hence the mixed-initiative interaction process provides the ability to subsume the

provided knowledge. This allows the mixed-initiative argumentation system to evolve over

a sequence of interactions, learning the background knowledge such as interactions between

arguments as well as user preferences. The general machinery for mixed-initiative argumen-

tation framework remains the same, however refine version of the decision generation and

the decision justification procedures will need to be defined to handle the specific forms of

argument interactions.

Structured Arguments With Knowledge-Base

Having an explicit argument structure and argumentation schema defined as well as an ex-

plicit background knowledge-base, the mixed-initiative argumentation system now has a

baseline to compare decisions. Furthermore, this allows the system to capture different

forms of interaction between arguments such as defining a rebuttal, assumption attack or

undercut. Other structures such as a chain or sequence of arguments further allows the sys-

tem to capture the notion of direct and indirect attacks. This constitutes the most knowledge

rich scenario. Given all the different types of interactions, a more refine decision generation

procedure will have to be defined. This decision generation procedure will now have to take

into consideration the different notion of strength associated with each of the different forms

of attacks. Furthermore, the revision operation will also have to be refined to consider the

different forms of interplay. Although the general principle described in the previous sec-

tion (Section 4.2) for decision generation and decision justification still holds, more specific

procedures will have to be designed to address the added complexity as a result from the

introduction of these different forms of interactions.

In following section, we will present a summary of the main concepts this discussed this

chapter.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the mixed-initiative argumentation framework (MIAF ).

Within this chapter, we have motivated the need for a mixed-initiative argumentation frame-

work where argumentation theory is revised due to a sequence of decisions. The proposed an

abstract mixed-initiative argumentation framework used consists of two main components:

decision generation and decision justification. The decision generation component consists

of traditional argumentation of the style of Dung [52] and Bench-Capon [22]. The decision

justification component takes as input a decision from the user and tips the generation ma-

chinery on its head and ask for a minimal revision the argumentation theory. Interleaving

these two components results in a mixed-initiative argumentation framework that provides

decision support and allows for the argumentation theory change over a sequence of deci-

sions, hence, allowing for the management of decision justifications.

By utilising mixed-initiative interaction, the argumentation theory can be revised to reflect

the changes in the “real-world”. We have presented a collection of revision procedures for

the modification of the preference theory and conflict theory within the argumentation theory.

We have shown that the procedures are sound and terminates. We have also shown that

these procedures results in a minimal change to the associated theories. Furthermore, we

have proposed a set of properties governing the desirable behaviour for the argument theory

change operators.

Finally, we presented a discussion on the flexibility of such a framework focusing on the

combination presence/absence of structure in arguments and the presence/absence of a guid-

ing background knowledge-base.

The following two chapters will illustrate the application of the two frameworks discussed

in this part of the dissertation.



5
Applications of Argumentation

Frameworks1

“The difficult part in an argument is not to defend one’s opinion,

but rather to know it.”

– Andre Maurois

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 3 and 4, we introduced the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frame-

work (PAAF ) and the mixed-initiative argumentation framework (MIAF ) respectively. In

this chapter, we present two distinct applications of these frameworks.

In section 5.2, we will firstly introduce the notion of source-sensitivity in argumentation and

1Some work presented in this chapter also appeared in [37–40]
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present a source-sensitive argumentation system. Within this section, we will firstly present

a semi-ring based accrual argumentation framework (PAAFSR). Secondly, we will present

the source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS) as an instance of the the semi-ring based

accrual argumentation framework. We will also present a discussion on the applicability

of this approach in areas such as defeasible argumentation and multi-agent negotiation. In

section 5.3, we will introduce the medical group decision support tool, Just Clinical. Within

this section, we will describe the implementation and evaluation of the tool. We will also

discuss issues encountered in the use of the tool. In section 5.4, we present a summary of

key ideas and concepts presented in this chapter.

5.2 Source-Sensitive Argumentation System

In chapter 3, we introduced the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework

(PAAF ). The recent applications of argumentation in multi-agent systems have drawn

great interest. Systems such as [24, 119, 150] leverage formalisations of defeasible or non-

monotonic reasoning using arguments. However, these forms of argumentation are insuf-

ficient in capturing many real-life instance of argumentation. Existing argumentation sys-

tems [52, 76, 86, 107, 113, 136, 145, 150] do not consider the source of the argument from

the argument when evaluating defeat. In this section, we will focus on how the of source

of an argument can play an important role in argumentation. We will demonstrate that ar-

guments can be associated or labelled with the source of the arguments within the abstract

preference-based accrual argumentation framework. The preference-based accrual argumen-

tation framework is modified such that the source (agent) of an argument determines how

preferred the argument is. We believe that when argumentation is utilised as a machinery for

conflict resolution within a multi-agent system, the validity, acceptability and strength of an

argument cannot be captured by the argument alone. It is common, in real life, for one to

evaluate the strength and validity of arguments with respect to the provider of the argument.

Associating agents to arguments highlight the ability of an argumentation system to capture

the intuition of argument or information ownership. How an individual is perceived in one’s

community will influence the acceptability criteria and hence the force of one’s arguments.

Furthermore, such an association influences the applicability of argumentation rules as iden-

tified by Verheij in [147]. In [38], arguments are associated with their sources and the ranking

of the arguments provides the notion of credibility. Such an association inevitably entails a

subsequent change in the interpretation of the defeat relation and hence changes the dynam-

ics of the argumentation system. The preference orderings on arguments can capture notions
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such as degree of reliability, credibility or level of trust. We view argumentation as being

(simultaneously) a process for information exchange, a process for conflict resolution and an

approach to knowledge representation and reasoning. Multi-agent argumentation does not

focus on logical “truth” alone but on convincing/persuading other agents of a particular view

or position. In the rest of this section, we will explore how the credibility of the source of

an argument can be brought to bear in the argumentation machinery in two distinct settings.

In the first setting, we explore how credibility can be leveraged in an abstract argumentation

framework (similar to those discussed in chapter 3). In the second setting, we consider argu-

ments with internal structure, in particular, a structure consisting of the set of facts/premises,

the set of assumptions and the set of conclusions.

In section 5.2.1, we will present an illustrating example to further highlight our viewpoint and

approach. We will motivate the need for the sources to be associated with arguments when

evaluating their strength and hence influencing the defeat relationship between these argu-

ments. Furthermore, such an association influences the applicability of argumentation rules

as identified by Verheij in [147]. The ordering of sources allows us to determine which source

is more credible and hence which sets of rules are applicable. In section 5.2.2, we will firstly

introduce the semi-ring based accrual argumentation framework (PAAFSR). This framework

is a modified version of the abstract preferences-based accrual argumentation framework

(PAAF ). Secondly, we will present the source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS)

as an instance of the the semi-ring based accrual argumentation framework. Utilising sev-

eral examples, we will firstly illustrate the ability for PAAFSR to perform source-sensitive

argumentation and secondly highlight some of the unique features of the source-sensitive

argumentation system (SSAS). In section 5.2.3, we present a discussion on the applicability

of this approach in areas such as defeasible argumentation and multi-agent negotiation.

5.2.1 Illustrating Example

In section 1.2.3, we illustrate the need to associate sources with arguments. The association

of sources with arguments is utilised to evaluate their strength as well as the applicability

of argumentation rules. In this example, we will further highlight the issue of accrual of

arguments from multiple sources. Let us consider an extract of an example from Verheij

[147]. The example starts with the planning of a picnic by John and Mary for Sunday.

According to the national weather report, it is going to rain the whole day. Hence, they

conclude that it will rain. We can hence construct an argument supporting the claim that it

will rain:
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National Weather Bureau: It is going to rain on Sunday, therefore it will rain.

Given that the argument is constructed based on information from the weather bureau (con-

sisting of experts at meteorology), it is reasonably credible. Furthermore, there does not

exist any other argument against such an argument. It is therefore reasonable to conclude

that it will rain on Sunday. However, come Sunday, John observes that the sky is completely

cloudless. Furthermore, this observation is concurred by Mary. We can therefore construct

arguments supporting the claim that it will not rain:

John: The sky is completely cloudless, therefore it will not rain.

Mary: The sky is completely cloudless, therefore it will not rain.

Although both John and Mary are not experts at meteorology, we might be persuaded by the

arguments by two credible people. Firstly, the arguments are constructed from observations

representing the current state of affairs. Secondly, the arguments are constructed by two

independent source of information. Note that in this situation, if sources are not associated

with the arguments, we will not be able to distinguish between the arguments from John and

Mary. As such, the utterance from John and Mary might be treated as one, resulting in the

reduction of persuasive force of the argument in question.

Let us assume that John’s father (a local farmer) weighs into the debate. John’s father be-

lieves (but does not have definitive proof) that the national weather bureau is not very good

at predicting local weather events, but says that he nevertheless thinks that it will rain. Since

we don’t have definitive proof which suggests that the national weather bureau is not good

at predicting local weather events, we can only make such an assumption. From the above

discussion, we can construct an argument supporting the claim that it will rain:

John’s father:
Assumes that the national weather bureau is not good at predicting

local weather events, it will still rain, therefore it will rain.

Given John’s father is a local farmer, he may have a more in-depth understanding of the

local weather events. His credibility may outweigh that of John and Mary. Although his

assumptions discredits the national weather bureau, his conclusion supports the conclusion

of the national weather bureau. This poses several questions. Should arguments with con-

flicting premises but supporting conclusions be accrued? Would such a union of arguments

strengthen or weaken the position? If we were to ignore the argument from the national

weather bureau, is it a consequence of an attack on the argument or an inappropriate applica-

tion of the argumentation rule or even the credibility of the source? Does the end justify the
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means? This example highlights how the acceptability criteria of arguments in a dynamic

and source-sensitive environment, coupled with the accrual of arguments requires specialised

representation and reasoning machinery.

In this spirit, the next section will present the formalisation of the semi-ring based accrual

argumentation framework (PAAFSR) and the source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS)

as an instance of the the semi-ring based accrual argumentation framework to address the

highlighted issues.

5.2.2 Formal System

In this section, we will explore how the credibility of the source of an argument can be

brought to bear in the argumentation machinery in two distinct settings. In the first set-

ting, we explore how credibility can be leveraged in an abstract argumentation framework

(similar to those discussed in chapter 3). In the second setting, we consider arguments with

internal structure, in particular, a structure consisting of the set of facts/premises, the set of

assumptions and the set of conclusions.

Semi-ring-based Accrual Abstract Argumentation Framework

In the chapter 3, we have presented an abstract accrual argumentation framework that utilises

a total ordering on the preferences to define a notion of defeat as well as accrual. This total

ordering requirement maybe too strict. We will now present an alternate formulation utilising

an algebraic approach to handle a set of abstract preference values that are partially ordered

(as opposed to the earlier total order). The algebraic structure utilised is a semi-ring. A semi-

ring structure consists of a set of abstract values, an additive operator and a multiplicative

operator. The semi-ring additive operator allows us to perform comparison of the abstract

values and the multiplicative operator performs a notional accrual of the abstract values.

Definition 5.2.1. A semi-ring based accrual argumentation framework (PAAFSR) is a triple:

PAAFSR = 〈AR, attacksSR, Bel〉

where

• AR is a set of arguments.
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• attacksSR is a binary relations on AR, ie. attacksSR ⊆ AR× AR.

• Bel = 〈V,⊕,⊗,Φ〉 is a semi-ring where

– V is a set of abstract values.

– ⊕ is an associative, commutative, idempotent and closed binary operator on V .

– ⊗ is an associative, commutative and closed binary operator on V .

– Φ is a total valuation function which maps elements of AR to elements of V

– ⊗ distributes over ⊕

The idempotent property on the ⊕ operator allows us to define a partial order ≤pref over

the set of abstract values V . Such partial order is defined as: ∀(v1, v2 ∈ V ), v1 ≤pref v2

if and only if v1 ⊕ v2 = v1. Intuitively, v1 ≤pref v2 means that v1 is more preferred than

v2. For readability, we will denote attacks(α, β) to mean α attacks β and pref(v1, v2) to

mean v1 ≤pref v2 or v1 is preferred to v2. Intuitively, the ⊕ operator allows us to perform

comparisons between two semi-ring values while the ⊗ operator allows us to combine two

semi-ring values. Note that we will use the symbols
∑

and
∏

to refer to the semi-ring

operators ⊕, ⊗ in prefix notation.

With the exception of the notion of preferable, other notions such as conflict-freedom, de-

feat relation, maximal defeat relation, admissible set of arguments, accrued extension and

preferred extension are defined the same as within PAAF . Due to the change in the valua-

tion function and the introduction of the two semi-ring operators, the definition of preferable

needs to be modified accordingly. The modified definition for preferable is therefore:

Definition 5.2.2. Given a PAAFSR = 〈AR, attacksSR, Bel〉 and A,B ⊆ AR be two sets of

arguments. A is preferable to B (denoted as preferable(A,B)) if and only if:

pref(
∏

ai∈A

Φ(ai),
∏

bi∈B

Φ(bi)).

The next two examples illustrates the use of PAAFSR in different situations. Let us consider

example 3.1.1 in the PAAFSR framework.

Example 5.2.1. Again, let us assume that {α, β, γ} represents {“Tom has not been jogging

for several days, so he should go jogging”, “It is raining, so Tom should not go jogging”,

“It is hot, so Tom should not go jogging”} respectively. We will also assume the existence

of a set of abstract values {v1, v2, v3, v4} with the ordering of v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4.
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Let the valuation function Φ maps the following arguments to their respective preference

values and the two binary operators ⊕,⊗ on the abstract values V be defined extensionally

as shown in table 5.1 (as with similar tables presented in chapter 3, the table summarises

other dimensions of the problem as well).

AR {α, β, γ}
attacksSR attacksSR(α, γ), attacksSR(γ, α), attacksSR(β, γ), attacksSR(γ, β)

V {v1, v2, v3, v4}
Φ Φ(α) = v3,Φ(β) = v2,Φ(γ) = v2,Φ(∅) = v4
⊕ v1 ⊕ v2 = v1, v1 ⊕ v3 = v1, v1 ⊕ v4 = v1, v2 ⊕ v3 = v2, v2 ⊕ v4 = v2, v3 ⊕ v4 = v3

⊗
v1 ⊗ v1 = v2, v2 ⊗ v2 = v4, v3 ⊗ v3 = v4, v4 ⊗ v4 = v4,

v1 ⊗ v2 = v3, v1 ⊗ v3 = v4, v1 ⊗ v4 = v4, v2 ⊗ v3 = v4, v2 ⊗ v4 = v4, v3 ⊗ v4 = v4
admissible ∅, {α}

accrued {α}
preferred {α}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 5.2.1 and illustrates the computation of

the admissible sets of arguments, accrued extension and preferred extension.

Table 5.1: Summary of Example 5.2.1

From this example, we can show that when arguments β or γ are presented separately, γ

defeats α and β defeats α. However, when both β and γ are presented together, the accrual

causes α to be undefeated.

Let us now consider example 1.2.2 in the PAAFSR framework.

Example 5.2.2. Let us assume that {α, β, γ} represents {“Bill has robbed someone, so he

should be jailed.”, “Bill has assaulted someone, so he should be jailed.”, “Bill is a juvenile,

therefore he should not go to jail.”} respectively. We will also assume the existence of a set

of abstract values {v1, v2, v3, v4} with the ordering of v1 ≤ v2, v2 ≤ v3, v3 ≤ v4. As with

previous example, the details are summarised in the table 5.2 .

From this example, we can show that when arguments α or β are presented separately, γ

defeats α and γ defeats β. However, when both α and β are presented together, the accrual

causes γ to be defeated.

There exist several differences between the formulations of PAAF and PAAFSR. The dif-

ferences are as follows:

• The valuation function Φ in the PAAF maps 2AR −→ V where as in PAAFSR, it is

a mapping from AR −→ V .
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AR {α, β, γ}

attacksSR attacksSR(α, γ), attacksSR(γ, α), attacksSR(β, γ), attacksSR(γ, β)

V {v1, v2, v3, v4}
Φ Φ(α) = v3,Φ(β) = v3,Φ(γ) = v2,Φ(∅) = v4
⊕ v1 ⊕ v2 = v1, v1 ⊕ v3 = v1, v1 ⊕ v4 = v1, v2 ⊕ v3 = v2, v2 ⊕ v4 = v2, v3 ⊕ v4 = v3

⊗
v1 ⊗ v1 = v1, v2 ⊗ v2 = v1, v3 ⊗ v3 = v1, v4 ⊗ v4 = v1,

v1 ⊗ v2 = v1, v1 ⊗ v3 = v2, v1 ⊗ v4 = v3, v2 ⊗ v3 = v1, v2 ⊗ v4 = v2, v3 ⊗ v4 = v1
admissible ∅, {α, β}

accrued {α, β}
preferred {α, β}

This table provides a summary of the discussion in example 5.2.2 and illustrates the computation of

the admissible sets of arguments, accrued extension and preferred extension.

Table 5.2: Summary of Example 5.2.2

• PAAFSR provides two semi-ring operators to perform comparisons and combinations.

• The preference values in PAAF is totally ordered where as it need not be in PAAFSR.

Source Sensitive Argumentation System

In this section, we will provide an outline of a source sensitive argumentation system based

on work from [38]. We will consider arguments with internal structure consisting of: the

set of facts, the set of assumptions and the set of conclusions. For simplicity, we will take

any finitely generated propositional language L with the usual punctuation signs, and logical

connectives ¬ (not) and⊃ (implies). For any set of wffs S ⊆ L and any α ∈ L, S ⊢ α means

α is provable from premises S. For any set of wffs S ⊆ L, Cn(S) = {α|S ⊢ α}.

Definition 5.2.3. (Argument) An argument α is a triple 〈F,A, C〉 where F,A and C denote

the sets of facts, assumptions and conclusions respectively.

Note that the formulation of arguments into facts, assumptions and conclusions corresponds

to the formulations of several frameworks for abduction [79,80,118]. With such an approach,

assumptions can now be explicitly asserted. Logically, the conclusion is the consequence of

the union of facts and assumptions. There are several conditions that should be considered.

Firstly, an assertion should not simultaneously be asserted as a fact and an assumption. Hav-

ing an assertion being a fact and an assumption could cause inconsistency as notionally,

assumptions are weaker than fact.

Definition 5.2.4. (Well-founded Argument) An argument α is a well-founded argument if

and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
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• F,A, C ⊆ L

• F ∩A = ∅

• F ∪A ⊢ C

• F ∪A ∪ C 6⊢ ⊥

We will write Fα, Aα and Cα to respectively denote the facts, assumptions and conclu-

sions associated with an argument α. One can view a well-founded argument as a premise-

conclusion pair where the premise is 〈F, A〉 and the conclusion is C. By allowing assump-

tions, we permit a weaker notion of a premise for an argument. Note that since we are inter-

ested in rational agents, we have eliminated self-defeating [113,125] arguments. Notionally,

assumptions are weaker than fact, but the strength of conclusions should be dependent on

the premises it is based. There are many approaches to computing this notion of strength.

Two boundary notions can be considered: sceptical and credulous. A sceptical reasoner may

consider the strength of the conclusion as equivalent to the weakest element in the premise

while a credulous reasoner may consider the strength of the conclusion as equivalent to the

strongest element, hence, such an approach provides the spectrum of possibilities.

Definition 5.2.5. (Conflict) A pair of well-founded arguments α and β are said to be in

conflict if and only if (Fα ∪Aα ∪ Cα ∪ Fβ ∪ Aβ ∪ Cβ) ⊢ ⊥

Each component of an argument (facts, assumptions and conclusions) have an implicit no-

tion of strength. Given two well-founded arguments α and β, the basic interaction between

components of an argument are as listed:

• Fact Conflict: Fα ∪ Fβ ⊢ ⊥

• Assumption Conflict: Aα ∪Aβ ⊢ ⊥

• Conclusion Conflict: Cα ∪ Cβ ⊢ ⊥

• Fact-Conclusion Attack: Fα ∪ Cβ ⊢ ⊥

• Conclusion-Fact Attack: Cα ∪ Fβ ⊢ ⊥

• Assumption-Conclusion Attack: Aα ∪ Fβ ⊢ ⊥

• Fact-Assumption Attack: Fα ∪Aβ ⊢ ⊥

• Assumption-Fact Attack: Aα ∪ Fβ ⊢ ⊥
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Note that complex interaction/relations may consist of all combinations of the above. Note

also that the above interactions can be separated into two classes: conflict where the interac-

tion is symmetrical or omni-directional; attack where the interaction is uni-directional. This

provides a vocabulary for describing all the different forms of interplay between arguments.

Definition 5.2.6. (Semi-ring) A semi-ring is a triple G = 〈V,⊕,⊗〉 where

• V is a set of abstract values.

• ⊕ is an associative, commutative, idempotent and closed binary operator on V .

• ⊗ is an associative, commutative and closed binary operator on V .

• ⊗ distributes over ⊕

Each component of an argument 〈F,A, C〉 could be mapped to an abstract value and utilising

the two semi-ring operators, a derived notion of argument strength can be computed. For

instance, for any given argumentα and a semi-ring G with v1, v2 ∈ V , if Fα is assigned v1 and

Aα is assigned v2, we could potentially compute a value for Cα by performing v1⊗ v2. Such

an approach would capture the intuition that the strength of the conclusion is derived from

the combination of the strength of the facts and assumptions. Furthermore, the strength of the

argument can also be derived by using a similar approach. This interesting approach will fuel

debate on the appropriateness of the strength assignment and the relative weighting on facts,

assumptions and conclusions as found in studies in social choice theory such as [20,103,140].

Hence, it diverges from the aim of this chapter and it is outside the scope of this discussion.

We have provided the vocabulary and machinery to allow exploration into these issues and

will leave the details to the designer of the system. For the purpose of this discussion, we

will focus on assignment of credibility to sources and arguments.

The notion of tagged arguments allow us to uniquely identify argument source. By tagging

the arguments, we are simply labelling the arguments with additional information.

Definition 5.2.7. (Tagged Arguments) Given a set of unique identifiers I, we define A as a

set of tagged arguments of the form 〈S,A〉 where

• S ∈ I represents the tagged arguments’ source.

• A is a set of well-founded arguments.

We will write Sφ and Aφ to respectively denote the source and well-founded arguments

associated with a tagged argument φ.
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Definition 5.2.8. (Credibility Function) Given a set of unique identifiers I and a semi-ring

G = 〈V,⊕,⊗〉, we say Φ is a credibility function if it maps all values of I into V .

The notion of credibility provides the agent with a measure of strength per source. For

simplicity, we have utilised the valuation function Φ that maps a set of unique identifiers

into a set of abstract values V . However, one could define an arbitrarily complex valuation

function taking into account additional insight such as the context. For example, if the agent

is a stock-broker, then any arguments related to the share market from this agent will be

more credible than any agent that is not a stock-broker. We can further enrich the approach

by define the use of a class of valuation function. This approach allows the system to be

applicable to multiple context.

Definition 5.2.9. (Source Sensitive Argumentation System) A source sensitive argumenta-

tion system is defined as:

SAS = 〈A,Φ,G〉

where

• A is a set of tagged arguments.

• Φ is a credibility function.

• G is a semi-ring.

In the following section, we will present a brief discussion on the resulting consequence from

the proposal of PAAFSR and SSAS.

5.2.3 Discussion

In the previous section, we have presented the semi-ring based accrual argumentation frame-

work (PAAFSR) and the source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS). In this section, we

will present a brief discussion on the impact of PAAFSR and SSAS on existing argumenta-

tion systems.

The contribution of the PAAFSR and SSAS is two fold. Firstly, by introduction the semi-ring

and using the associated semi-ring operator, the abstract value for a set of accrued arguments

can now be computed. The differentiation between PAAF and PAAFSR is significant as in

PAAF , the abstract value for a set of accrued arguments has to be explicitly asserted. This
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provides the basic machinery to compute strength or credibility for a set of accrued argu-

ments. Secondly, the introduction of structure to arguments. The value proposition for such

an approach is to provide a vocabulary for describing different forms of interaction between

components of the argument. We have proposed explicit recording of assumptions as it in-

creases the expressiveness of an argument. By explicitly capturing assumptions, new forms

of argument to argument interactions can be considered. It opens up the debate regarding

acceptability of arguments with conflicting assumptions but non-conflicting facts and con-

clusions. The semi-ring also plays an important role. It provides the machinery to compute

derived values for the conclusion. Thus, addressing a potential limitation of PAAF where

preference values have to be assigned to the power set of arguments in advance. These two

modifications increase the expressiveness of the original framework and allows for address-

ing more complex problems.

We will consider two areas of applications: defeasible argumentation and argumentation-

based negotiation.

Defeasible Argumentation

Although the works such as [24, 52, 53, 119, 150] focuses on representation and logical rea-

soning, we have shown that by introducing the notion of structure in arguments as well as ar-

gument sources, we are able to provide the vocabulary and machinery for a practical system.

We have modelled our system around these collection of defeasible argumentation systems.

We feel that our work will complement the advances already achieved. The direct applica-

bility of the source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS) and the semi-ring based accrual

argumentation framework (PAAFSR) to framework such as [24,52,53] is due to the fact that

the original abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF ) is based

on these frameworks. In chapter 3.2 We have shown that there is a direct relation between

PAAF and AF proposed in [52]. Futhermore, we have shown that the source-sensitive

argumentation system (SSAS) is an incremental refinement of the PAAFSR.

Additionally, the proposed the source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS) provides a

rich vocabulary for expressing arguments and machinery capable of addressing issues high-

lighted in recent studies such as [28, 33, 121] in defeasible argumentation. In [121], Prakken

focus on the fairness and soundness of dynamic argumentation protocol. In [33], Carbogim

addressed issues associated to change in the underlying knowledge base caused by new argu-

ments. In [28], Brewka dealt with meta-level argumentation, providing undercut via a notion

of preference on which defeat rule holds. Components of these work have similarities to our
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proposal.

Argumentation-Based Negotiation

The exchange of arguments and counterarguments has also been studied in the context of

multi-agent interaction. In [107], Parsons et al. considered argumentation as a component

of negotiation protocols, where arguments for an offer should persuade the other party to

accept the offer. Generally, these works focus on the negotiation protocol and agent be-

haviours, leaving the representation and internal reasoning to the designer. In [86], Kraus

et al. prescribed a range of agent behaviours. We feel that our work further enhance the in-

ternal reasoning of these agents. Although some notion of sources and credibility may have

existed in studies such as [76,136], these notions were not explicitly utilised when evaluating

arguments. The vocabulary and machinery presented in the source-sensitive argumentation

system (SSAS) can be deployed to complement these proposals.

The next section will present Just-Clinical, a group decision support tool based on the mixed-

initiative argumentation framework.

5.3 Just-Clinical

In chapter 3 and 4, we introduced the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation frame-

work (PAAF ) and the mixed-initiative argumentation framework (MIAF ) respectively. In

this section, our sole aim is to present a proof of concept tool utilising the theoretical con-

structs from both PAAF and MIAF . We will present a multi-disciplinary medical group

decision support tool, Just-Clinical. Just-Clinical is a tool utilised for decision support in

the treatment of cancer. It is important to note that group decision support is one of many

possible applications of the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation and the mixed-

initiative argumentation frameworks. One of the issues in medical decisions is the inconsis-

tency in the application of rules for treatment. This is partially due to treatment decisions

being recorded without substantiative justification for the decision. Such inaccuracies place

the quality of the decisions into question. The quality assurance of decisions entails the reten-

tion of decision justifications such that retrospective analysis can be performed on decisions.

Furthermore, using these past decisions and justifications, the “correctness” of the current

decision with respects to this collection of past decisions are assessed. Hence, notionally

maintaining a level of quality such that future decisions can be compared against.
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In section 5.3.1, we present a multi-disciplinary (MDT) medical group decision session high-

lighting that multi-disciplinary medical group decision is a prime candidate for the use of

argumentation and particularly the applicability of PAAF and MIAF . In section 5.3.2, we

will introduce the medical group decision support tool, Just Clinical. Within this section, we

will describe the implementation and evaluation of the tool. In section 5.3.3, we will discuss

issues encountered in the use of the tool.

5.3.1 Illustrating Example

Let us look at an extract from a multi-disciplinary medical group decision session taken from

[40]. The discussion is on a patient with early stage superficial unilateral larynx cancer. The

discussion involves several medical specialists (Surgeons S1,S2,S3, Radiation Oncologists

RT1,RT2) debating on the best treatment for the disease (Figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). In general,

the patient’s physician will have the final say. In this scenario, although the physician did not

partake nor was privileged to the discussion, the ultimate decision still lies with him/her.

Disease Definition: Larynx Cancer

Early Superficial Unilateral

S1 : (A1) My opinion is to take out the patient’s larynx. This has the best cure rate of 99%.

S2 : (A2) I agree, taking out the patient’s larynx would provide the best cure potential.

S3 : (A3) I also agree, taking out the patient’s larynx would provide the best cure potential.

RT1 : (A4) But if taking out the patient’s larynx, the patient will have no voice.

RT1 : (A5) However if you use radiotherapy, there is a 97% cure rate from the radiotherapy and

about 97% voice quality, which is very good. The 3% who fail radiotherapy can have their

larynx removed and most of these will be cured too.

Figure 5.1: Multi-disciplinary Clinical Decision Support 1: Larynx Cancer

In Figure 5.1, the arguments A1 . . . A5 illustrates several important issues. Firstly, the need

for accrual in argumentation. Within argumentation, “accrual” generally refers to the group-

ing of arguments to support or refute a particular opinion. It is recognised [92, 122, 146]

that “accrual” of arguments is an issue that requires attention. To highlight our point, let us

focus on three key arguments. A4 forms the basis of an attack on the argument A1. When

just considering these two arguments alone, it maybe difficult to determine which course of

action is the most appropriate. Now, let us consider the argument: A1 in conjunction with the

argument A5. Again, it maybe difficult to determine which choice is a more appropriate ac-

tion to take. However, when we consider all three arguments together, it is clear that the best

course of action is to perform radiotherapy before taking out the patient’s larynx. Secondly,

the ability to strengthen arguments by repetition. To highlight our point, let us focus on the
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arguments: A1, A2, A3. Although these three arguments do not enlighten the discussion with

any additional information, it is conceivable that in a human debate situation, the number of

arguments is sufficient enough to overwhelm any suggestion of the contrary. However, we

are not advocating that we should always strengthen a position simply by providing multi-

tude of identical arguments. Performing such tasks should be informed by some additional

information such as source’s expertise or credibility. Finally, the importance of the informa-

tion sources during argumentation. If we consider the accrual of identical arguments as a

reflection of the norms of a community, then it is conceivable that the first course of action

would be to take out the patient’s larynx. However, if the specialist RT1 has special insight

or knowledge not shared with the other specialists (e.g., the specialist is the ONLY radiation

oncologist in the group), therefore, might occupy a somewhat privileged position, it is then

possible that the arguments made by this particular specialist may carry more weight. In this

example, we motivate that the credibility of the individual presenting the argument is impor-

tant. Using this notion of credibility, we can infer a preference ordering on the arguments.

S2 : (A6) My opinion is also that the patient should have a hemi-laryngectomy. This will give a

cure rate is as good as radiation therapy.

S3 : (A7) I agree, performing a hemi-laryngectomy would give a cure rate as good as radiother-

apy.

RT1 : (A8) Yes, I have performed many hemi-laryngectomies, and when I reviewed my case load,

the cure rate was 97%, which is as good as that reported internationally for radiotherapy.

RT2 : (A9) I agree, however you fail to take into account the patient’s age. Given the patient

is over 75, operating on the patient is not advisable as the patient may not recover from an

operation.

RT1 : (A10) Yes, however in this case, the patient’s performance status is extremely good, the

patient will most likely recover from an operation. (i.e. the general rule does not apply)

Figure 5.2: Multi-disciplinary Clinical Decision Support 2: Larynx Cancer

In Figure 5.2, arguments A6 . . . A10 illustrate an interesting phenomenon. In this particu-

lar instance, the specialist RT1 did not disagree with the correctness of the presented facts

and the conclusion in the argument presented by RT2, but rather the applicability of the un-

derlying inference rule that is used to construct the argument. This phenomenon is defined

by [110, 125] as “undercut”. In this situation, the argument presented by RT1 is more spe-

cific. This indicates that there exist some exceptions to the general decision rules that are

context dependent and a revision on the attack relation is required.

In Figure 5.3, arguments A11 and A12 illustrate an attack on the user preference. Similar

to the previous example, attacks on the user preference are generally context sensitive and

may indicate a revision on the general attack relation. These two examples illustrate that an

argumentation system should evolve over time, accumulating past decisions as justifications
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S2 : (A11) Reviewing our past case decisions, evidence suggest that the we have always per-

formed a hemi-laryngectomy, hence my preference is to do the same.

S3 : (A12) I agree, however, there is some new medical literature reporting that the voice quality

after a hemi-laryngectomy was only 50% acceptable and the reporting institution was the

North American leaders in hemi-laryngectomy, hence we should perform radiotherapy.

Figure 5.3: Multi-disciplinary Clinical Decision Support 3: Larynx Cancer

for future decisions. However, it is also clear that in some instances, we wish to overrule

past precedent. In most argumentation and decision support systems presented in the liter-

ature, the systems are relatively static. Most systems are open to new facts, however have

difficulties handling changing rules and preferences.

Furthermore, let us now assume that the patient’s physician decided to perform a hemi-

laryngectomy. He/She will now have to justify the decision. If we assume that the above

discussion did not occur (i.e. empty knowledge base), then the physician only requires to

present arguments for the hemi-laryngectomy decision. However, if the knowledge base

consists of the arguments, attack relations and preferences captured from the discussion,

then the physician will be required to not only present arguments for the hemi-laryngectomy

decision but also address all attacks on his/her decision. One can view the sequence of in-

teractions captured in the discussion as “decision generation” mode, if all the arguments,

attack relation and preferences exist in the knowledge base (in other words, the knowledge

base is complete) and we request the argumentation system to present us with a decision.

Alternatively, if the knowledge base is incomplete, erroneous or an undesired decision gen-

erated, a decision can be introduced and modification performed on the knowledge base in

the “decision justification” mode.

In spite of these shortcomings, these examples reinforce the view that argumentation is a

prime candidate for such a group decision support situation. In the next section, we will

present the medical group decision support tool.

5.3.2 Medical Group Decision Support Tool

In this section, we will introduce the medical group decision support tool, Just-Clinical. We

will firstly provide a description of the problem, highlighting the various aspects and com-

plexity of the problem domain. Secondly, we will describe the implementation, highlighting

the unique philosophy and approach that was taken. Finally, we will present the use and

evaluation of the tool.
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Problem Description

In the view of improving patient care, it is common practise to have multi-disciplinary

team (MDT) for cancer treatment. A multi-disciplinary team usually consists of individ-

uals from a range of specialisation such as surgeons, radiation oncologist, medical oncolo-

gist, histopathologists and specialist nurses. The multi-disciplinary team is responsible for

making key decisions with regard to the cancer treatment of the patient. Some of the key

decisions to be made are in relation to survival/prognosis, treatment options, treatment side-

effects and impact on quality of life. Decisions are also dependent on external factors such

as psychological impact to patient and family, family history, availability of clinical trials,

accessibility to treatment. This highlights that the treatment of cancer for any individual is a

complex process.

We will briefly describe the different aspects of the problem that is taken into considerations.

Firstly, a cancer can be described by three key pieces of information.

• Site of the disease

• Histology of the disease

• Staging of the disease

Site of the disease describes the location of the disease. This is usually presented as an

ICD code indicating which part of the body the disease resides. The histology of the disease

describes the usual progression of the disease based on pass data. This is usually presented as

an ICD03 code. The staging of the disease describes which stage of disease is at. In our case,

it is represented using TNM (Tumour, Nodes, Metastasis) coding. Tumour coding indicates

size and growth stage of the solid tumour. Nodes coding indicates the involvements of lymph

nodes and the extent of the involvement. Metastasis coding indicates that the disease has

metastasised and the disease has spread to other organs or regions of the body. Given the

three key pieces of information, we can uniquely identify a cancer. These three items of

information combined also provide the basic prognosis of a patient having the disease.

The effect and side-effect of a treatment can be considered by the following:

• Survival

• Control
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• Physical Toxicity

• Psychological Toxicity

• Clinician’s choice

Survival describes the rate of survival for a patient given a particular treatment or therapy.

This value is usually expressed as a percentage or probability of survival over a duration of

3, 5 years. Control describes the cancer response for a particular treatment and the ability

for the treatment to control the growth and spread of the disease. Physical and psychological

toxicity describe the affects the treatment have on the body. These assess the treatment

side-effects and are usually graded between 0 to 5 over several criteria. Clinician’s choice

describes the clinician’s choice of treatment based on his/her collected past experience in

treating the particular type of cancer. The weighted sum of the combination of the 5 aspects

provides an acceptability value for a given treatment.

There are three basic modalities of the treatment or therapy. These modalities are: radiation

therapy, chemo therapy and surgery. However, it is rarely the case that only one modality is

deployed in a treatment. The combination of modalities that can be considered are:

• Concurrent radiation and chemo therapy

• Radiation therapy salvaged by surgery

• Chemo therapy follow by radiation therapy salvaged by surgery

• Concurrent radiation and chemo therapy salvaged by surgery

• Surgery follow by radiation therapy

• Do nothing

The notion of “concurrent” basically expresses that multiple modalities are utilised at the

sane time in treating a patient. The notion of “follow by” expresses that one modality of

treatment is immediately followed by another modality of treatment. The notion of “salvaged

by” expresses that the first modality is the main source of treatment and should that source of

treatment fail, the subsequent modality is utilised as the next resort. Usually, an evaluation

is performed after completion of the main treatment modality to determine if the treatment

is having an affect on the disease or not. The last choice is to not perform any treatment.

Although not strictly a treatment modality, this choice is used to monitor the growth of the
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disease. It is important that this choice is available as in some cases the treatment side-effects

are worst than having the disease.

Evidence supporting the treatment falls into the following three categories (ordered from

strongest to the weakest):

• Level A: randomised controlled trial/meta-analysis

• Level B: other evidence

• Level C: consensus/expert opinion

Types of attack within each aspect are associated with the strength of the attack (lower num-

bers are stronger). Treatment analyses are performed over 5 categories: survival, control,

physical toxicity, psychological toxicity and clinicians choice. These categories are ad-

dressed in stages.

Tool Implementation

In [141], Tecuci et al. proposed seven issues of mixed-initiative reasoning for consideration:

1. Task

2. Control

3. Awareness

4. Communication

5. Personalisation

6. Architecture

7. Evaluation

The task issue focuses on the need for the division of labour and responsibility between the

human and the agent One of the dimension to consider is the complementarity abilities be-

tween a human and an automated agent. Considerations have to be made in relation to the

difference in reasoning styles and computational strengths. The control issue focuses on the

strategies to deploy when shifting the initiative and control the human and the agent. These
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strategies dictate the timing of the interaction and interruption which may, in some cases

be perceived as proactive behaviour. The awareness issue focuses on the maintenance of

a shared understanding between the human and the agent in relation to the evolving state

of the problem and environment. The communication issue focuses on the protocols that

facilitate the exchange of knowledge and information between the human and the agent.

These protocols include mixed-initiative dialogue and multi-modal interfaces. The person-

alisation issue focuses on the adaptability of the agent’s knowledge and behaviour to suit

the user’s problem solving strategies, preferences, biases and assumptions. The architecture

issue focuses on the design principles, methodologies, and technologies for different types

of mixed-initiative roles and behaviours. The evaluation issue focuses on the human and

automated agent contribution to the emergent behaviour of the system. Performance indi-

cators such as fully automated, fully manual, or alternative mixed-initiative approaches are

considered.

We have utilised these seven aspect as guiding principles in the construction of Just-Clinical.

Utilising a Web 2.0 philosophy, we have constructed a web enabled medical group decision

support system using Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) with a back-end reposi-

tory. HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Javascript are used to build the user inter-

face and controls the interaction with the web server. Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) is used

to build the reasoning engine to perform back-end computation of the arguments. MySQL

is used as the database repository. The generation of decisions consists of a set of set op-

erations performed in SQL. These operations are directly derived from the definition for an

extension provided in chapter 3. The decision justifications procedure A.1, A.2, A.3 and

A.4 can be found in in the appendix. These procedures describes a series of set operations.

These operations are performed on the database utlised SQL. The benefits of this approach

are platform independence, portability, scalability and accessibility. Note that this approach

is distinctly different to that taken in the construction of Dungine [139] where the computa-

tion of extensions is achieved by using argument games.

Tool Evaluation

The prototype was presented to several oncologists and a “head-and-neck” session was sim-

ulated. A “head-and-neck” session is where groups of oncologists meet to discuss treatment

therapy for cancer cases in the head to neck region. During this session, two typical larynx

cancer cases were discussed. Treatment analyses are performed over 5 different aspects or

categories. These categories are as listed: survival, control, physical toxicity, psychological

toxicity and clinician’s choice. These categories are addressed in stages. Argumentation is
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performed at each stage and final recommendation is based on the accrual of all arguments

over all the stages. Each stage can be viewed as a decision-making cycle where decision

made affects the available choices for the next cycle. A summary of the two cases that were

discussed can be found in table B.1 and B.2 (in the appendix). Each of the table presents the

case description, decision variables and values. Given a case description, the system presents

a possible recommendation (if one exists). A case is described by disease site, disease histol-

ogy and disease staging information. A recommendation is presented as a treatment modal-

ity. Specialists are then asked if the recommendation is acceptable. If the recommendation is

not acceptable, the system asks the specialist to select a recommendation and justify it with

arguments, with which the system then recomputes a new recommendation. Justifications are

expressed as statements and attack relations associated with an integer indicating the relative

strength of the statement. This relative strength is computed (by the user) based on the type

of evidence. There is a general consensus in the medical community as to ordering of the

type of evidence, hence the computation of the strength is generally acknowledged as given.

If the recommendation does not coincide, the system presents its findings and asks for more

justifications. This process is iterated until the recommendation of the system coincides with

the specialist’s choice.

Figure 5.4: Treatment Choices

In Figure 5.4, we present the user interface. In the left column, pertinent details of the case

definition are presented. In the right column, the users are presented with a list of possible

treatment recommendations appropriate for the case profile. These treatment recommenda-

tions are extensions. In Figure 5.5, we present the argument modification interface. The
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Figure 5.5: Arguments

users are allowed to add, delete and modify the arguments associated with a particular treat-

ment choice in the forward learning mode. The changes require that the clinician provide

the strength of the evidence and a literature references if used. In essence, by associating

the argument with the treatment choice, the user has provided justification for the particular

treatment. In Figure 5.6, we present the resulting output, which illustrates the recommended

decision for each facet of a given sequence of decisions. Each facet has different priority

(if two treatments have identical cure and control rates, the one with lower physical toxicity

is preferred) and the final treatment choice is computed using these preferences. This fig-

ure also illustrates the ability for the user to validate the recommendations and subsequently

activate the second of the two learning modes where the user disagrees with the recommen-

dation.

In the next section, we will discuss issues encountered in the use of the tool.

5.3.3 Discussion

The general response to using the tool has been positive. The specialists found that the tool

is useful both as a practical tool for a trained specialist as well as a teaching aid for medical

registrar. The specialists also felt that the tool has huge potential, however, since the tool

is still in its infancy there are still several practical issues that need addressing. During the
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Figure 5.6: Recommendations

trial, several issues were identified. These issues falls into two categories: usability of the

user interface and performance of the argumentation engine.

During an original execution of the tool, we found that when computing recommendations,

the tool took sometime to return a decision (in some instances, several hours). This issue

was address by limiting the scope to the available nine therapy choices rather than allow-

ing the system to compute all therapy choices including non-existing ones. Although these

non-existing therapy choices are valid with respect to the provided arguments, they are not

valid with respect to the clinical scenario. This is directly attribute to the incompleteness

of the background knowledge-base. However, if we were to assume that the background

knowledge-base is complete, the discovery of new modalities suggests new treatment ap-

proaches. This is an interesting and somewhat surprising development that warrants future

investigation.

Due to the technology chosen, no state information is retained. This restricted the flexibility

of the application as the front-end application has to be left executing to wait for a response

from the computationally expensive decision generation process. A more heavy weighted

approach such as the use of Java programming language deploying the Java Platform, En-

terprise Edition (Java EE) specification can be deployed to resolve this issue. However, this

approach is against the original light weight web 2.0 philosophy. The move to Java will also

potentially allow the use of existing argumentation engine such as Dungine [139]. How-

ever, modification to Dungine will need to be made as Dungine does not explicitly handle
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preferences and the use of preference values in ranking extensions. By using Enterprise Jav-

aBeans (EJB) and Web Services, users can periodically check-in with the service to check

for updates.

The usability of the user interface can be addressed with a redesign given input from the

user. Given the possible move to the use of Java and Web Services, more choices for the

development of rich internet applications is now available. The use of technology such as

HTML5, Adobe Flash or JavaFX becomes more feasible.

In following section, we will present a summary of the main concepts this discussed this

chapter.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented applications for the preferences-based accrual argumen-

tation framework and the mixed-initiative argumentation framework. Within the section on

applications of the preferences-based accrual argumentation framework, we firstly explored

how the credibility of the source of an argument can be brought to bear in the argumentation

machinery in two distinct settings. Firstly, we have introduced the semi-ring based accrual

argumentation framework (PAAFSR) and explored how credibility can be leveraged in an

abstract argumentation framework (similar to those discussed in chapter 3). This framework

is a modified version of the preferences-based accrual argumentation framework (PAAF ).

These abstract values are used to capture notions of source credibility and trust.

Secondly, we considered arguments with internal structure and presented the source-sensitive

argumentation system (SSAS) as an instance of the the semi-ring based accrual argumen-

tation framework. Utilising several examples, we have illustrated the ability for PAAFSR to

perform source-sensitive argumentation and highlighted some of the unique features of the

source-sensitive argumentation system (SSAS).

Furthermore, we presented a discussion on the applicability of this approach in areas such as

defeasible argumentation and multi-agent negotiation.

Within section on applications of the mixed-initiative argumentation framework, we firstly

presented an example of multi-disciplinary team session on cancer treatment. This exam-

ple highlights the need for a clinical decision support tool that allows for the revision of

the background knowledge-base over a sequence of decisions. We further highlighted the
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complexity of the problem domain in support of the use of the frameworks proposed in this

dissertation. The complexity of the domain is not only attributed to the different combination

of treatment modalities, but also the different aspects of patient care criteria as well as the

different sources of evidence required for supporting a treatment decision.

In the subsequent sections, we have described the construction, illustrated the use and eval-

uation of Just-Clinical. We have also discussed the issues encountered when using Just-

Clinical. Of particular importance is the complexity of generation of all modalities, high-

lighting the difficulties in modality discovery. The proposed resolution is to restrict the tool

to only consider modalities provided by the clinicians.

The next chapter will present the conclusions and future works.
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Conclusion and Future Works
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Conclusion

“This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end.

It is, instead, the end of the beginning.”

– Winston Churchill

6.1 Conclusion

The thrust for this research is inspired by the fact that current available models of argumen-

tation do not satisfactory capture and utilise preferences. Although this concept is certainly

not new, it still provides a valuable insight despite the abundance presented argumentation

models. This demonstrates that the study of argumentation is an interesting venture. Such

a study provides methods and techniques for addressing real-world problems. The aim of

this dissertation is to firstly, illustrate the importance of preferences in the accrual of argu-

mentation and allowing this use of preferences to redefine the notion of acceptability criteria

captured in existing argumentation. Secondly, to illustrate that an argumentation system
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should not be static and introduce the notion of argumentation theory revision. The revision

of an argumentation theory is based on the revision of the conflict and preference relation.

Firstly, we have introduced the abstract preference-based accrual argumentation framework

(PAAF ), illustrated the ability for the framework to perform accrual of arguments and high-

lighted some of the unique features of this framework. We have presented a discussion

and comparison illustrating the differences between the abstract argumentation framework

(AF ) [52], the value-based argumentation framework (V AF ) [22] and PAAF as well as a

discussion addressing issues such as argument source, credibility and trust as illustrated in

the motivating example 1.2.3 and 1.2.4.

Secondly, we have presented a mixed-initiative argumentation framework. Within this frame-

work, we have motivated the need for a mixed-initiative argumentation framework where

argumentation theory is revised due to a sequence of decisions. By utilising mixed-initiative

interaction, the argumentation theory can be revised to reflect the changes in knowledge in

the “real-world”. We have proposed a collection of procedures to perform such revision.

Furthermore, we have proposed a set of properties governing the desirable behaviour for

such argument theory change operator as well as shown that our procedures satisfies these

properties. We also presented a discussion on the capabilities of such a framework focusing

on the different combination of different structure in arguments and the presence/absence of

a guiding knowledge-base.

Thirdly, we have presented a source-sensitive argumentation system. The source-sensitive

argumentation system is viewed as an instance of the abstract preference-based accrual argu-

mentation framework (PAAF ). We have presented the vocabulary and the machinery that

allow for computing the strength for sets of arguments. This vocabulary and machinery al-

lows the system to address a range of problems. The aim of this system is to associate source

with arguments and highlight the influence argumentation source have on the argumentation

process. This associate of source to arguments allows for notions of credibility and trust to

be captured in an argumentation system and for these notions to influence the outcome of the

argumentation process

Finally, we presented a mixed-initiative argumentation system (Just-Clinical). We presented

an example of multi-disciplinary team discussion within the medical domain, highlight-

ing the need for a clinical decision support tool that allows for revision of the background

knowledge-base over a sequence of decisions. The contribution of this dissertation is cap-

tured in the following key points:
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1. Illustrated that argumentation provides methods and techniques for addressing prob-

lems that have no definitive “correct” answers or solutions.

2. Introduced a different utilisation of preference values in an abstract argumentation

framework. Preferences are used for breaking ties between conflicting arguments and

performing accrual of arguments.

3. Utilised preference values as informed representation of credibility and trust. Pro-

vided the vocabulary and machinery to address issues where information ownership or

credibility plays an important role.

4. Highlighted the need to evolve an argumentation theory especially in situations where:

(a) the argumentation system has been deployed in a dynamic environment.

(b) the argumentation theory is incomplete or inaccurate (either incorrect or not-

specific enough).

(c) it is too difficult (time consuming, unable to obtain precision or knowledge) to

elicit the knowledge required to perform reasoning.

5. Introduced the notion of decision-justification as an approach to evolve or correct the

argumentation theory.

6. Proposed some desirable properties of the decision justification process.

7. Demonstrated the use of mixed-initiative argumentation in a clinical group decision

support setting.

6.2 Future Works

In this section, we will present some future works and area of applications. There are three

areas and directions of immediate interest: clinical decision support, distributed Constraint

satisfaction and optimisation, requirements engineering.

6.2.1 Mixed-Initiative Argumentation for Modalities Discovery

As highlighted in chapter 5.3, the ability for the mixed-initiative argumentation system to

discover new treatment modalities is an important issue. However, the issue lies with the
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ability to collecting a sufficient amount of background knowledge such that the generated re-

sult is meaningful. One approach is for the mixed-initiative argumentation system to directly

query pre-processed version of medical repository such as PubMed, hence allowing the sys-

tem to draw upon a greater body of evidence. However, this requires further investigation

as most evidence stored in such repositories are not design for reasoning by computational

machines. One key point to highlight is that the mixed-initiative interaction machinery nat-

urally lends itself to the accumulation of this background knowledge over a period of usage.

Hence, given enough time, the background knowledge will eventually be more complete.

However, further investigation is required.

6.2.2 Argumentation in Distributed Constraint Satisfaction and Dy-

namic Distributed Constraint Optimisation Problems

Recent work in distributed constraint satisfaction algorithms [68–72] is built upon the theo-

retical underpinnings described in this dissertation. Support-Based Distributed Search (SBDS)

is a distributed constraint satisfaction algorithm in which agents communicate via arguments,

maintaining a simple notion of credibility between agents.

The argument structure of SBDS is domain specific and permitting two categories of argu-

ments. As it deviates from the argumentation structure representation in this dissertation

(with distinction between facts and assumptions). Below is a loose description of the argu-

ment structure envisioned for SBDS.

Definition 6.2.1. An SBDS-argument is a pair 〈Prem,Con〉, and belongs to one of the fol-

lowing two categories:

1. isgoods (variable-value assignment proposals)

• Prem - an ordered sequence of variable-value assignments

• Con - the variable-value assignment for the agent stating the argument

2. nogoods (variable-value assignment rejections)

• Prem - a set of variable-value assignments which are not permitted

• Con - exact copy of the premise

As the argument structure of SBDS differs from that discussion in this dissertation, a domain-

specific conflict and attacks relation is needed. The spirit of these relation remains the same
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as those provided in this dissertation. This further strengthen the claim that our proposed sys-

tem complements and provides assistance to solving problems in a whole range of different

domains.

Definition 6.2.2. Given β, γ are SBDS arguments, then conflict(β, γ) if and only if the

simultaneous application of Conβ and Conγ result in domain wipeout for some variable.

Definition 6.2.3. Given β, γ are SBDS arguments, then attack(β, γ) if and only if conflict(β, γ)

and either β is a nogood, or both are isgoods and the Premβ ∪Conβ is a ‘stronger’ assign-

ment than Premγ ∪ Conγ .

The term ‘stronger’ is specific to SBDS and describes the use of a monotonic function for

comparing sequences of variable-value assignments. By defining attack in this way we

demonstrate that the source-sensitive argumentation system is not limited to simple n-valued

logics, but can be applied more generically. Note that by definition 6.2.3, a ‘nogood’ argu-

ment will never come under attack. This is appropriate as a ‘nogood’ is always a deductive

argument, whereas an ‘isgood’ is an inductive argument of varying degrees of confidence.

The concept of credibility is used very simply in SBDS, but in even limited capacity causes

the same agent-behaviour as we predicted. There are only 3 levels of credibility in SBDS.

As this is a loose description of the argument structure envisioned for SBDS, further explo-

ration is required.

6.2.3 Mixed-Initiative Argumentation and Requirements Engineering

Recall from chapter 3 that our ultimate goal is to create a framework that capture arguments

and their associated preferences, this results in the ability to associate credibility as well

as ownership to arguments. The proposal here is to implement the argumentation system

within a fine grained multi-agent executable environment which co-exists with the i* model

framework [153–156]. A very abstract summary of the envisioned benefits of such a co-

existence given in the following points:

• Early-phase requirements are specified in i* models.

• These are progressively refined to late-phase (detailed) requirements represented via a

combination of i* models with Formal-Tropos annotations (creation condition, fulfill-

ment condition, etc.) and AgentSpeak(L-SG) agents. We visualise the two components
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of such requirements specifications co-evolving. Such co-evolution would entail inde-

pendent development of both components of these specifications, while maintaining

some loose consistency links between them.

• Further refinements of these specifications lead to architectural models, in a manner

paralleling the TROPOS methodology.

• We view such specifications as stake-holder goal-intention-context models. We visu-

alise maintaining such models throughout the software life-cycle. Such models would

be used to perform verification, validation and trade-off analysis on change requests, in

particular, requirements change requests (which have been recognised in the literature

as the most expensive and difficult to deal with).

Utilising this approach, we are able to explore two alternative approaches to stakeholder

negotiation:

1. Negotiation via argumentation. Automated negotiation is a novel approach for resolv-

ing conflicts. The minimal structure of a requirement lends itself to argumentation

where arguments are a pair consisting of a premise and a conclusion. In the case of

requirements, the rationale is the premise and the conclusion is the requirement. Ar-

guments can be generated from the list of requirements.

2. Negotiation via belief merging. This approach is based on semantic accounts of how

preference specifications of a society of agents can be aggregated into a combined

preference relation.

However, further investigation is required.
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A
Procedures

The following are the formalisation of the procedures described in chapter 4. A total of four

procedures are presented in detail. The four procedures are as listed:

• General decision justification procedure.

• Preference-modifying decision justification procedure.

• Conflict-modifying decision justification procedure.

• Conflict-modifying and preference-modifying decision justification procedure.
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Procedure A.1: General Decision Justification Procedure.
Inputs: AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, and a user-defined extension S.

Outputs: AT ′ = 〈AR′, Conf ′, P ref ′〉
Begin

ExtAT ← Generate(AT )

While (ExtAT \ {S}) 6= ∅ Do

If AR is S-complete Then

If S ∈ ExtAT Then

Pref ← Pref-Mod(AT ,ExtAT ,S) ⊲ call sub-procedure

Else

Conf ← Conf-Mod(AT ,ExtAT ,S) ⊲ call sub-procedure

EndIf

Else

AR← AR ∪ S

EndIf

ExtAT ← Generate(AT )

EndWhile

Return AT
End

Procedure A.2: Preference-modifying Decision Justification Procedure (Pref-Mod).

Inputs: AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, ExtAT generated from AT , a user-defined extension S.

Outputs: A modified preference theory Pref ′.

Begin

Pref ′ ← Pref

Forall Ai ∈ (ExtAT \ {S}) Do

If pref(S,Ai) 6∈ Pref ′ Then

Pref ′ ← (Pref ′ \ {pref(Ai, S)}) ∪ {pref(S,Ai)} ⊲ Reverse preference

EndIf

EndForall

Return Pref ′

End
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Procedure A.3: Conflict-modifying Decision Justification Procedure (Conf-Mod).

Inputs: AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, ExtAT generated from AT , a user-defined extension S.

Outputs: A modified conflict theory Conf ′.

Selection Functions: fa : 2AR −→ AR.

Begin

Conf ′ ← Conf

Forall αi, αj ∈ S Do ⊲ Check S for self defeat

If deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft Then

Conf ′ ← (Conf ′ \ ({conf(αj , αi)} ∪ {conf(αi, αj)}))
EndIf

EndForall

AR′ ← (AR \ S) ⊲ Remove S from consideration

Forall deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft Do

If αj ∈ AR′ and αi ∈ S Then ⊲ Identify defeated arguments

AR′ ← AR′ \ {αj} ⊲ Ignore defeated arguments

S′ ← S′ ∪ {αi} ⊲ Construct a set of undefeated from S

EndIf

EndForall

Forall deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft Do

If αi ∈ AR′ and αj ∈ S Then

αk = fa(S′ ∪ {αj}) ⊲ non-deterministic selection

Conf ′ ← Conf ′ ∪ {conf(αk, αi)}
If αk = αj and ¬(pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref) Then

Conf ′ ← Conf ′ \ {conf(αi, αj)}
EndIf

AR′ ← AR′ \ {αi}

EndIf

EndForall

Forall αi ∈ AR′ Do ⊲ Process non-conflicting arguments

αk = fa(S) ⊲ non-deterministic selection

Conf ′ ← (Conf ′ \ {conf(αi, αk}) ∪ {conf(αk, αi)}

EndForall

Return Conf ′

End

Non-deterministic selection function fa describes a class of operator and can be replaced with a

function that select the ith enumeration of a list of arguments or choices provided from user interaction.
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Procedure A.4: Conflict and Preference Modifying Decision Justification Procedure

Inputs: AT = 〈AR,Conf, Pref〉, a user-defined extension S.

Outputs: A modified conflict-preference theory pair 〈Conf ′, P ref ′〉
Selection Functions: fa : 2AR −→ AR.

Begin

Conf ′ ← Conf

Pref ′ ← Pref

Forall αi, αj ∈ S Do ⊲ Check S for self defeat

If deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft Then

If {conf(αj, αi), conf(αi, αj)} ⊆ Conf ′ Then

Select ⊲ non-deterministic selection

Conf ′ ← (Conf ′ \ ({conf(αj , αi)} ∪ {conf(αi, αj)}))
or

Pref ′ ← Pref ′ ∪ {pref({αi}, {αj})} ∪ {pref({αj}, {αi})}

EndSelect

Else

Conf ′ ← (Conf ′ \ ({conf(αj , αi)} ∪ {conf(αi, αj)}))
EndIf

EndIf

EndForall

AR′ ← (AR \ S) ⊲ Remove S from consideration

Forall deft(αi, αj) ∈ Deft Do

If αj ∈ AR′ and αi ∈ S Then ⊲ Identify defeated arguments

AR′ ← AR′ \ {αj} ⊲ Ignore defeated arguments

S′ ← S′ ∪ {αi} ⊲ Construct a set of undefeated from S

EndIf

EndForall

Forall (αi, αj) ∈ Deft Do

If αi ∈ AR′ and αj ∈ S Then

αk = fa(S′ ∪ {αj}) ⊲ non-deterministic selection

Conf ′ ← Conf ′ ∪ {conf(αk, αi)}
If αk = αj and ¬(pref({αi}, {αj}) 6∈ Pref and pref({αj}, {αi}) ∈ Pref) Then

Select ⊲ non-deterministic selection

Conf ′ ← Conf ′ \ {conf(αi, αj)}
or

Pref ′ ← (Pref ′ \ {pref({αi}, {αj})}) ∪ {pref({αj}, {αi})}

EndSelect

EndIf

AR′ ← AR′ \ {αi}

EndIf

EndForall

Forall αi ∈ AR′ Do ⊲ Process non-conflicting arguments

αk = fa(S) ⊲ non-deterministic selection

If {conf(αk, αi), conf(αi, αk)} ⊆ Conf ′ Then

Select ⊲ non-deterministic selection

Conf ′ ← Conf ′ \ {conf(αi, αk)}
or

Pref ′ ← Pref ′ \ {pref({αi}, {αk})}

EndSelect

Else

Conf ′ ← (Conf ′ \ {conf(αi, αk}) ∪ {conf(αk, αi)}
EndIf

EndForall

Return 〈Conf ′, P ref ′〉

End

Non-deterministic selection function fa describes a class of operator and can be replaced with a

function that select the ith enumeration of a list of arguments or choices provided from user interaction.



B
Test Cases

The following are the tables containing the test cases described in chapter 5.3.2. Each table

consists of all the decision variable and values taken when determining an outcome.
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1
6

7

Disease Site
Histology

Disease Stage
Aspect Therapy Evidence Statement Attack

(ICD10) Code T (Tumor) N (Node) M (Metastasis)

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival Rth Level A Rth (70/35/7) gives 31% 3yOS Survival: 7

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival Rth + Cth Level A Rth (70/35/7)+Cth(Pt+5FUx3) gives 51% 3yOS Survival: 4

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 70% larynx retention PhysTox: 3

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Control Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 27% 5yDFS Control: 3

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 70% toxicity PhysTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 56% 5yOS Survival: 5

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 75% larynx retention PhysTox: 2

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Control Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 36% 5yDFS Control: 2

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 75% toxicity PhysTox: 2

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 56% 5yOS Survival: 3

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 88% larynx retention PhysTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Control Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 38% 5yDFS Control: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 82% toxicity PhysTox: 3

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 55% 5yOS Survival: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. S Level C S (total laryngectomy) gives 0% larynx retention PhysTox: 5

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival S � Rth Level A S � Rth(60/30/6) is the same as Rth(50/25/5) � S Survival: 2

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival S � Rth Level A S � Rth(60/30/6) is the same as Rth(70/35/7)+Cth(Pt) � S Survival: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Survival S Level B S gives 40% 5yOS Survival: 6

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Psyc. Tox. All S Level C S gives voice (artificial) in 80% PsychTox: 2

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Psyc. Tox. No S Level C Rth gives voice (natural) in 98% PsychTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. All Rth Level B Rth (IMRT) gives 39.3% xerostomia PhysTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 - II 0 Phys. Tox. All Rth Level B Rth (conv) gives 82.1% xerostomia PhysTox: 4

Rth : Radiation Therapy

Cth : Chemo Therapy

S : Surgery

+ : Concurrent

� : Salvaged By

� : Follow by

Table B.1: Test Case A



1
6

8

Disease Site
Histology

Disease Stage
Aspect Therapy Evidence Statement Attack

(ICD10) Code T (Tumor) N (Node) M (Metastasis)

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival Rth Level A Rth (70/35/7) gives 31% 3yOS Survival: 7

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival Rth + Cth Level A Rth (70/35/7) + Cth(Pt+5FUx3) gives 51% 3yOS Survival: 4

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 70% larynx retention PhysTox: 3

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Control Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 27% 5yDFS Control: 3

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 70% toxicity PhysTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) � S gives 56% 5yOS Survival: 5

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 75% larynx retention PhysTox: 2

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Control Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 36% 5yDFS Control: 2

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 75% toxicity PhysTox: 2

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival Cth � Rth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + neoadjCth(Pt/5FUx2) � S gives 56% 5yOS Survival: 3

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 88% larynx retention PhysTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Control Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 38% 5yDFS Control: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 82% toxicity PhysTox: 3

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival Rth + Cth � S Level A Rth (70/35/7) + concCth(Pt100x3) � S gives 55% 5yOS Survival: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. S Level C S (total laryngectomy) gives 0% larynx retention PhysTox: 5

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival S � Rth Level A S � Rth(60/30/6) is the same as Rth(50/25/5) � S Survival: 2

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival S � Rth Level A S � Rth(60/30/6) is the same as Rth(70/35/7) + Cth(Pt) � S Survival: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Survival S Level B S gives 65% 5yOS Survival: 2

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Psyc. Tox. All S Level C S gives voice (artificial) in 80% PsychTox: 2

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Psyc. Tox. No S Level C Rth gives voice (natural) in 98% PsychTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. All Rth Level B Rth (IMRT) gives 39.3% xerostomia PhysTox: 1

C32 M-8070/3 IV - 0 Phys. Tox. All Rth Level B Rth (conv) gives 82.1% xerostomia PhysTox: 4

Rth : Radiation Therapy

Cth : Chemo Therapy

S : Surgery

+ : Concurrent

� : Salvaged By

� : Follow by

Table B.2: Test Case B
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